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Re: Request For Reconsideration of Kitchen Lights Unit Notice of Default and Cure 
Demand (no case reference number was provided in the Notice). 

Dear Commissioner Mack: 

Furie Alaska Operating, LLC ("Furie") received a Notice of Default and Cure Demand 
("Notice") for the Kite-hen Lights Unit ("KLU"). In accordance with 11 AAC 02.030, Furie 
respectfully requests reconsideration and withdrawal of the Notice for the following reasons: 
(1) the Notice appears to be premised, at least in part, on the mistaken belief that Furie failed to
satisfy its work commitments since 2015; (2) Furie's non-compliance in 2017 was due to
circumstances outside of its control; and (3) declaring a default under the existing circumstances
would be inequitable. 1

THE NOTICE OF DEFAULT IS BASED ON AN INCORRECT PREMISE. 

As you know, the KLU Unit Agreement gives the DNR Commissioner the discretion to 
determine whether a failure to comply with an approved unit plan should be considered a 
default.2 In exercising that authority, the decision must be based on an accurate set of facts. The 
Notice, however, contains several factual errors. Specifically, the Notice states: 

In short, Furie has failed to meet its drilling commitments going back to 2015. 
It committed to drill two wells by November 30, 2015. Furie did not drill the 

1 Furie is Operator of the KLU. The drilling commitments included in each POD for the KLU are made 
on behalf of all the working interest owners. 
2 KLU Unit Agreement, Section 20. l (providing that "[t]he Commissioner will, in his or her discretion,
determine that the failure of the Unit Operator or the Working Interest Owners to comply with any of the 
terms of this Agreement, including any Approved Unit Plan, is a default under this Agreement.") 
(Emphasis added.) 
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wells. The Division approved a POE amendment to defer those drilling 
commitments to November 30, 2016. Furie did not drill the wells. Furie 
committed to drilling two wells again in 201 [7]. 3 It did not drill those wells, 
and again seeks to defer its commitment another year.4

The Notice then provides: "[b ]ased upon the foregoing, DNR hereby provides notice of 
default. "5

The Division Approved the Deferral of the 2015 Wells to 2016 and 
Furie Actually Drilled Three (3) Wells in 2016 

Although Furie did not drill two wells in 2015, the Division of Oil and Gas specifically approved 
a deferral of those wells to 2016. The Division's approval of the deferral cannot fairly be 
considered a default under the Unit Agreement. Moreover, the Notice is simply wrong where it 
states that Furie did not drill any wells in 2016. In fact, Furie drilled three (3) wells in 2016-the 
KLU #A2, #A2-A,6 and #Al 7-even though the Plan of Development ("POD") only required 
two wells that year. 8 The Notice improperly implies Furie defaulted under its 2015 POD and 
also erroneously claims Furie did not drill any wells in 2016, when in fact it drilled three. The 
Commissioner should exercise his discretion and find that the corrected record does not support a 
finding of default. 

The Commissioner also has the discretion to consider the third well Furie drilled in 2016 as a 
credit toward Furie's 2017 drilling commitment and Furie respectfully suggests such a finding is 
appropriate under the circumstances. Similarly, Furie asks that the significant work Furie 
performed in the KLU in 2017 and during its time as operator of the KLU be considered in 
making the determination whether Furie's inability to comply with its 2017 drilling commitment 
warrants default proceedings. For convenience, Furie's 2017 work in the KLU is summarized 
below by facility and Furie's work in the KLU from 2011 through 2016 is summarized below by 
year. 

3 In the Notice, this sentence says 2016 but we believe that is a typographical error and it was intended to 
be 2017. 
4 Notice at 2. 
5 Notice at 3. 
6 The KLU #A2-A was completed and placed in production in 2016. Exhibit 1. 
7 The KLU #Al was fully drilled into productive zones but has not yet been completed. Exhibit 2. 
8 Exhibit 3; Exhibit 1. 
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Furie Made Significant Improvements to the KLU in 2017 

KLU #3 Well 

Furie had been unable to access the productive Beluga zones in this well due to a composite 
bridge-plug setting tool that was lodged in the well.9 In 2017, Furie successfully used a coiled 
tubing unit to remove the tool and gain access to the Beluga formation.1° Furie also used the 
coiled tubing unit to retrieve isolation plugs for the Lower Sterling and Upper and Lower Beluga 
zones. 11 Because of Furie' s actions, each of these zones can now be accessed for production. 12

Furie is currently producing from the Beluga formation. As producing zones are depleted, Furie 
will use the KLU #3 wellbore to capture additional reserves from zones in both the Beluga and 
Sterling formations. 

KLU #Al Well 

Furie purchased approximately $1.1 million of tangibles needed for the completion of the #Al 
well in 2017. This includes materials such as casing and tubulars for the well and other tangible 
items needed for completion.13

KLU #3 & #A-2A Wells 

In August 2017, Furie conducted an increased flow rate test on the KLU #3 and KLU #A-2A 
wells, which successfully produced at a combined rate of 31 MMCF/day.14 

Analysis of KLU Seismic 

In 2017, Furie continued to interpret and evaluate the 3-D geophysical seismic data it acquired 
covering the entire KLU.15 These efforts included well-based and seismic-based pore pressure 
analysis and estimation. This work has resulted in a better understanding of the KLU's potential 
for further exploration and development-of both gas and oil.16 Tricon Geophysical was utilized 
for processing the 3D seismic and subsequently, attribute analysis and modeling was performed. 
In-house structural interpretations were performed and new maps were regenerated on numerous 

9 Exhibit 2 at 4. 
10 Exhibit 2 at 2. 
1 1  Id. 
12 Exhibit 2 at 4. 
13 Affidavit of Bruce Webb ("Affidavit") at ,r4. 
14 Exhibit 2 at 2.
1 5  Exhibit 2 at 4. 
16 Affidavit at ,rs. 
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Sterling and Beluga reservoirs for the purpose of re-evaluating reserves. 17 Additionally, 
structural and attribute analysis was extended to the Tyonek, Hemlock, and Jurassic intervals in 
the interests of developing potential hydrocarbon targets in the deeper horizons as well as 
evaluating their economic feasibility for drilling.18

Julius R. Offshore Production Platform 

Furie installed several new systems on the Julius R. platform in 2017, including a shut-down 
valve on the fuel gas skid, a recirculation line on the fuel system, a Haskel pump to break up ice 
plugs in flowlines, and heat trace, heat trace panel and insulation. 19 Furie also upgraded the air 
compressor and made major repairs to the generator.20

Pipeline to the Production Facility 

Furie conducted construction activities to stabilize the 15-mile pipeline that runs from the 
production platform to the onshore facilities.21 This included having divers install support pins 
to support the pipeline spool section near the Julius R. offshore Eroduction platform and the
installation of cement bags under other sections of the �ipeline. 2 A cathodic protection
( corrosion) survey was also performed on the pipeline. 3 

Onshore Production Facility 

Furie performed significant work in 2017 to improve its onshore production facility. 
Specifically, Furie installed heat trace equipment and insulation, and, after inspecting its 
dehydration contact tower, installed internal distribution piping and re-packed the dehydration 
contact tower. 24 Furie also upgraded its monitoring systems, and reviewed and updated its 
process and instrumentation diagrams.25 

17 
Id. at �6. 

1s Id.
19 Exhibit 2 at 2. 
20 Id. 
2 1  Id. 
22 Id. 
23 Id. 
24 Exhibit 2 at 2-3. 
2s Id.
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While Furie may not have accomplished everything it intended in 2017, it made many 
substantive improvements to the KLU facilities, spending a significant amount of capital.26 

Indeed, since taking over as operator of the KL U in 2011, Furie has established a strong track 
record of fulfilling its work commitments. 

Furie Has Consistently Worked to Explore and Develop the KLU 

During its time as operator, Furie has accomplished many things in the KLU: 

2011 

2012 

2013 

2014 

26 Affidavit at ,7. 
27 Exhibit 4 at 2. 
28 Id. 
29 Exhibit 5. 
30 Exhibit 6 at 1. 
3 1  Id. at 1-2. 
32 Id. at 2. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

33 Exhibit 7; Exhibit 8. 
34 Id. 
35 Exhibit 9. 

Spartan 151 jack-up rig delivered to Cook Inlet27

Began drilling KLU #1 well28

Unit Agreement Extended and POE approved29

Re-entered KLU #1 and drilled to depth, logged and evaluated well30

Drilled and evaluated KLU #2 and KLU #2A sidetrack31

Drilled geotechnical bore holes32

Drilled, completed, and flow tested KLU #333

Drilled KL U #4 34

Sanctioned development project35

Completed platform construction and transported to Cook Inlet36

Completed manufacture and coating of pipe for pipeline37

Pre-drilled pipeline corridor using horizontal directional drilling38

Began construction of onshore facility39

Drilled KLU #540

36 Exhibit 10 at 3-4; Exhibit 11. 
37 Id. 
38 Id. 
39 Id.
40 Id. 
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2015 • Installed Julius R. platform and pipeline41

• Completed onshore production facility42

• Tied back KLU #3 and began production from KLU43

• Acquired 3D seismic over entire unit44

• Contracted for new jack-up rig to be delivered to Cook Inlet45

2016 • Randolph Yost jack-up rig delivered to Cook Inlet46

• Drilled and evaluated KLU #A247

• Drilled and completed KLU #A2-A 48

• Drilled and evaluated KLU #Al 49

The Notice states that Furie has a history of committing to drill then delaying or changing those 
commitments. That is not consistent with the facts. As a reasonably prudent operator, Furie has 
adjusted its work plans in response to new information it has gained from each drilling season. 
When DNR approved a multi-year Plan of Exploration ("POE") for the KLU in 2012, the unit 
was mostly unexplored. so But that same year, Furie announced that it had discovered what 
appeared to be commercial quantities of natural gas in the KLU #1 well and began planning a 
development project.51 The data Furie acquired during the 2011 and 2012 drilling seasons led to 
an adjustment in its drilling plans for 2013.52 Similarly, the data Furie gathered from its 2013 
drilling activities caused it to relocate its proposed platform from the KLU #1 to the KLU #3.53

Each time new data led to a change in Furie's drilling plans, Furie requested and obtained 
approval to modify the drilling commitments in the POE.54

4 1 Exhibit 12 at 2. 
42 Id. 
43 Id. 
44 Exhibit 13. 
45 Exhibit 14. 
46 Exhibit 3 at 2. 
47 Id. 
48 Id. 
49 Id. 
50 

5 1  

Exhibit 5. 

http://www.adn.com/energy/article/kitchen-lights-development-could-realize-long-held-vision-cook
inlet-gas/2014/06/14/. 
52 Exhibit l ;  Exhibit 15. 
53 Exhibit 16. 
54 See e.g. Exhibit 17; Exhibit 18; Exhibit 19; Exhibit 20; Exhibit 15; Exhibit 21. 
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Based on its drilling success, Furie shifted its focus for the next two years to developing its 
discovery and bringing the KLU into production. DNR approved the first POD for the KLU in 
2014. 55 That same year, Furie ensured that the manufacturing of all components needed to 
develof its offshore gas reservoir was completed and had those components shipped to Cook
Inlet. 5 Unfortunately, all of the specialized vessels needed to install the facilities were not 
available and the installation was postponed to 2015, necessitating an amendment to the POD.57

After successful installation of the platform, pipeline, and other facilities in 2015, Furie 
completed the KLU #3 well using a platform rig and began production from the KLU in late 
2015. 58 By adjusting in response to the new information it gained each drilling season, Furie was 
able to commence production from the KLU only four years after bringing a jack-up rig to Cook 
Inlet. These accomplishments should not overshadow the fact that "Furie is the first company in 
roughly 20 years to bring a jack-up drilling rig to the Cook Inlet."59 Not only did Furie bring one 
jack-up rig to Cook Inlet (an asset the State sought for many years), it brought two. 

Furie's track record shows diligent exploration and development of the KLU as a reasonably 
prudent operator. Furie's commitment to the KLU has been demonstrated not only by the fact 
that Furie drilled three (3) wells in 2016 when only two (2) were required, but also by the 
significant work Furie has accomplished since it became the unit operator. Under the 
circumstances, the Notice should be withdrawn and the KLU should not be subject to default 
proceedings. 

CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND FURIE'S CONTROL 
EXCUSED ITS 2017 WORK COMMITMENTS 

The Notice should also be reconsidered and withdrawn based on the doctrine of force majeure. 
The Unit Agreement expressly states that a "failure to comply because of force majeure is not a 
default."6

° Force majeure is defined in the Division's regulations to include: 

55 Exhibit 22. 
56 Exhibit 1 O; Exhibit 11. 
57 Id. 
58 Exhibit 12. 
59 Exhibit 5 at 3. 
6
° KLU Unit Agreement, Section 20.1 (providing that "[t]he Commissioner will, in his or her discretion, 

determine that the failure of the Unit Operator or the Working Interest Owners to comply with any of the 
terms of this Agreement, including any Approved Unit Plan, is a default under this Agreement. The 
failure to comply because of force majeure is not a default"). 
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war, riots, acts of God, unusually severe weather, or any other cause beyond the 
unit operator's reasonable ability to foresee or control61 and includes operational 
failure to existing transportation facilities and delays caused by judicial decisions 
or lack of them. 62 

Furie has invested hundreds of millions of dollars in exploring and developing the KLU.63

Currently, Furie has substantial potential revenue in the form of Alaska oil and gas production 
tax credit certificates in the queue awaiting purchase by the State. The purchase of these 
certificates is a key component to funding exploration and development activities in the KLU.64

As described in greater detail below, in 2017, the State repurchased only a small percentage of 
the tax credits eligible for repurchase-an unanticipated decision over which Furie had no 
control and which constitutes a force majeure event that kept Furie from executing the drilling 
program outlined in its approved 4th POD.65 

Alaska lawmakers and policymakers clearly intended for the State to share risk and to incentivize 
investment via the tax credit program. In testimony before the Legislature, Alaska Department 
of Revenue Commissioner Galvin explained that the tax credit program was being utilized to 
entice new entrants and attract new investment.66 Furie's exploration efforts exemplify the type 
of activity and investment that the Alaska Legislature intended to incentivize in crafting the 
production tax regime.-

Over the last several years, Furie and its lenders have relied on the State's tax credit program 
when putting together its work plan and budget.67 Prior to 2016, the oil and gas tax credit fund 
worked as intended, and the State of Alaska honored its obligations, appropriating sufficient 
money for the oil and gas tax credit fund. 68 This enabled Furie, and others, to use funds derived 

6 1  The regulation requires only that the cause be beyond the operator's reasonable ability either to 
"foresee or control[,]" not both. (Emphasis added.) In this case, however, Furie can establish both a lack 
of reasonable foreseeability and control. A lack of control alone, however, is sufficient to satisfy the 
regulation's standard. 
62 11 AAC 83.395(3) (emphasis added). 
63 Affidavit at ,rs. 
64 

Id. 

67 Affidavit at ,r10. 
68 In 2015, although the Governor vetoed a portion of the appropriation for repurchase of tax credits, $500 
million of the appropriation was approved. Alaska Department of Revenue Fall 2016 Revenue Sources
Book at p. 75, available at http://tax.alaska.gov/programs/documentviewer/viewer.aspx?l240r. 
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66 HB 2001, 25th Leg., Committee Minutes (Comments by Commissioner Patrick Galvin, at 7:44:53 
P.M.) (Oct. 21, 2007).
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from the repurchase of tax credits to finance ongoing exploration and development activities. In 
addition to direct expenditures of funds from tax credits, these entities could pledge the proceeds 
of future tax credit certificates to secure third-party financing and the assignment mechanism to 
facilitate such financing was promulgated by the Alaska Legislature in Senate Bill 83 in 2013. 69

Furie invested heavily in exploration and development of the KLU in reliance on the tax credit 
program and Furie and its investors reasonably relied on the State to fulfill its obligations. 70

DOR approved the credits for these costs and the State had consistently met its obligations in 
approving and paying for tax credits. 71 

In 2016, the State continued to demonstrate an intent to continue to fund the repurchase program. 
The fiscal note for HB 247, introduced at the request of the Governor to revise the State's oil and 
gas tax credit system in 2016, indicated that one of the goals of the legislation was to "[h]onor 
and pay credits earned to date and through any transition period."72 Nonetheless, although Furie 
satisfied the statutory and regulatory requirements for tax credits and the purchase of them from 
the State and the Alaska Legislature appropriated $460 million into the oil and gas tax credit 
fund, the Governor unexpectedly vetoed all but $30 million of the Legislature's appropriation 
notwithstanding the passage of HB 247 which substantially overhauled the tax credit regime.73

The outcry against the Governor's action was widespread, and it appeared the Governor was 
willing to allow the tax credit program to pay off those certificates for which repurchase had 
been requested if the Alaska Legislature adopted a comprehensive fiscal plan. 74 There were 
several special sessions held throughout 2016, and when Furie submitted its 4th POD in the fall 
of 2016,75 it reasonably believed the Governor's statements of intent, that any issues blocking 
repurchase of the pending tax credit certificates would be resolved, and that the State would 
comply with its obligations.76 So long as the Legislature adopted a fiscal plan in a timely manner 
or there was a sufficient appropriation to repurchase outstanding certificates, Furie would have 

69 See AS 43.55.029. 
70 Affidavit at ifl 0. 
11 Id 

74

divdends-at- l 000/; https://www.adn.com/politics/2016/12/15/alaska-gov-walker-looks-again-to
permanent-fund-for-revenue-in-new-budget-proposal/. 
75 Exhibit 3. 
76 Affidavit at if l 1. 
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been able to fund its POD commitments through the State's purchase of its tax credit 
certificates. 77 

In anticipation of State action, Furie ensured the Randolph Yost jack-up drilling rig was fully 
staffed and ready to commence drilling operations in April 2017.78 The Legislature, however, 
did not pass a budget until July 27, 2017.79 Only then did Furie know that the Legislature did not 
appropriate sufficient moneys for the tax credit fund that was to be distributed that year, leaving 
Furie without the capital required to complete its 2017 work plan. 80 The State's untimely actions 
also made it impossible for Furie to access additional third party funding. Given the uncertainty 
created by the Governor's and the Legislature's actions, oil and gas investors were unwilling to 
provide additional capital for use in Alaska. 8 1  The State's actions were clearly outside of Furie's 
control, and without access to the funds from the repurchase of tax credit certificates, Furie could 
not execute the drilling program set forth in its 4th POD. Since 2011, Furie had been investing 
heavily in exploration and development drilling and seismic in the KLU, and had installed an 
offshore production platform, 15-mile subsea pipeline, and production facilities and brought the 
unit into production-the State's failure to make a timely and meaningful appropriation to the 
tax credit fund in 2017 strangled exploration and development plans for that year.82

Although the State's failure to meaningfully fund the tax credit program was the primary 
problem, in this same period, another event beyond Furie's control occurred-the anchor 
handling tug needed by Furie to perform operations for the Randolph Yost rig had to go into dry 
dock and it left Alaska for Singapore on July 13, 2017 for that purpose. The anchor system used 
to set the jack-up rig into place for drilling operations at the platform requires a special anchor
handling tug. Without the tug, the rig cannot be placed for drilling and no other vessel in Alaska 
could perform this function. Furie kept the Randolph Yost fully staffed and ready for operations 
because the tug was expected to return by late September. However, Furie was notified in the 

n Id. 
78 Exhibit 2. 
79 The State operating budget did not pass until June 22, 2017, and the capital budget did not pass until 
July 27, 2017. Only $77 million was appropriated to DOR's tax credit fund to be distributed pro rata 
among the roughly $467 million queue of pre-2017 certificates. See HB 57 and SB 23. 
80 Affidavit at ,12. This differentiates this case from Alaskan Crude Corp. v. State, Dept. of Natural 
Resources, 261 P.3d 412 (2011), which held that the operator's appeal of an AOGCC decision was not a 
force majeure event because the decision to appeal was under the operator's control, and the AOGCC's 
decision was not unforeseeable because it had been issued prior to the operator agreeing to the work 
commitment. 
8 1 Affidavit at ,12. 
82 Affidavit at ,3. 
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middle of September that the tug would not return until mid-November, after the drilling 
season. 83 

Both the State's actions in failing to honor its tax credit repurchase obligations and the 
unavailability of the anchor handling tug constitute force majeure events under 11 AAC 
83.395(3) and the KLU Unit Agreement. The Unit Agreement precludes the declaration of a 
default when the operator had no control over the event or could not have reasonably foreseen 
such events. Reconsideration should be granted and the Notice withdrawn because Furie's 
failure to comply with the 4th POD was caused by unforeseeable events beyond its control. 

THE COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING AND 
PRINCIPLES OF EQUITY PRECLUDE THE COMMISSIONER 

FROM DECLARING THE KLU IN DEFAULT 

Both the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing and the equitable remedy of estoppel 
preclude the State from defaulting Furie for failing to comply with its 4th POD, particularly given 
the State's role in eliminating funding for Furie's drilling program. 

Good Faith and Fair Dealing Requires Reconsideration and Withdrawal of the Notice 

The Kitchen Lights Unit Agreement is a contract between the KLU working interest owners, 
including Furie, and the State of Alaska. 84 Like all contracts in Alaska, the Unit Agreement 
contains an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing with which the State of Alaska must 
comply. 85 The covenant is implied to effectuate the reasonable expectations of the parties, and 
ensure that each party acts in a manner which a reasonable person would regard as fair. The 
Alaska Supreme Court has held that administrative agencies have the authority to consider the 
covenant in taking actions under contracts to which the agencies are parties. 86

Furie acted in good faith when it submitted its POD application in 2016, and its expectations that 
the funding issue would be resolved and that a meaningful appropriation would be made in time 
for Furie to continue drilling in 201 7 were reasonable. The primary reason Furie was unable to 
drill in 2017 was the lack of funding caused by the State's failure to repurchase tax credit 
certificates as contemplated under Alaska Statutes. Under these circumstances, it would be a 
breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing for the State to declare Furie to be in default 
because Furie's failure is attributable to the State's own actions. 

83 Affidavit at �13. It would have taken considerable time as well as expense - if it could have been done 
at all - to bring a replacement vessel from the Gulf of Mexico in 2017. 
84 Exxon Corp.v. State, 40 P.3d 786, 788 (Alaska 2001). 
85 Ellingstad v. Dept. of Nat. Res., 979 P.2d 1000, 1009 (Alaska 1999). 
86 White v. Dept. of Nat. Res., 14 P.3d 956, 960 (Alaska 2000). 
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Estoppel Requires Reconsideration and Withdrawal of the Notice 

Estoppel also prevents the State from taking advantage of a situation it caused, and it applies 
whether the State is acting as the land owner or as the sovereign. The elements of equitable 
estoppel against the State are ( 1) assertion of a position by word or conduct, (2) reasonable 
reliance, (3) resulting prejudice, and (4) the estoppel serves the interest of justice so as to limit 
public injury. 87  Similarly, quasi-estoppel "applies where ' the existence of facts and 
circumstances mak[ es] the assertion of an inconsistent position unconscionable.' "88

There is no question that the State of Alaska created the tax credit program to incentivize oil and 
gas exploration in Alaska, in part by agreeing to repurchase tax credit certificates. The program 
was codified in State statutes and regulations, and it was the State's intent that oil and gas 
companies rely on the promises made by the State. In fact, the fiscal note for HB 247 expressly 
observed that "[a] substantial number of companies rely on these credits to support and subsidize 
their Alaska operations."89 Furie reasonably relied on the State's statutory requirements, and, for 
a number of years, the State honored its obligations. The State cannot deny that its change in 
position regarding the tax credits has harmed Furie, and Furie's inability to fund its drilling 
program as a result of the State's actions is further evidence of the prejudice caused by the 
State's actions. Applying the doctrine of estoppel here, to prevent the State from declaring Furie 
to be in default under the KLU Unit Agreement, will serve the interest of justice and avoid an 
unconscionable result. 

The Commissioner should find that both the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing and 
the doctrine of estoppel require reconsideration and withdrawal of the Notice and that, under the 
circumstances here, default proceedings for the KLU are not warranted. 

87 Municipality of Anchorage v. Stenseth, 361 P.3d 898, 909 (Alaska 2015); Mortvedt v. State Dept. of 
Nat. Res . ,  858 P.2d 1140, 1142-43 (Alaska 1993). 
88 Wright v. State, 824 P.2d 718, 721 (Alaska 1992), quoting Jamison v. Consolidated Utilities, Inc. , 576 
P.2d 97, 102 (Alaska 1978).
89 Fiscal Note No. 2 to HB 24 7 (published 1/19/16). 
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CONCLUSION 

For all the reasons discussed above, reconsideration should be granted and the Notice withdrawn. 
Furie acted in good faith and reasonably relied on its belief that the State would not abrogate its 
obligations to small, independent producers when Furie submitted its proposed POD for 2017. 
Furie's inability to comply with the 4th POD is attributable to causes beyond its control and thus 
Furie cannot be, and should not be found to be, in default. Under the circumstances here, 
declaring a default would also violate the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing and the 
equitable doctrines of estoppel. The Notice of Default and Cure Demand should be reconsidered 
and withdrawn. 

I will serve as the single point of contact for any notice or decision concerning this request for 
reconsideration. My address is: 

Jon Iversen 
Stoel Rives, LLP 
510 L Street, Suite 500 
Anchorage, AK 99501 
(907) 263-8420

Enclosures 
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STATE OF ALASKA ) 
) ss. 

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT ) 

AFFIDAVIT OF BRUCE WEBB 

I, BRUCE WEBB, declare as follows: 

1. I make this affidavit in support of Furie Operating Alaska, LLC's (Furie)
Request for Reconsideration of the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) Notice of Default and 
Cure Demand. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein. 

2. I am Furie's Senior Vice President.

3. Since 2011, Furie has made significant investments in exploration and
development drilling and seismic in the KLU. It has also installed an offshore production 
platform, a 15-mile subsea pipeline, onshore production facilities, and brought the KLU 
into production in 2015. 

4. Furie purchased approximately $1. 1 million of tangibles needed for the
completion of the #Al well in 2017. This includes materials such as tubulars and 
completion assemblies for the well, and other tangible items needed for completion. 

5. Furie' s analysis of its seismic in 2017 included well-based and seismic-
based pore pressure analysis and estimation. This work has resulted in a better 
understanding of the KLU's potential for further exploration and development-of both 
natural gas and crude oil. 

6. Furie used Tricon Geophysical to further process its 3D seismic and
subsequently, perform attribute analysis and modeling. In-house structural 
interpretations were performed and new maps were regenerated on numerous Sterling 
and Beluga reservoirs for the purpose of re-evaluating reserves. Additionally, structural 
and attribute analysis was extended to the Tyonek, Hemlock, and Jurassic intervals in the 
interests of developing potential hydrocarbon targets in the deeper horizons as well as 
evaluating their economic feasibility for drilling. 

7. While Furie may not have accomplished everything it intended in 2017, it

made many significant improvements to the KL U facilities, spending a significant 
amount of capital. 

8. Furie has invested hundreds of millions of dollars in exploring and
developing the KLU. Currently, Furie has substantial potential revenue in the form of 
Alaska oil and gas production tax credit certificates in the queue awaiting purchase by the 
State. The purchase of these certificates is a key component to repaying lenders and 
further funding exploration and development activities in the KLU. 
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9. When, in 2017, the State repurchased only a small percentage of the tax
credits eligible for repurchase, that decision was unanticipated and outside of Furie's 
control. It also kept Furie from executing the drilling program outlined in its approved 
4th POD. 

10. Over the last several years, Furie and its lenders have relied on the State's
tax credit program when putting together its work plan and budget. Furie' s investment in 
the exploration and development of the KLU was in reliance on the tax credit program. 
Furie's lenders and investors also relied on the State to fulfill its obligations. Previously, 
the DOR consistently approved the credits for these costs and the State had met its 
obligations in approving and paying for tax credits. 

11. When Furie submitted its 4th POD in the fall of 2016, it reasonably believed
the Governor's statements of intent, that any issues blocking repurchase of the pending 
tax credit certificates would be resolved, and that the State would comply with its 
obligations. So long as the Legislature adopted a fiscal plan in a timely manner or there 
was a sufficient appropriation to repurchase outstanding certificates, Furie would have 
been able to fund its POD commitments through the State's purchase of its tax credit 
certificates. 

12. It was only after the Alaska Legislature finally passed its budget on July 27,
2017, that Furie knew sufficient moneys for the tax credit fund that was to be distributed 
that year was not fully appropriated, leaving Furie without the capital required to 
complete its 2017 work plan. The State's untimely actions also made it impossible for 
Furie to access additional third party funding. Given the uncertainty created by the 
Governor's and the Legislature's actions, oil and gas investors were unwilling to provide 
additional capital for use in Alaska. 

13. With respect to the anchor-handling tug, which had left Alaska on July 13,
2017 but was supposed to return before the end of the drilling season, Furie did not learn 
until the middle of September that the tug would not return until mid-November, after the 
close of the drilling season. 

14. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to
the best of my knowledge, information, and belief. 
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THE STATE 

01ALASKA 
GOVERNOR BILL V,,r ALKER 

December 8, 2016 

Jon Iversen 
Stoel Rives LLP 
510 L Street, Suite 500 
Anchorage, AK 99501-1959 

Department of Natural Resources 
Division of Oil & Gas 

Anchorage Office 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

550 W. 71h Avenue, Suite 1100 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501-3560 

Main: 907.269.8800 
Fox: 907 .269 .8939 

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Re: Kitchen Lights Unit- 4th Plan of Development-Approved 

Dear Mr. Iversen: 

The Department of Natural Resources, Division of Oil and Gas (Division) received Furie 
Operating Alaska, LLC's (Furie) proposed 4th Plan of Development (POD) for the Kitchen 
Lights Unit (KLU) on October 7, 2016. The Division notified Furie by email on October 11, 
2016 that it had deemed the POD application complete. This letter approves the POD. 

) The KLU consists of 83,394 acres across 30 state leases in the middle of Cook Inlet, just south of 
the Village ofTyonek. KLU is divided into four exploration blocks: North, Corsair, Southwest, 
and Central. Furie is one of several working interest owners and operator of the unit. As of 
September 2016, KLU has produced 2.55 billion standard cubic feet of cumulative gas at a daily 
rate of 6.38 million standard cubic feet for 2016. 

In the 3rd POD period, Furie committed to: (1) deliver a jack-up rig to Alaska waters, on or 
before May 15, 2016; (2) drill two development wells in the Corsair Block and acquire the logs 
and data necessary to properly evaluate the two new wells; (3) complete one of the wells by 
December 31, 2016; (4) provide a revised Exhibit A by February 14, 2016; (5) complete seismic 
interpretation for the entire unit and provide bottom-hole locations for exploration and 
development wells, based on geologic and geophysical data, by September 1, 2016; and (6) 
provide verification of the jack-up rig contract for use and transportation of the rig by January 
15, 2016, 

Fmie met most of these work commitments. Furie timely provided the jack-up rig verification 
and revised Exhibit A. Furie emailed a letter to the Division on August 30, 2016 stating that it 
had obtained and started interpreting seismic data, but that its analysis "is ongoing and will 
continue for some time." The letter further directed the Division to its Plan of Operations for its 
proposed well locations, The Plan of Operations includes surface locations, but not bottom-hole 
locations as required by the 3rd POD. Furie stated in the proposed 4th POD that it intends to 
drill the wells set forth in its Plan of Operations as vertical wells. 

Furie reports that the Randolph Yost jack-up rig was delivered before May 15, 2016, that it 
drilled the KLU #A2 and KLU #A2-A wells, and that it has begun drilling the KLU#Al well. 
Furie stated in its proposed 4th POD that it was currently producing from the #A2-A well. 
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3rd KLU POD Approval 
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Furie's proposed 4th POD covers development activities in the Corsair block, with a possibili 

• Complete the KLU #Al well in the Corsair block by November 30, 2017. 
• Either (a) by November 30, 2017, drill and log a development well in the Corsair block to 

the Sterling flow test zone reached by the KLU #3 well and present DNR with a plan for 
completing the well; or (b) by December 30, 2017, drill and log the KLU #4 exploration 
well in the North Block. 

When considering a POD, the Division must consider whether the POD is necessary or advisable 
to protect the public interest. 11 AAC 83.303(a). The Division will approve a POD upon a 
finding that it will (1) promote conservation of all natural resources, including all or part of an oil 
or gas pool, field, or like area; (2) promote the prevention of economic and physical waste; and 
(3) provide for the protection of all parties of interest including the state. Id. In evaluating 
conservation, prevention of waste, and the parties' interest, the Division will consider (1) the 
environmental costs and benefits of unitized exploration or development; (2) the geological and 
engineering characteristics of the potential hydrocarbon accumulation or reservoir proposed for 
unitization; (3) prior exploration activities in the proposed unit area; ( 4) the applicant's plans for 
exploration or development of the unit area; (5) the economic costs and benefits to the state; and 
(6) any other relevant factors, including measures to mitigate impacts identified above, the 
commissioner determines necessary or advisable to protect the public interest. 11 AAC 
83.303(b). 

In approving prior PODs for KLU, the Division considered 11 AAC 83.303 and found that the 
PODs promoted conservation of natural resources, promoted prevention of waste, and protected 
the parties' interests. The Division incorporates by reference those findings. 

The 4th POD includes activities to continue development of the Corsair block. This 
development and potential production protects the State's and public's economic interests in the 
resources. The KLU #A 1 well and potential development well utilize existing facilities, thus 
minimizing potential adverse impacts to the land. The POD also provides for potential 
exploration in the North Block. If this exploration leads to development of that block, the 
production will further protect the State's and public interest in the resources. 

Considering the 11 AAC 83.303 criteria and the work commitments Furie made with this POD, 
the Division finds the 4th POD complies with the provisions of 11 AAC 83.303, 11 AAC 83.343, 
and protects the public interest. Accordingly, the 4th POD is approved for the period January 5, 
2017 through January 4, 2018. Under 11 AAC 83.343, the 5th POD is due October 6, 2017, 90 
days before the 43rd POD expires. This approval is only for a general plan of development. 
Specific field operations will require an approved Plan of Operations. 

Furie is advised that under 11 AAC 83.356(e), the Director, on delegation from the 
Commissioner, may exercise her discretion to contract the unit area 10 years after the effective 
date of the unit agreement, which was February 1, 2007. The Division approved a unit 
expansion and name change in 2009, but this approval neither fonned a new unit nor approved a 
new unit agreement. The Director may thus contract the unit staiiing February 1, 2017. 
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An eligible person affected by this decision may appeal it, in accordance with 11 AAC 02. Any 
appeal must be received within 20 calendar days after the date of "issuance" of this decision, as 
defined in 11 AAC 02.040(c) and (d), and may be mailed or delivered to Andrew T. Mack, 
Acting Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources, 550 W. 7th Avenue, Suite 1400, 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 ; faxed to 1-907-269-8918; or sent by electronic mail to 
dnr.appeals@alaska.gov. This decision takes effect immediately. An eligible person must first 
appeal this decision in accordance with 11 AAC 02 before appealing this decision to Superior 
Court. A copy of 11 AAC 02 may be obtained from any regional information office of the 
Department of Natural Resources. 

If you have questions regarding this decision, contact Becky Kruse with the Division at 907-269-
8799 or via email at Becky.Kruse@Alaska.gov. 

Sincerely, 

cf_uGJJU---
Chantal Walsh 
Director 
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1. OBJECTIVE 

This Fifth Plan of Development for the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) is submitted by Furie 
Operating Alaska, LLC (Furie) as Operator on behalf of itself and the other working interest 
owners to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) pursuant to Article 8 of the Kitchen Unit 
Agreement and 11 AAC 83.343. Consistent with 11 AAC 83.343, this plan of development 
covers the entire KLU for 2018 activities. 

The objective of this Fifth Plan of Development is to: 

• Continue the safe and effective development of the proven gas reserves in the KLU; 
• Continue and increase production of natural gas on the Julius R Platform; and 
• Continue the pragmatic exploration of the KLU. 

1.1 Summary of 2017 Operations 

Furie conducted substantial well and pipeline work in 2017. Regarding the KLU #3 well, a 
coiled tubing rig was used to remove the Composite Bridge-Plug Setting Tool that was lodged in 
the well and retrieve isolation plugs for the Lower Sterling and Upper and Lower Beluga zones. 
As a result, each of these zones can now be accessed for production. Furie also added methanol 
injection mandrels to the KLU #3 to combat down-hole freezing. Regarding the KLU #A-2A 
well, a hydrolog was conducted to detemrine the source of produced water. In August 2017, 
Furie conducted an increased flow rate test on these wells, which successfully produced at a 
combined rate of31 MMCF/day. 

Furie also continued to interpret and evaluate the 3-D geophysical seismic data it acquired during 
the summer and fall of 2015. These efforts included well-based and seismic-based pore pressure 
analysis and estimation. 

Additional work on the offshore production platform included: 
• install Shut-Down Valve on fuel gas skid 
• air compressor upgrades 
• major generator repairs 
• install heat trace, heat trace panel and installation 
• install recirculation line on fuel system 
• install Haskel pump to break up ice plugs in flowlines or pipeline 

In addition, Furie conducted construction activities to stabilize the 15-mile pipeline that runs 
from the production platform to the onshore facilities. This included having divers install 
support pins to support the pipeline spool section near the Julius R. offshore production platform 
and the installation of sand bags under other sections of the pipeline. A cathodic protection 
(corrosion) survey was also performed on the pipeline. 

Work performed on the onshore production facility included: 
• re-build of a dehydration unit 
• upgrade and review of process and instrumentation diagrams 
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• upgrade of monitoring systems 
• install heat trace and insulation 
• -· -insi,eet dehydreticm eontaet tower and-install intemal-distribution piping 

Several factors outside of Furie's control precluded Furie from drilling additional exploration or 
development wells in 2017. The major contributing factor was the lack of any meaningful 
appropriation to the oil and gas tax credit fund for the purchase of Alaska oil and gas production 
tax credit certificates. Furie has invested hundreds of millions of dollars in exploring and 
developing the KLU and has a very substantial amount of tax credit certificates in the queue 
awaiting purchase by the state. These certificates are a key component to funding further 
exploration and development activities in the KLU and were relied on by Furie when putting 
together its work program and budget. In 2015, the Governor vetoed some of the funding for the 
purchase of certificates, which created significant uncertainty for investors, making it harder and 
more expensive for Furie and other small, independent producers to secure crucial funds needed 
for drilling and completion programs. More importantly, in 2016, the Governor vetoed $430 
million that the legislature allocated for purchase of tax credits, leaving only $30 million to be 
distributed pro rata among applicants. These vetoes essentially gutted Furie's sourced and 
budgeted funds for 2016. Indeed, although the Randolph Yost jack-up drilling rig was 100% 
staffed to commence drilling operations in April of this year, Furie was forced to delay its 2017 
drilling plans-including purchasing tangible items with substantial lead-times-until additional 
funding for the purchase of tax credits was approved by the legislature and Governor. 
Unfortunately, the State operating budget did not pass until June 22, 2017, and the capital budget 
did not pass until July 27, 2017-the result was that only $77 million was appropriated to DOR's 
tax credit fund to be distributed pro rata among the roughly $467 million queue of pre-2017 
certificates. So again, Furie did not receive the funds it had relied on for its 2017 operations. 

Obviously, the amounts and timing of appropriations to the tax credit fund were beyond Furie's 
control. Unfortunately, the timing of the passage of the budget bills collided with another issue 
beyond Furie's control-the anchor handling tug boat required and reserved by Furie to perform 
the crucial anchor handling operations for the Randolph Yost rig had to go into dry dock and it 
left Alaska for Singapore on July 13, 2017 for that purpose. This anchor handling tug boat is 
essential to drilling operations with the Randolph Yost jack-up drilling rig because of the anchor 
system used to set the rig into place. There was no suitable replacement vessel in Alaska, and 
the Randolph Yost remained fully staffed and ready for operations until the middle of August 
when Furie was notified that the boat would not return until October, at the end of the drilling 
season. Given the considerable time and expense involved in bringing a replacement vessel from 
the Gulf of Mexico, moving forward with drilling operations during the 2017 drilling season was 
simply no longer an option. In sum, the lack of a timely resolution regarding funding for DOR to 
purchase tax credits delayed operations until the anchor handling tug boat was no longer 
available, and it was not returning to Alaska until the very end of the drilling season. 

2. RESERVOIR CHARACTERISTICS AND MANAGEMENT 

2.1 Reservoir Characteristics 

The geologic formations that Furie has been targeting are the Sterling and the Beluga formations. 
Multiple pools within the Sterling and Beluga formations have been identified by well logs, 
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geophysical mapping, and flow tests as being productive. Of the multiple pools identified, 28 
had MDT log evaluations (19 different sand test points) and five have been flow tested to date (4 
of which were proven to be economically viable). Gas samples contained 99% methane. One or 
more of the tested horizons may be shown to be in communication with other horizons within the 
same formation. 

2.2 Reservoir Management 

Furie obtained initial gas production from the Sterling formation in the KLU #3 well in late 
2015. The KLU #3 initially produced from only the Sterling formation as a Composite Bridge
Plug Setting Tool that was stuck in the well prevented production from the Beluga formation. 
During 2017, the tool was successfully removed and production from both the Sterling and 
Beluga formations is now possible. Furie is currently producing from the Beluga formation only. 
As producing zones are depleted, Furie will use the KLU #3 wellbore to capture additional 
reserves from zones in both the Beluga and Sterling formations. 

The KLU #A-2A well was drilled and completed in 2016 and is currently producing from the 
Beluga formation. As the producing zones are depleted, Furie will capture additional reserves 
from other zones using the KLU #A-2A wellbore. 

The KLU #A-1 well was drilled but not completed in 2016. The KLU #A-1 well, when 
completed, will produce from the Beluga formation initially, and eventually is expected to 
produce from both the Beluga and Sterling formations. Market conditions will dictate the rate of 
development of the zones accessible in this wellbore. 

Furie's continued efforts to interpret and evaluate the 3-D geophysical seismic data it acquired 
during the summer and fall of 2015 have provided additional insight regarding reservoir 
management. Furie plans to continue managing the reservoirs within the field for maximum 
recovery. To maximize recovery, Furie will produce each reservoir to its minimum depleted 
pressure and then implement compression, as appropriate, to increase recovery. Furie believes 
that the reservoir can be fully developed and depleted with the existing wells (KLU #3, KLU #A-
2A, and KLU #A-1). However, additional wells will be drilled from the Julius R. Platform as 
appropriate to maximize recovery from the reservoir and as demand for natural gas dictates. The 
platform is designed to accommodate up to three additional wells, for a total of six wells. Well 
workovers will also be performed as appropriate during the life of the field. 

As described in Section 4, Furie may drill one new development well in 2018. The rate of 
production and drilling of additional development wells will be based on market conditions. 

All of these reservoir management activities will be supported by the existing platform and 
onshore production facilities. No new surface locations are anticipated for full development of 
the known gas reservoir. 

3. WELLS AND DRILLING 

Development wells have been and will continue to be drilled using a jack-up rig brought to the 
platform for that purpose, and the platform will support a workover rig (platform rig) that may be 
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used for well maintenance. When needed-such as for the well work conducted this year-the 
workover rig (platform rig) will be transported to the platform and installed using the platform 

_ crane, t~en removed aft~r co_mpletion of the ~ell work. 

· -As market conditions dictate, additional development wells may be directionally drilled from the 
Julius R. Platform using conventional drilling techniques. Additional wells will increase the rate 
of production and deplete the Beluga and Sterling formations within the reservoir more quickly 
than producing only via the existing wells. The wells will be completed with single and dual 
completions as drilling results justify. The Beluga and shallower formations will typically be 
completed with gravel packs. No new surface locations are anticipated for full development of 
the producing gas reservoir. As discussed in Section 4, one new development well may be 
drilled in 2018, and as stated in Section 2.2, additional wells may be drilled in later years based 
on market demand for gas. 

Furie intends to continue exploration drilling throughout the KLU to the extent it can do so 
safely while continuing to develop and produce from the Julius R. Platform. Furie has submitted 
proposed well locations in its plan of operations, LOCI 16-001 ("POO"), and a copy of the well 
location map from the POO is attached to this POD. At this time, Furie has no revisions to the 
well locations stated in the POO. The wells referenced in the POO are anticipated to be vertical 
wells such that the bottom hole locations will coincide with the tophole coordinates provided in 
the POO. As discussed in the plan of operations, the proposed schedule of wells and their exact 
locations will likely evolve over time. 

4. PROPOSED 2018 KLU DEVELOPMENT 

With the installation and completion of the platform, subsea pipeline, and onshore production 
facility, development is focused on ongoing production from the KLU #3 and #A-2A wells, with 
the #A-1 well expected to come online in 2018. Additional development wells may be drilled for 
increased reserves and deliverability. However, existing natural gas market constraints through 
2019 impact the need for additional wells. 

Accordingly, Furie proposes the following development activities in 2018: 

(i) Complete the KLU #A-1 well if advisable based on logs, data and market conditions 

(ii) Drill and acquire all necessary logs and data to properly evaluate one new 
development well from the Julius R. Platform to the stratigraphic equivalent of the 
Sterling flow tested zones in the KLU #3 well, namely the sand encountered from 6964 
feet to 6998 feet measured depth in the KLU #3 well, unless interpretations from the 
shallower data in a well indicate that producible hydrocarbons are unlikely to be found by 
drilling to that equivalent horizon depth. Based on the logs and data acquired from the 
new development well, develop a plan for completing the well and present the plan to 
DNR. 

(iii) As an alternative to the development well described in (ii), Furie may conduct 
drilling and evaluation of an exploration well as described in Section 5, below. 
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If drilled, the potential development well discussed in (ii) above will be drilled from the Julius R. 
Platform with a bottom hole location to the northeast of the platform. 

Each of the targeted prospects for exploration wells are identified in Furie's approved plans of 
operations. Attached to this POD is the POO map showing proposed exploration well locations 
from LOCI 16-001. The well locations and drilling schedule are likely to be refined over time. 

5. PLANS FOR EXPLORATION OR DELINEATION OF LANDS OUTSIDE PA 

As an alternative to the development well described in (ii), Furie proposes the following 
exploration activities in 2018: 

• Provided Furie has enough time and conditions safely permit, use commercially 
reasonable efforts to either (a) drill and log an exploration well; or (b) re-enter, deepen 
and log the KLU #4 exploration well. 

• Furie will continue to interpret and evaluate the 3-D geophysical seismic data it acquired 
during the summer and fall of 2015. 

The locations and sequence of potential exploration wells is identified in the exploration POO for 
the KLU, LOCI 16-001. In approving the POO, DNR required an annual review and letters of 
non-objection for well locations beyond the initial wells proposed. The most likely exploration 
well to be drilled in 2018, should a new exploration well be drilled, is the Deep Jurassic 
(renamed the "KL U #6, Deep Jurassic"). This well is located in Section 26, T. 1 ON., R, 11 W., 
Seward Meridian, and its OPS coordinates are 60.92135N, 151.16890W. This well would target 
gas and oil in the Tyonek, Hemlock, and Jurassic formations. 

The KLU #4 is in Section 8, T. l0N., R. lOW, Seward Meridian, OPS coordinates 60.97191N, 
151.07608W. This well was partially drilled in 2013 but drilling was suspended before reaching 
the target because the drilling season was drawing to a close. If drilled, this well would target the 
same formations as the KLU #6, Deep Jurassic, namely gas and oil in the Tyonek, Hemlock, and 
Jurassic formations. 

· Looking beyond 2018, Furie intends to continue diligent exploration, delineation and 
development activities throughout the KLU. This is reflected in the KLU plan of operations for 
exploration activities that DNR approved in May of 2016. This plan of operations includes wells 
to be drilled throughout the KLU through 2021, in all of the exploration blocks and into various 
formations. 
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1. OBJECTIVE 

This Fourth Plan of Development for the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) is submitted by Furie 
Operating Alaska, LLC (Furie) as Operator on behalf of itself and the other working interest 
owners to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) pursuant to Article 8 of the Kitchen Unit 
Agreement and 11 AAC 83.343. The Third Plan of Development called for the following 
activities in 2016: 

• Delivery of a jack-up rig to Alaska waters on or before May 15, 2016; 
• On or before November 30, 2016, drill and acquire all necessary logs and data to properly 

evaluate two new development wells in the Corsair block to the stratigraphic equivalent 
of the deepest sand that was flow tested and determined to be commercially viable in the 
KLU #3 well, namely the sand encountered from 6964 feet to 6998 feet measured depth 
in the KLU #3 well, unless the Director finds that interpretations from the shallower data 
in a well indicate that producible hydrocarbons are unlikely to be found by drilling to that 
equivalent horizon depth; 

• Based on the logs and data acquired from the new development wells, develop a plan for 
completing the wells and present the plan to DNR; 

• Use commercially reasonable efforts, weather permitting, to complete, by December 31, 
2016, one new development well in the Corsair block. 

In addition, DNR proposed modifications to the 2016 Plan of Development, which were included 
as commitments: 

• Within 60 days of the approval of the Third Plan of Development, provide a revised 
Exhibit A to the Kitchen Lights Unit Agreement; 

• By September 1, 2016, complete seismic interpretation for the entire KLU and provide 
bottom hole locations for exploration and development wells; 

• Within 30 days of the date of the approval of the Third Plan of Development, provide 
DNR with evidence that Furie secured the use and contracted the delivery of the jack-up 
rig. 

Furie has met or will meet these commitments in a timely manner. The Randolph Yost jack-up 
rig was delivered well before May 15, 2016. Furie then drilled the KLU #A2 well to 7038' MD/ 
5210' TVD. Based on the logs, the KLU #A2 well was plugged back and sidetracked at 2290' 
MD. Furie then drilled the KLU #A2-A to 8160' MD/ 7301' TVD, logged and completed the 
well, and is currently producing the well. In addition, Furie has commenced drilling the KLU # 
Al well, with an eye toward completing it in 2017. Furie plans to present the well results of 
these wells to DNR along with the plan to complete the KLU #Al. 

Furie also met the modifications to the Third Plan of Development that were proposed by DNR. 
Furie provided a revised Exhibit A and evidence that the use and delivery of the rig was secured 
in a timely manner. Per correspondence with DNR on August 30, 2016, Furie has obtained 
seismic data covering the entire KLU and although initial interpretation is complete, the analysis 
of the data is ongoing and will continue for some time. Furie has submitted proposed well 
locations as part of the plan of operations process and in the interest of consistency Furie does 
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not see a need to revise any well locations stated in the plan of operations at this time. Please 
note that the wells referenced in the plan of operations are at this point intended to be vertical 
wells such that the bottom hole locations will coincide with the coordinates_Q_rovided in the plan 
of operations. In any event, as previously discussed in regard to the plan of operations, the 
propos-ea iichedule ofwells and tlieir exact focatToris -wTII Iikely evolve. - -- -

The objective of this Fourth Plan of Development is to: 

• Continue the safe and effective development of the proven gas reserves in the KLU; 
• Continue and increase production of natural gas on the Julius R Platform; 
• Continue th~_ pragmatic exploration ofthe KLU. 

2. RESERVOIR CHARACTERISTICS AND MANAGEMENT 

2.1 Reservoir Characteristics 

The geologic formations that Furie has been -targeting are the Sterling and the Beluga formations. 
Multiple pools within the Sterling and Beluga formations have been identified by well logs as 
being productive. Of the multiple pools identified, 28 had MDT log evaluations (19 different 
sand test points) and five have been flow tested to date (4 of which were proven to be 
economically viable). Gas samples contained 99% methane. One or more of the tested horizons 
may be shown to be in communication with other horizons within the same formation. 

2.2 Reservoir Management 

The KLU #3, and KLU #A2-A are natural gas wells. The KLU #3 well has been in commercial 
production since November of 2015. The KLU #A2-A well has been completed and is currently 
producing. Numerous layers of pay were encountered in the Sterling and Beluga formations. 
The proposed development is designed to efficiently exploit these pools by completing the wells 
at various intervals. The more prolific Sterling reservoirs may be exploited in the first 
development wells to increase reserves and deliverability. 

Based on well tests of three of the twenty-one intervals evaluated to have significant 
hydrocarbon deposits, the initial well is anticipated to produce approximately 15-18 million 
cubic feet per day. If analyses indicate that the well will support increased flow rates, production 
may be increased. Initial production is expected to be dry gas. Gas samples taken during well 
testing were approximately 99% methane. Water content is expected to increase as the reservoir 
is produced. As each producing zone becomes depleted or uneconomic to produce, that zone 
will be isolated and another zone introduced into production. 

A portion of the produced gas will be utilized on the platform for production operations. 

3 
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3. WELLS AND DRILLING 

Initial production has been from the KLU #3 well. The KLU #A2-A well was drilled and 
completed in 2016 and is currently producing. The platform is designed to accommodate up to 
four additional wells, for a total of six wells. Additional wells will be drilled as appropriate to 
maximize recovery from the reservoir. Well workovers will also be performed as appropriate 
during the life of the field. 

Wells have been and will continue to be drilled using a jack-up rig brought to the site for that 
purpose, and the platform will support a workover rig (platform rig) that may be used for well 
completions and maintenance. When needed, the workover rig (platform rig) will be transported 
to the platform and installed using the platform crane, then removed after completion of the well 
work. 

Development wells will be directionally drilled to penetrate development prospects using 
conventional drilling techniques. The wells will be completed as results justify with single and 
dual completions. The Beluga and shallower formations will typically be completed with gravel 
packs. 

4. PROPOSED 2017 KLU DEVELOPMENT 

With the installation and completion of the platform, subsea pipeline, and onshore production 
facility, and ongoing production from the KLU #3 well, development will focus on additional 
wells for increased reserves and deliverability. However, existing natural gas market constraints 
through 2019 may have an impact on the necessity of multiple wells. 

Accordingly, Furie proposes the following work commitments for development activities in 
2017: 

(i) On or before November 30, 2017, complete the KLU #A-1 well if advisable based on 
logs, data and market conditions 

(ii) On or before November 30, 2017, drill and acquire all necessary logs and data to properly 
evaluate one new development well in the Corsair block to the stratigraphic equivalent of 
the Sterling flow tested zones in the KLU #3 well, namely the sand encountered from 
6964 feet to 6998 feet measured depth in the KLU #3 well, unless interpretations from 
the shallower data in a well indicate that producible hydrocarbons are unlikely to be 
found by drilling to that equivalent horizon depth. Based on the logs and data acquired 
from the new development well, develop a plan for completing the well and present the 
plan to DNR. 

(iii) As an alternative to the development well described in (ii), Furie may conduct further 
drilling and evaluation of the KLU #4 exploration well as described below. 
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5. PLANS FOR EXPLORATION OR DELINEATION OF LANDS OUTSIDE PA 

As an alternative to tfie development weff described fo (ii), Furie proposes the following work 
corffmitmehf for exploration activities in zo 16:- - - - -

Provided Furie has enough time and conditions safely permit, on or before December 30, 2016, 
use commercially reasonable efforts to drill and acquire sufficient logs and data to evaluate the 
KLU #4 well to a depth sufficient to penetrate the Sunfish Channel of the lower Tyonek 
Formation. 

5 
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Corporate Headquarters 
100 Entel'prise Avenue 

League City, Texas 77573 
(281) 957-9812 

Fax (281) 957-9156 

December 5, 2011 

VIA HAND DELIVERY 

Alaska Office 
1029 W. 3n1 Avenue, Suite 500 

Anchorage, AK 99501 
(907) 277-3726 

Fax (907) 277-3796 

VIA EMAIL: bill.barron@alaska.gov Dt\llSK)J\! OF 
01!. AND GAr 

William C. Barron 
Director, Division of Oil & Gas 
State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources 
550 W. 7th Avenue, Suite 11 OD 
Anchorage, AK 99501-3560 

Re: Extension of Kitchen Lights Unit Agreement 

Dear Director Barron: 

Furie Operating · Alaska, LLC (Furie), formerly Escopeta Oil Co., LLC, hereby 
applies for an extension of the Kitchen lights Unit (KLU) Agreement pursuant to 11 
AAC 83.336 to January 31, 2016. Furie's attached Amended a.nd Restated Plan of 
Exploration (POE) reflects Furie's desire to continue its resp.onsible exploration of the 
KLU with the. intent of assisting Alaska in the development and production of its much 
needed natural gas reserves. Furie has conducted its drilling operations in a manner 
consistent with prudent drilling operations and in full compliance with all pertinent 
regulatory approvals, orders and directives. The testing for the presence of 
hydrocarbons that was done in conjunction with this drilling activity produced interesting 
and promising results. This activity, and the testing results, justifies a finding that 
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· extenslon-of-the-Hnit--Agreement-is in the-public ·interest. A-ccording·Jr,-DNR sfiould 
approviH~xtenciiFfg the Unit Agreement as requestean~refn.1 ·· 

Furie has successfully brought a jack-up drilling rig into Cook lnle.t and drilled the 
KLU #1 well to a depth of 8805 MD. Pursuant to appropriate regulatory approvals, 
orders and prudent drilling practices, Furie has suspended drilling operations for re-
entry of the KLU#1 well in 2012. · 

In applying to extend the term of the KLU Unit Agreement, Furie seeks to move 
forward with continued exploration and development of the KLU in a constructive and 
collaborative manner that benefits all parties and the public and which avoids disputes 
or appeals regarding the good standing of the Unit Agreement Please note that in 
making this application, Furie does not waive any arguments regarding the term, 
extension or good standing of the Unit Agreement, or the previously approved POE, and 
expressly reserves the right to make any such arguments in the future, if necessary. 
Furle is willing to make the commitments reflected in the POE absent an event beyond 
Furie's reasonable foresight and contml as contemplated by 11 AAC 83.336. 

B,aqkground 

Furie has been engaged in frequent discussions with ONR regarding the KLU 
POE, Unit matters, drilling operations and information requests from DNR, since July 
2011 .. 2 On October 13, 2011, Furie submitted a revised POE to DNR, which was later 
amended on November 9, 2011 to accommodate DNR's comments. Furle met with 
DNR staff to discuss the POE on October 26, 2011 and November 9, 2011 and the POE 
was also discussed both telephonicaHy and in person with DNR on several other 
occasions. 

Furie understands and shares DNR's commitment to safe and responsible 
development and has conducted its drilling operations in full compliance with all 
appropriate regulatory requirements. Furie is committed to following best oilfield 
practices in exploring and developing the KLU. Furle has fully cooperated with DNR 
and other regulatory agencies and wlll continue to work with all appropriate regulatory 

1 DNR should also approve Furle's Amended and Restated Plan of Exploration filed in 
conjunction with this application. 

2 This is not to suggest an absence of communication prior to this date regarding the 
Plan of Operations, permits, required reports and information filings, etc. Rather, the 
frequency of discussions increased in July 2011 and subsequent months with the jack
up rig's transport to and arrival in Alaska and these discussions were largely focused on 
the KLU POE, Unit matters, drilling operations and information requests from ONR. 
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agencies to ensure full regulatory compliance. The attached Chart of Permits shows 
the permits that were obtained for the 2011 drilling season. 

Furie has fully satisfied requests for information from DNR and has on several 
occasions asked DNR whether additional infonnation was necessary. Furie has gone to 
great lengths to ensure that it provided aH information requested, including but not 
limited to the following: 

• detailed information regarding Furie's business structure and finances; 
• information regarding specific personnel including an organizational chart 

and resumes of core operational personnel; 
e detailed information regarding insurance and bonding; 
11 well data including well logs and analysis; 
• a number of structure·maps of the KLU, 
s daily reports of drilling operations; 
• rig location reports including mobilization to Cook Inlet, and then from the 

well sjte to Port Graham; · 
• a shallow hazard survey as well as the underlying data: 
• all information required under the Plan of Operations; and 
• an operator questionnaire although the company has been operating in 

Alaska for years. 

Attached please find a communications log that references information that was 
provided to DNR from March 2011 through the date of this application. Also attached is 
a meetings log that shows the frequency of telephonic and in-person meetings between 
Furle and DNR from July 2011 through the date of this application. 

Discussion 

AS 38.05.180(p) authorizes the Commissioner to approve an oil and gas unit. 
DNR evaluates extensions of unit agreements under 11 AAC 83.336(2) and must 
consider the criteria specified in 11 AA.C 83.303. Furie explored responsibly in 2011 and 
has planned a responsible exploration program that makes commitments for exploration 
drilling and timely development of much needed natural gas. Extending the Unit 
Agreement promotes conservation of all natural resources, promotes the prevention of 
economic and physical waste, and provides for the protection of all parties in interest, 
including the State. In evaluating these factors, DNR will consider the criteria set forth 
in 11 AAC 83.303(b). As discussed below, an extension of the Unit Agreement until 
January 31, 2016 is in the public interest and should be approved, 

1. The Environmental Costs and Benefits of Unitized Exploration or 
Development. 
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Furie:Jiai'Tal(en~and=w~l~-eanfinue--to-tal<e-aH necessary measares-10 .prevent or 
mitrgate envJronmentat imp-a·cts from -its-a~tivitie-s:-- exte-nain-g-theUniCAgreementaoes -- - --
not amend any mitigation measures as stipulated in the leases, the Plan of Operations, 
or elsewhere. Furie has complied with and wfll continue .to comply with all pennitting 
requirements. Extending the Unit Agreement does not pose any risk to the 
environment. 

Further, exploration and development in a unit will result in fewer environmental 
, impacts than would likely occur if exploration and development were on a lease-by
lease basis, or by multiple operators with varying business models and objectives. 
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2. The Geological and Engineering Characteristics of the Potential 
Hydrocarbon Accumulation or Reservoir Proposed for Unitization. 

DNR has previously considered the geological and engineering characteristics of 
the KLU.3 More recently, Furie has provided geological, geophysical and engineerlng 
data from the KLU #1 well, including well logs and third~party {NuTech Energy AUiance 
and Waters Petroleum Advisors) analysis of the logs. Furie provided this information on 
November 9, 2011 with the assistance of Waters Petroleum Advisors, and met with 
DNR to discuss the data and the POE on that date. Furie, with both Waters Petroleum 
Advisors and NuTech Energy Alliance, again met with DNR on December 1. 2011 to 
provide additional presentations regarding geologic data and a discussion of the well 
data and analysis. The sittached communications log shows that the well data has been 
provided . 

The well logs and geological analysis show significant hydrocarbon intervals and 
are very encouraging, particularly given that the weH was only drilled to 8805 .MD, about 
half the depth to which it ultimately will be drilled. Furie is planning to re-enter the 
KLU#1 well in 2012 and drill into pre-Tertiary for further evaluation and testing. Furie 
then plans to drlll additional delineation/development and exP.loration wells. Extending 
the Unit Agreement will allow the delineation of the slze and extent of the accumulation. 

The geologic structure of the . KLU has been shot with 2-D seismic. Former 
lessees of this acreage have done considerable geophysical evaluations of the area. 
Furie, through its predecessor Escopeta Oil Company, LLC has reprocessed over 300 
line miles of seismic which covers approximately 160 square miles. The existence of 
the KLU geologic structures have been well known for several years. 

Extending the Unit Agreement wiH also aid in ensuring that the Unit area is 
explored earlier than it would be on a lease-by-lease basis. If the Unit were to 
terminate, the leases would have to be re-leased and the lessees would have to acquire 
and process seismic data, obtain permits and acquire an appropriate offshore drilling rig 
to explore the Unit area. Thus, not extending the Unit Agreement would likely·delay 
exploration and development by a number of years. 

3. Prior Exploration Activities in the Proposed Unit Area. 

DNR has previously considered prior exploration activities in the Unit area.4 

3 For instance, see pages 5-10 of the June 30, 2009 decision approving the Application 
for Expansion of the Kitchen Unit Area to Form the Kitchen Lights Unit. 

4 For instance, see pages 5-10 of the June 30, 2009 decision approving the Application 
for Expansion of the Kitchen Unit Area to Form the Kitchen Lights Unit. 
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4. "fhe Applicanfs~P1ans for Exploration-orDevelopm-e11t-of-thlfUtrft:-AM.- - ----- --

Furie has obtained a jack-up rig and put it to work in Cook Inlet. The Amended 
and Restated Plan of Exploration submitted simultaneously with this Application 1s a 
responsible path .for exploration and development of the KLU. Furie has invested 
considerable resources5 and fully intends to explore, drill and develop the Unit area to 
the extent development is justified. The POE reflects Furie's desire to continue 
responsible exploration of the KLU to assist Alaska in the development and production 
of much needed natural gas for Alaskans. The POE describes three exploration blocks 
(North, Central, and Southwest} that are structurally separated by faults and structural 
lows.6 Because of Alaska's need for natural gas and in light of the preliminary results of 

5 For 2011, the POE reflects the discussions that Furle had with DNR and other 
regulatory agencies regarding when drilling duration operations could begin and end, 
and Furie's concern for safe operations. The 2011 drilling season was originally 
scheduled to end on October 31, 2011. Furle was granted an extension to November 
15, 2011 to mobilize the rig from the KLU #1 well. Due to low temperatures. Furie 
decided to cease drilling on October 28, 2011. The well was safely capped and secured 
on November 13, 2011 , Severe weather delayed the tugs and the rig was ultimately 
under tow on November 22, 2011. The rig's arrival in Port Graham for winter layup was 
delayed due to weather and rough seas until November 24, 2011. Furie was in 
communication regarding the status of the rig with the regulatory agencies throughout 
these events. 

Bringing the rig to Alaska from the Gulf of Mexico was an enormous undertaking, 
especially given the severe weather conditions that accompanied that voyage. 
Preparing the rig for transportation, and transporting i1 around South America (the rig ls 
too large to transit the Panama Canal) to Alaska, all the while being forced to deviate or 
stop for unanticipated weather and weather related repairs; consumed much of the 
2011 drilling season. Approximately 24 days were lost due to extreme weather 
conditions experienced during transport and associated repairs. This tirne included: 

• deviations from course and sheltering in Montevideo, Uruguay and the 
Chilean channels due to severe weather, and returning to course: 

• time spent deviating from course to British Columbia for inspections of the 
rig legs and repair's required due to the rig shifting on the transport vessel 
during storms around South America, and returning to course; and 

• time expended holding the tow in Prince William Sound prior to entering 
Cook Inlet due to severe weather. 

6 The leases within each block are shown In Kitchen Lights Unit, Exhibit A, Kitchen 
Lights Unit Tracts/Leases (Confidential) and Kitchen Lights Unit, Exhibit B, Map of KLU 
With Exploration Blocks (Confidential). 
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the KLU#1 well which is located in the Central Exploration Block, initial drilling activity i$ 
focused on that block. ' · 

Furie will re-enter the KLU#1 well in 2012 and continue drilling to evaluate the 
pre-Tertiary in 2012. Furie also plans to drill another well in 2012 in the Central Block 
and will continue drilling operations pursuant to appropriate regulatory approvals and 
prudent drilling practices. Depending on the results of these wells, .Furie will, if 
appropriate, request approval of a Participating Area and Plan of Development and 
move forward with design and fabrication of production equipment and facilities during 
the 20i2-20i3 winier season. 

Depending on the results of the 2012 drilling season, in 2013 Furie plans to drill 
either (1) two development natural gas wells or (2) an exploration well in either the 
North Exploration Block or the Southwest E:xploration Block 

For 2014, Furle plans to drill one exploration well in the exploration block tn
which Furie has not yet drilled a well. If Furie does not meet this requirement, Furie 
shall se.lect an exploration block that will .contract out of the KLU to the extent that any 
acreage is not already within the boundary of an approved or pending participating area. 

For 2015, Furie plans to drill one exploration well in eitherthe North Exploration 
Block or the Southwest Exploration Block. If Furie does not meet this requirement, 
Furie shall select an exploration block that will contract otit of the KLU to the extent that 
any acreage is not already within the boundary of an approved or pending participating 
area. 

The POE requires Furie to conduct timely exploration, evaluation and 
development activities that will result in production sooner than if the leases were re~ 
leased and explored individually. The commitments for the 2012 and 2013 years reflect 
the need to evaluate the pre-Tertiary and delineate and develop the natural gas 
resource that has been discovered, and the need to implement development options 
with an eye toward accelerated gas production. The commitments for 2014 and 2.0.15 
reflect the need to explore other blocks in the Unit and set forth the remedies for not 
meeting those commitments. Extending the Unit Agreement would ensure that the KLU 
will be explored and developed more quickly than if the leases were re-leased, 

71044064, I 0075051.00002. 
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Extension of the Unit Agreement would benefit the State by creating Jobs 
associated with oil and gas exploration and development The rig ls already in Alaska 
and Furie has drilled the KLU #1 well. Extending the Unit Agreement would ensure 
timely exploration and development of the KLU. With timely exploration and 
development comes economic activity ·and jobs. Exploration and development will 
happen sooner if the Urilt Agreement ls extended than they would on a lease-by-lease 
basis. · 

As stated above, if the Unit were to terminate, the leases would have to be re
leased and the lessees would have to evaluate the acrea9e, obtain the necessary 
permits and acquire an appropriate offshore drilling rig to explore the Unit area. Furie 
has obtaif'!ed a jack-up rig and has set forth a responsible and measured plan for 
exploration and development. Not extending the Umt Agreement would likely delay 
exploration and development by a number of years. · 

Extending the Unit A9reement would greatly benefit the State through additional 
oil and gas exploration and development in the face of a loom!ng energy crisis. Not only 
will a commercial discovery lead to additional energy, the State will eam royalty and tax 
revenues over the life of the field. 

Fune is .committed to the safety of human health and the environment Furia has 
been fully cooperative in providing infonnation to DNR and other agencies and will 
continue to work with regulatory agencies to ensure full compliance and best oilfield 
practices. 

Unitized development promotes the conservation of all natural resources, 
protects all parties of interest, and prevents economic and physical waste. The short 
term benefit of revenue from bonus bids in a lease sale is outweighed by the benefits of 
unitized development under Furie's POE and the benefits 10 Alaska residents of an 
accelerated natural gas development .program. 

Conclusion 

An extension to the Unit Agreement satisfies the criteria in 11 AAC 83.303 by 
promoting conservation of all natural resources, promoting the prevention of economic 
and physical waste and providing for the protection of all parties in interest, Including the 
State. 

Extension of the Unit Agreement will further the goals of bringing new business 
and oil and gas activity to Alaska. Members of both the legislative and executive 
branches have signaled that this is a priority. 
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Furie intends to use all responsible and commercially reasonable efforts to meet 
its drilling commitments. Extending the KLU Unit Agreement as proposed will further 
safe exploration in Cook Inlet and promote the most immediate opportunity for 
additional gas development and production all of which would benefit the people of 
Alaska at a time of great need. 

Please contact me if you have any questions or would like additional information. 

Attachments: 

Furie Operating Alaska, LLC/DNR Communications Log 
Furie Operating Alaska, LLC/DNR Meetings Log 
Furie Operating Alaska, LLC Chart of Permits 
Kitchen Lights Unit, Exhibit A, Kitchen Lights Unit Tracts/Leases (Confidential) 
Kitchen Lights Unlt, Exhibit B, Map of KLU With Exploration Blocks (Confidential} 
Kitchen Lights Unit, Exhibit G, Amended and Restated Plan of Exploration Filed in 
Conjunction With Application to Extend Unit Agreement December 5, 2011 

cc: Patricia Bettis, DNR 
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9. 

l.O. 

11. 

12. 

13 . . 

DIVISION .:.'lF 
FURIE OPERA TING ALASKA, LLC (f/k/a Escopeta Oil Co., L:tte)ANo GAs 

DNR COMMUNICATIONS1 

DESCRIPTION DATE 

DNR letter dated March 14, 2011 re Kitchen Lights Unit, Approval of 
3/14/2011 Modificatio11 to Plan of Exploration 

Email from DNR re requirement to supply proofofrig mobilization .3/21/2011 

EmaHs from/to DNR re response to 3/21/2011 email 3/23/201 J 

Letter from DNR re Unit Plan of Operations Approval of the Kitchen Lights 
Unit Exploration with attachments 

~· Final ACMP Consistency Determination and Alternative Measures 5/5/201 l 
"' ADNR Gook Inlet Offshore Drilling Stipulations 
* 2010 Cook Inlet Area Wide Mitigation Measures 
"' Well Data Submittal Requirement 

Escopeta filed Report of SbalJow Hazard Survey for rig location 5/24/2011 

Email from DNR requesting a status update for the rig and the anticipated 
7/14/2011 departure date for the wet tow 

Email from DNR scheduling 7/22/2011 meeting re Kitchen Lights Unit 7/19/2011 

Email from DNR rescheduling 7122/2011 meeting ?/20/2011 

Rig Position and Drilling Reports 7/23/2011 -
I 1/28/201 I 

Email from DNR re 7/22/2011 meeting re Kitchen Lights Unlt with attached. 
7/26/2011 signwin sheet 

Email frum/to DNR re Shallow Hazards Report 8/1/20ll 

Email to/from Escopeta re questions abC1ut company name changes 8/412011-
8/9/2011 

Email from Escopeta attaching flowchart and ownership summary as well as 
8/8/2011 corporate minutes for the 4 organizations 

1 This log onJy reflects communications since March 2011 . 
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14. 
Email from Bscopeta attaching resumes for the core Alaska drilling 

8/10/2011 operations team 

15. Email from Escopeta attaching Robert Laule's resume 8/10/2011 

Email .from DNR acknowledging receipt of resumes and requesting roles 

16, 
and responsibilities of individual members of Alaska drilling operations 

8/lo/2011 team 

17. Email from Escopeta forwarding a copy of the High Resolution Geophysical 
8/10/2011 Survey KLU #1 Site 

18 
Email from/to DNR re side scan sonar survey and Section 10 Rivers and 

8/10/2011 Harbors Act Permit 

19. 
Email from DNR requesting completion of the Jnfonnation for Responsible 

8/10/2011 Parties 

20. 
Email from/to Escopeta re Rig Location/Site Clearance 8/10/2011 -

) 8/12/2011 

21. 
Email :from/to Escopeta advising DNR that the Escopeta KLU #1 Hazards 8/10/2011 -
Report had been sent to DNR by email and by DVD 8/15/2011 

Email exchanges with Wat.~on (Escopeta) and DNR regarding surveys, 
permits and hazards report, site clearance and DNR visit to rig with the 

8/l 0/2011 -
22. fo1lowing attachment 

"' KLU #l High Resolution Geophysical Survey (final report submitted 
8/1512011 

to DNR 8/1/2011) 

23. 
Email from/to Escopeta re Escopeta KLU #1 Hazard Survey and 8/10/2011 -
notifications to SHPO 8/18/2011 

24. 
Email from Escopeta forwarding a copy of the Section 10 Rivers and 

8/12/2011 Harbors Act authorization 

71025423.4 0D75051- 00002 
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DESCRIPTION 

Letter from DNR regarding Kitchen Lights Unit with the following 
attachments 

* Glen E. Vereb, U.S. Customs arid Border Protection, letter dated 
November 8, 2010 

* Bruce Webb C·lllail dated August 10, 2011 
* Bruce Webb e-mail dated August 11, 2011 
r1c DOG, Kitchen Light Unit Plan of Operations Approval, dated May 5, 

2011 
"' AOGCC Rig Inspection Spartan 151 e-mail dated Mal'ch 9,201 J 
* USCG e~mail dated July 29,2011 

Letter from Escopeta in response to DNR's 8/12/2011 letter with the 
following attachments 

* Unit Plan of Operations Approval with attachments 
Final ACMP Consistency Determination and Alternative Measures 
Offshore Stipulations 
2010 Cook Inlet Area Wide Mitigation Measures 
Well Data Submittal Requirement 

* Correspondence with DNR personnel re Jones Act. with attachments 
Alaska Coastal Management Program Final Consistency 
Determination Concurrence 

26. ADNR Cook Inlet Offshore Drilling Stipulations 
Mitigation Measures a.nd Other Regulatory Requirements (Lessee 
Advisorjes) Cook Inlet 2010 
DNR Division of Oil & Gas Well Data Submittal Requirement, 
January, 2011 

* Submission to DNR re Corps of Engineers Section 10 Pennit and 
National Marine Fisheries Service Concurrence. including NMFS 
Letter of Concurrence and COE permit 

* Submissions to DNR re Shallow Hazard Survey and reports re same 
* Resumes of leaders of Escopeta drilling crew 
* AOGCC lnspectfon/Spartan 151 pre-inspection requirements 

Email from Escopeta forwarding a draft copy ofthe Watson Shallow 
2 7 · Hazards Survey Report 

Email from Escopeta forwarding copy ofEscopeta Hazards Survey Report 
28· titled "High Resolution Geophysical Survey KLU #1 Site" 

29. 

Letter from DNR in response to Escopetats 8/15/20ll letter with the 
following attachments 

* AOGCC Rig Inspection/Spartan 151 
* USCG Outstanding Deficiencies dated March l, 2011 

71025423 ,4 007SOS1· 00002 
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8/16/2011 
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30. -Email from Escopeta with Bruce Webb contact information 

31. 
Email from/to Escopt:ta re Spartan 151 Weekly position report 

32. 
Email from/to Escopeta re Spartan J 51 Movement Spreadsheet 

* Spartan 151 Movements.xlsx 

33. 
DeJivery to DNR of shallow hazard survey data and geophysical activity · 
completion report 

34. 
Email from/to Escopeta re acknowledging receipt of a copy of the letter sent 
to SHPO re Escopeta's KLU #1 

35. 
Email to DNR forwarding copy of letter sent to SHPO re Escopeta's KLU 
#1 

36. 
Email from/to DNR re confidentiality of Hazard Sun·ey provided by Watson 
Company, Inc. 

I 37. Email from Escopeta with updated contacts list 

38. 
Email from Escopeta advising of titles and responsibilities of key rig 
personnel 

39. Letter from Escopeta in response to DNR's 8!16/2011 letter 

Letter from Escopeta re entities involved in the KLU#J Project and their 
relationships with the following attachments 

• Participation Agreement between Escopeta Oil Company, LLC and 
Tayfor Minerals, LLC and Escopeta OiJ of Alaska, LLC dated 
October 22, 2010 

40. * Agreement between Escopeta OH Company, LLC and Escopeta Oil of 
Alaska, LLC dated June 29, 2011 

* Company minutes regarding Furie Petroleum Company, LLC, 
Advanced Capital Funding, LLC, Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC and 
Escopeta -Oil Co., LLC 

¥ Escopet.a Ownetship Summary 
* Escopeta Entity Flowchart 

41. DNR's acknowledgement of Escopeta's 8/2412011 letter 

7102)423.4 007S051• 00002 
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8/17/2011 -
8/18/2011 · 

8/1812011 

8/22/2011 

8/22/2011 

8/22/2011 

8/23/20j l -
9/01/2011 

8/24/2011 

8/24/2011 

8/24/2011 

8/24/2011 

8/24/20] 1 
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DESCRIPTION 

Letter from Escopeta requesting approval for Escopeta. to proceed with 
42. certain additional operations over weekend if AOGCC authorization is 

approved 

Letter from DNR, in response to Escopeta' s 8/25/2011 letter~ advising that 

43. 
prior to spudding. Escopeta must provide DNR written confinnation that all 
dg inspection requirements are met and obtain written authorization from 
DNR to proceed with operations 

44, Email from DNR regarding confidential information 

45. Email from Escopeta regarding confidential information 

Email from DNR regarding Operator Questionnaire for Unit Operators, with 
46. the following attachment 

* Operator Questiolli1aire ' 

Email from Escopeta with change of members/managers ofEscopeta with 

47. 
the foliowing attachment 

* Notice of Change of Members and/or Managers for Escopeta Oil 
Company, LLC and Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 

48. Email from. Escopeta regarding documents submitted 

Email from Escopeta following up on 8/29/2011 conversation, requesting 
meeting and ensuring Escopeta's desire to be cooperative with the following 
attachment 

49. 
* Insurance coverage summary 
* May 23, 20 I J letter from DNR to Escopeta and Proof of Financial 

Responsibility 

50. 
Letter from DNR re AOGCC 8/29/2011 inspection. requesting ad.ditional 
iriformation, and sending Operator Questionnaire 

51, Email from Escopeta acknowledging DNR's 8/30/2011 letter 
. 

52. 
Email and letter from Escopeta requesting authorization to proceed with the 
drilling activities at the KLU#1 

710:25423.4 007505 I· 00002 
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DATE 

8/25/2011 

8/25/2011 

8/26/2011 

8/29/2011 

8/29/20] 1 

8/30/201 l 

8/30/2011 

8/30/2011 

8/30/2011 

8/31/2011 

8/31/2011 
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53. 

- - -- . - --·- - - --- --. - --- -- ·- . --------··-- -
Email from Escopeta forwarding a letter from Escopeta requesting 
authorization to proceed with drilling activities 

* Letter from Escopeta to DNR dated August 31, 201 .l, requesting 
authorization to proceed with drilling operations in the Kitchen Lights 
Unit. 

54. Email from Escopeta regarding confidentia1 data 

55 . Email from/to Escopeta regarding confidential documents 

56. 

Letter from Escopeta providing infonnation and.docwnentation regarding 
Escopeta and Kitchen Lights Unit Operations in response to DNR •s request 
for information dated August 30, 2011, with the following attachments 

* Power ofattorney 
* Amended and Restated Company Agreements 
,i, Operating Agreement dated October 21, 2010 
* Side Letter .A.greement, dated October 22,2010 
"' DEC Certificate of Financial Responsibility 
* Insurance summary and declaration pages ofinsurance policies 
* Balance sheets dated 12/31/10, 7/31/2011, and 6/30/2011 
* Flowchart and summary of the relationships between companies 
4< Corporate resolutions appointing officers and accepting Amended and 

Restated Company Agreements 
* Narrative explaining the el'ltities involved in the KLU # l project and 

their relationships 
* Lease Assignment and Participation Agreement 
* Agreement beMeen Escopeta Oil Co.. LLC, and working interest 

owners 
* Organization chart 
* Operator Questionnaire 
* Current Alaska business license (1 l/18/10-12/31/12) 
* Unanimous Written Consent of the Board of Managers of companies 

Email from DNR with attached DNR authorization to initiate drilling 
57· operations dated 9/2/2011 

58. Email from Escopeta advising that Escopeta has spudded the KLU#l well 

59. Letter from DNR re DNR authorization to initiate drilling operations 

60. Email from Escopeta notifying DNR that the wen had been spudded 

7102S423,40075051- 00002 
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9/l/201 l 

9/1/201 l 

9/1/201 J 

9/2/2011 

9/2/2011 

9/2/2011 
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DESCRIPTION 

Email from DNR forwarding a pdf copy ofD'N"R's authorization to initiate 
drilling operati-Ons 

61. * DNR letter dated September 2, 2011, authorizing Escopeta to injtiate 
drilling operations based on the drilling plan approved by the AOGCC 
on July 1, 2011 

62. Email :from DNR regmding confidential information 

Email and letter from Escopeta filing Application to Amend KLU Plan of 
ExpJoration with the following attachments 

"' Amended Plan of Exploration for Kitchen Lights Unit Submitted 
October 13, 2011 

* Letter from DNR dated Septembei 2, 2011. authorizing initiation of 
dn1Iing operations 

63. * Decision Approvmg the Application for Expansion of the Kitchen Unit 
Area to Form the Kitchen Lights Unit effective as of June 30, 2009 

* Res.\Ulles of CoJe Personnel 
Thomas E. Hord 
EdM Ferguson 
Jerry L. Cloud 
Robert Laule 
Vladimir Katie 

64. 
Email and letter from DNR authorizing continued drilling upon successful 
testing of the casing integrity and approval by AOGCC 

Email from DNR re Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Operation LOCI 06-004 
with the following attachment 

65. "' Letter from DNR dated October 13, 2011~ authorizing Escopeta to 
continue drilling operations based on the drilling plan approved by 
AOGCC 

66. 
Email from/to Escopeta re meeting re Escopeta ·s proposed Amended Plan of 
Exploration 

67. 
Email from DNR re meeting to discuss the Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of 
Exploration proposal with Escopeta 

68. Email from Escopeta attaching additional personnel information 

69. Email from DNR rescheduling meeting 

70, Email from DNR attaching attendance sheet from meeting 

71025423.4 OO?SOSI- 00002 
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DATE 

9/21201 l 

9/6/2011 

10/33/2011 

10/13/2011 

10/13/2011 

l 0/13/2011 -
10/14/2011 

J0/24/2011 

10/24/2011 

10/24/2011 

]0/26/2011 
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- E1nai.ffromI:iNR foITowfng up on conversation concerning activfiies 
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71. J0/27/2011 according to the Unit Plan of Operations Approval dated May 5, 20 l l 

72. Email from DNR re Escopeta Activities and requirements l 0/27/2011 

73 , Email from DNR scheduling l J/9/201 J meeting 10/28/2011 

Email from Escopeta re Status Report due on or before November 1 for the 
74. Plan of Operations ·with the following attachment 10/31/201 l 

.. Kitchen Lights Unit Status Report dated October 31. 2011 

75. 
Email string from/to Furie re Spartan J 51 Rig Winter Storage 11/02/201 I -

11/16/2011 

Revised Plan of Exploration 

76. * KLU map with exploration blocks 11/9/2011 
* KL U # l well analysis 
• Forest Oil Corporation Alaska Business Unit Review Presentation 

) 
Email from Furie re Seismic Locations #I , #2, #3, and #4- Kitchen Lights 
Unit. Cook Inlet Basin with the following attachments 

"' Cover letter from Escopeta re Seismic Locations # 1, #2, #3, and #4 -
Kitchen Lights Unit, Cook Inlet Basin 

77. * KLU #1 Drilling Update-Maps and 2D Seismic Data l 1/10/2011 

* KLU #2 Proposed Location - iv1aps and 2D Seismic Da1a 

* KLU #3 Proposed Location - Maps and 2D Seismic Data 

+ KLU #4 Proposed Location - Maps and 2D Seismic Data 

78, 
Email from/to Furie, re weather forecast for Stacey Foss, route from Prince 11/10/2011 -
William Sound to Inside Passage and location of winter storage of lig 11/14/2011 

79 Email from/to Furie re current location of Spartan 151 Rig 11/21/2011 

Letter to DNR re KLU Confldential Data, Structure Map and KLU#l Log 
Analysis 

* Kitchen Lights Unit, Top of Tyonek Structure Map with Exploration 
80. Blocks 11/28/201 l 

* Kitchen Lights Unit Amended Plan of Exploration Subn1itted October 
13, 2011, Revised November 9,201 l 

"' Reports by NuTech Energy AUiance 

7l025423.4007SOSI- 00002. 
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DESCRIPTION DAIB 

81. Email from/to Furie.re Status of Spartan 151 Rig 11 /28/2(} 11 

82. Email from Furie re additional info re KLU POE for 2014 and 2015 11/29/201] 

83. Letter from Furie re Kitchen Lights Unii. #1 well, Confidential data with 
12/1/2011 certain confidential data attachments 

84. Email to DNR re Port Graham location 12/2/2011 
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DATE 

7/15/11 

7/19/11 

7/20/) 1 

7/21/11 

7/22/1 l 

7122/11 

7/23/11 

7/25/11 

7/25/11 

7/26/11 

7128/1 1 

8/5/11 

8/8/1 l 

8/16/11 

8/31/1 I 

9/1/11 

9/1/11 

FURIE OPERATING ALASKA, LLC MEETINGS/fELEPHONE 
-- GONFERENe-E-s=-WITR-DNRc1 -=~- - -=~~---=----=·· -

. -- - - - . 

FORUM 

Telephone 

Telephone 

Telephone 

DNR 

DNR 

Telephone 

Telephone 

Telephone 

DOL - Telephone 

Telephone 

Telephone 

Telephone 

Telephone 

Telephone 

Telephone 

DNR 

Telephone 

TOPIC 

unit matters, plan of exploration 

unit matters, rig status 

rig status 

unit matters. plan of exploration 

unit matters, plan of exploration 

unit matters 

unit matters 

·-o~· ~-··w.'r' .-:.~.,~.- 1•·-:- --
-' · 1L ., ·, ' r,, -: ·~·· -i JI"\~ ~yt ,.. . \.,, I..,, . . . • 
d ~; ~ 

i)tVIS10:-i\ ,_;; · 
".'lll AND Q '!_~ -

unit matters, plan of exploration, information needs 

unit matters, plan of exploration 

effects of name change, unit issues and information needs 

information needs 

information needs, unit matters. plan of exploration 

unit matters, plan of exploration 

rig status and pennits 

authorization to proceed with drilling 

drilling operationsj unit matters, plan of e:>..-ploration 

uni1 matters, plan of exploration 

1 This log only reflects meetings and telephone conversations since July 201 l. This is not 
to suggest an absence of communication prior to this date regarding the Plan of Operations, 
pennits, required reports and information filings, etc. Rather, the frequency of discussions 
increased in July 2011 and subsequent months with the jack-up rig's transport to and arrival in 
Alaska and these discussions were largely focused on the KLU POE, Unit matters, drilling 
operations and information requests from DNR, 

Attachment 5 
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DATE FORUM TOPIC 

9/2/11 DNR drilling operations, unit matters, plan of exploration 

9/7/11 DOL - Telephone plan of exploration, unit matters 

9/12/11 Telephone u11it matters 

9/13/11 DOL - Telephone unit matters, plan of exploration 

10/10/11 Telephone continuing drilling operations 

10/11/11 DNR status of operations. plan of operations 

IO/! 7/1 l DEC (DNR attended) extension of drilling operations 

10/21/l 1 Telephone plan of exploration, unit matters, suspension of operations 

l 0/26/1 l DNR plan of exploration 

10/27/11 Telephone plan of exploration, wiit matters 

10/31/11 Telephone unit matters and <hilling Opel'a.tions 

11/1/11 Telephone suspending operations 

11/3/11 Telephone plan of exploration 

11/8/1 l Telephone meetjng re plan of exploration 

I i/9/ll DNR plan of exploration, KLU #1 wen data 

11/28/l 1 Telephone plan of exploration, unit matters 

11/29/11 Telephone plan of exploration 

12/1111 DNR. KLU #1 well data 

Attachment 5 
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ATTACHMENT 4 

Kitchen Lights Unit, Exhibit A, Kitchen Lights Unit Tracts/Leases 
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Kitchen Lights Unit, Exhibit B, Map of KLU With Exploration Blocks 



KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT 
---AAMENDED-AN9-RES-'fA!fED-Pl,AN-OF-E-XPt6R:ATlON-FIL-ED-lN--CONJUNCTfflNSJof.i -c,,~: -· 

WITH APPLlCATION TO-EXTENntJNiiA-CREEMENIDECEMllERS, 20lJ!Olk :llfl!Df-JA,,,, 
Revised "Exhibit G" 

Furie Operating Alaska, LLC (Furie), formerly · Escopeta Oil Co., LLC hereby submits the 
following Five-Year Plan of Exploration for the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) effective 
October 13, 20! 1, to December 31, 2015. Furie makes these commitments absent an event 
beyond Furie's reasonable foresight and control as contemplated by 11 AAC 83.336 and is not 
waiving its ability to assert force majeure or any other matter relating to the duration of the KLU. 

Furie proposes that the unit acreage be delineated into three exploration blocks. Exhibit A to the 
KLU Unit Agreement shows Kitchen Lights Unit Tracts/Leases that fall within each block. 
Exhibit B to the KLU Unit Agreement is a map of the KLU boundary showing the exploration 
blocks.2 

Year2011 

Furie drilled the KLU #1 exploration well in the Central Exploration Block to a depth of 8805 
MD. Pursuant to appropriate regulatory approvals, directives and pr11dent drilling practices. 
Furie suspended driJJing operations for re-entry in 2012.3 This satisfied the prjor work 
commitments for 2011 . 

Year-2012 

l. Furie shall re-enter the KLU #l and continue drilling the well to evaluate the pre•Tertiary 
zone. 

1 Furie applied to amend the Plan of Exploration on October 13, 2011 and submitted a 
revision to that proffered amendment on November 9, 2011 based on discussions with DNR 
staff. In addition to meetings on October 26, 2011 and November 9, 2011, Furie has discussed 
the Plan of Exploration, information requests from DNR and drilling operations with DNR 
telephonically and in person on a mun ber of occasions beginning in July 2011. 

2 Both of these exhibits are included in this filing and marked confidential. 

3 As shown in the DNR communications and meeting logs attached to the Application for 
an Extension of the I<LU Unit Agreement filed simultaneously with this Amended and Restated 
POE, Furie has been in frequent contact with DNR throughout 2011, particularly from July 
through Decembel', and has provided all information requested by DNR. Furie has also been in 
frequent contact with other regulatory agencies. including the AOGCC, ADEC and U.S. Coast 
Guard, and conducted drilling operations in full compliance with all permitting and regulatory 
requirements. Ultimately, weather conditions required a suspension of drilling operations for the 
2011 season. 

71026474.2 0075051· 00002 
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2. FurJe shall commence drilling a second well in the Central Exploration Block and shall 
continue drilling operations pursuant to appropriate· regulatory approvals, directives and 
prudent drilling practices, 

3. If appropriate, Furie shall request approval of a Partleipating Area and Plan of 
Development. 

Year2013 

1. Furie shall either (a) drHI 2 development gas wells, locations and depths ofthese wells to 
he determined, or (b) dril1 one exploration well to the base of the Hemlock fonnation in 
either the North Exploration Block or the Southwest Exploration Block, location to be 
determined. 

2. If appropria1e, Furie shall request approval of a Participating Area and Plan of 
Development. 

YeQJ' 2014 

1. Furie shall drill one exploration well to the base of the Hemlock formation in an 
exploration block jn which Furie has not yet drilled a wen, location to be determined. 

2. If Fwie has failed to meet its 2014 drilling requirement as stated in thi& POE, Flttie shall 
select an exploration block that will contract out of the KLU, except that any acreage that 
is contained within the boundary of an approved or pending participating area shall not be 
subject to contracti~n. 

Year2015 

1. Furie shall drill one exploration well to the base of the Hemlock formation in either the 
North Exploration Block or the Southwest Exploration Block, location to he determined. 

2, If Furie has faiJed to meet i1s 2015 drilling requirement as stated in this POE, Furie shall 
select an exploration block th.at wilJ contract out of the KLU, except that any acreage that 
is contained within the boundary of an approved or pending participating area shall not be 
subject to contraction. 
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KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT 

APPROVAL OF THE EXTENSION OF, AND AMENDMENTS TO, TIIB 

KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT AGREEMENT, AND REVISED PLAN OF EXPLORATION 

FINDINGS AND DECISION OF THE DIRECTOR 

OF THE DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS 

UNDER DELEGATION OF AUTHORTIY FROM THE COMMISSIONER 

AND 

THE COMMISSIONER 

OF TIIE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

STATE OF ALASKA 

March 28, 2012 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND DECISION SUMMARY 

On December 5, 2011, Furie Operating Alaska, LLC (Furie), formerly Escopeta Oil Co., LLC, as 

Operator of the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU), and on behalf of the KLU Working Interest Owners (WIOs), 

filed an application (Application) for the Extension of the KLU Agreement (Agreement) to January 31, 

2016 with the State of Alaska (State), Department of Natural Resources (DNR), Division of OH and Gas 

(Division). See Attachment 5. Furie submitted confidential and public information as part of the 

Application, which met the requirements for a complete application under 11 AAC 83.306 on December 

21, 2011. 

The Division gave notice under 11 AAC 83.311 of the proposed extension of the Agreement on 
December 29, 2011. The period for public comment closed January 30, 2012. Twelve comments were 

received. 

The Division approved the Kitchen Unit Agreement on January 31, 2007. The unit was expanded and re
named the KLU on June 30, 2009. The KLU is located offshore Cook Inlet, Alaska, south of the North 

Cook Inlet Unit and covers approxnnately 83,394 acres encompassing 30 state oil and gas leases. Under 

11 AAC 83.336 and Article 14.2 of the Agreement, the Agreement automatically expires five years from 
its effective date unless it is extended by the Commissioner under 11 AAC 83.336(a)(2). 

Furie is the first company in roughly 20 years to bring a jack-up drilling rig to the Cook Inlet. It obtained 

) all the permits required for exploration drilling, employment of personnel, and logistical support for 
drilling the KLU #1 well. Furie spudded the KLU #1 well September 2, 2011, drilled to a depth of 8,805 
feet measured depth, ceased drilling on October 28, 2011, and subsequently capped the well on November 

13, 2011. 

l 

We fmd that the approval of the Application, approval of the KLU Plan of Exploration, Revised Exhibit 
G set out as Attachment 1 (POE), and approval of the amendm.~ts to the Agreement set out in 
Attaclunent4 meet the.criteria set out in 11 AAC 83.303-and are necessary to protect the public interest. 
This approval constitutes the written findings and decision required under 11 AAC 83.303 and is subject 

to reconsideration under 11 AAC 02. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The Division approved the Kitchen Unit on the bijsis of the applicant's representation that it could execute 

a plan to bring a jack-up drilling rig to Cook Inlet in 2007 and the Division's belief that approval of the 
unit would result in drilling and exploration of hydrocarbon potential of the original unit acreage, totaling 

approximately 40,733 acres, faster than re-leasing the-then expiring five leases, which totaled 
approximately 19,169 acres. Approval of the Kitchen Unit expansion and re-naming (to the KLU) on 

June 30, 2009 resolved numerous pending administrative and superior court unit and lease appeals that, 
without settlement, would have only delayed, for many more years, exploration of this acreage, 

Furthermore, the WIOs agreed that if work commitments were not met that the KLU would automatically 
terminate and leases past primary term would be surrendered to the State. 

:· .,,, . (-
\;,· ,; ~ 
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Twenty-eight leases, totaling approximately 77,665 acres, of the current 30 leases within the KLU, that 
now totals approximately 83,394 acres, are past their primary tenns. The other two leases will be past 

Table I 

State 
Lease Working Interest Owners Lease 

ADL Acres R~yalty Lease Form Expiration 
Interest¾ Effective Date and Percentage* 

Date 
Escopet11 Oil of Ala~lcil, LLC 

77.5% - A.L. Berry 7.875% 
389189 1,920.00 12.5 2/1/2000 9609(REV 9/99) Danny S. Davis 6.875% l/31/2007 

Taylor Minerals 5.25% 
The WTF Distribution Trust 

2 .5% 
389190 2,560 12.5 2/1/2000 9609(REV 9/99) II 1/31/2007 
389191 1 920 12.5 2/1/2000 9609(REV 9/99) " 1/31/2007 
389192 2560 12.5 2/1/2000 9609(REV 9/99) " 1/31/2007 
389193 2560 12.5 2/1/2000 9609(REV 9/99) II 1/31/2007 
389926 5760 12.5 1/1/2002 200004 .. 12/31/2008 
390548 3193 125 6/1/2005 200204/REV ro/03) .. 5/31i'20f2 
389925 3786 12.5 1/1/2002 200004 " 12/31/2008 
389924 5020 12.S 1/1/2002 200004 .. 12/31/2008 
389918 3840 125 1/1/2002 200004 II 12/31/2008 
390554 2536 12.5 6/1/2005 200204{REV I 0/03) .. 5/31/2012 
389917 1890 ]2.5 1/1/2002 200004 .. 12/31/2008 
389914 634 12.5 1/1/2002 200004 " 12/31/2008 
389919 640 12.5 1/1/2002 200004 " 12/31/2008 
391106 1280 12.S 1/1/2007 200604 " 12/31/201 l 
389915 634 12.5 l/112002 200004 " 12/31/2008 
3·89·1-97 ~63 l-2.5 2/1/2800 9609(Rev. 9/99) " l/;31/2007 
389196 2529 12.S 2/1/2000 9609(Rev. 9/99) " 1/31/2007 
389198 2560 12.5 2/1/2000 9609(Rev. 9/99) ., 

1/31/2007 
389515 2536 12.5 5/1/2001 200004 " 4/30/2008 
389514 2522 12.5 5/1/2001 200004 

,, 
4/30/2008 

389513 2S60 125 5/1/2001 200004 " 4/3Q/2008 
389507 S736 12.5 5/1/2001 200004 " 4/30/2008 
389923 5728 12,5 1/1/2002 200004 " 12/31/2008 
389927 1280 12.5 1/1/2002 200004 " 12/31/2008 
389928 1280 12.5 1/1/2002 200004 " 12/31/2008 
389929 2560 12.5 1/1/2002 200004 " 12/31/2008 
389930 2560 12.5 1/1/2002 200004 · " 12/31/2008 
390374 · 2560 12.5 I 0/1/2003 200204 

,, 
9/30/2010 

390381 5690 12.5 10/1/2003 200204 " 9/30/2010 

*Effective as of 10/1/2011 

III. AJ,>PLICATION 

Furie submitted the Application on December 5, 2011 along with an extension application filing fee of 
$500.00 in accordance with 11 AAC 83.306 and 11 AAC 05.0l0(a)(I0)(E). The Application included: 

. s 
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)_ 
Exhibit A, describing the unit area, its leases and ownership interests; Exhibit B, a map of the unit area; 
and Exhibit G, proposed Amended and Restated Plan of Exploration. The Application also included 
supporting confidential geological, geophysical and engineering information. Furie submitted 
supplemental information to complete the Application on December 21, 2011. The Division deemed the 

Application complete on December 21, 2011 and issued public notice of the Application on December 29, 
2011, under 11 MC 83.311. The period for public comm.ent closed effective 4:30 p.m., Alaska Time, 
Monday, January 30, 2012. 

The public notice was published in the Anchorage Daily News and the Peninsula Clarion. The public 
notice was also posted to the Division website and to the DNR website on December 27, 2011. Copies of 
the public notice were provided to interested parties Wlder 11 MC 83.311. The Division provided public 
noti~e to: the Kenai Peninsula Borough (Mayor's Office, Planning Department, and Assembly Chair); 

Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation; Alaska Department of Fish and Game; DNR 
(Division of Mining, Land and Water); Kenai Post Office; Soldotna Post .Office; Cook Inlet Region Inc.; 
Village of Tyonek; Tyonek Native Corporation; Kenai Native Association; Alaska Mental Health Trust; 
Jonathan E. Iversen; City of Kenai; Kenai Community Library; Salamatoff Native Association; Kenai 
Chamber of Commerce; Tyonek Post Office; Kenaitze Indian Tribe; Bruce D. Webb; Kenai City Council; 
KDLL-FM, DSRM, Inc.; Tebughna School; and Edward Page Oliver. 

DNR received comments from: Tyler .ZOllinger, District Manager, and Jennifer Richardson, Branch 
Administrator, Total Safety; Alaska Representative Charisse Millett; Terry Heikkila; Bradley W. Evans, 
Chief Executive Officer, Chugach Electric Association, Inc.; Donald M. Fell, President, Maritime 
Helicopters; Matanuska-Susitna Borough Assembly; Mike Navarre, Mayor, Kenai Peninsula Borough; 
Alaska Representative Kyle Johansen; Alaska Senator Kevin Meyer; Alaska Representative Mike 
Hawker; Anchorage Chamber of Commerce; and City of Soldotna. The comments cover a broad 
spectrum of concerns and a multitude of issues ranging from ensuring energy security on natural gas, 
creating jobs and in-state economic activity, preventing economic waste, providing opportunity for 
expeditious exploration and development, allowing for consistent .regulations within the area, and 
conveying a message that Alaska is opened for business and is committed to working cooperatively in 
developing its natural resources. 

We considered the comments in the evaluation of the Application and the issuance of this decision. 

Subsequent to closure of the public comment p~riod, DNR and Furie engaged in extended negotiations 
over the POE terms, configuration of exploration blocks, and amendments to the Agreement. See 
Attachments 1 through 4. The POE sets out a four-year schedule during which Furie bas committed to a 
multi-well drilling program with the first two exploration wells to be drilled in 2012. 

IV. DISCUSSION OF DECISION CRITERIA 

The DNR Commissioner (Commissioner) reviews unit-related applications under 11 AAC 83.303 - 11 
AAC 83.395. By memorandum dated December 21, 1998, the Commissioner delegated this authority to 
the Director of the Division. We are co-signing this decision. Our review of the Application, POE, and 
Agreement amendments is based on the criteria set out in 11 MC 83.303(a) and (b). A discussion of the 

-, __ ., '---- .. ':> 
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subsection (b) criteria, as they apply to these matters, is set out directly below, followed by a discussion 
of the subsection {a) criteria. 

A:-- - Decision Criteria considered under 11 AAC 83.303(b) 

1. Environmental Costs and Benefits of Unitized Exploration or Development 

The K.LU is· located offshore Cook · Inlet, Alaska. Alas..lca statutes and regulations require that DNR 
provide public notice and issue a written best interest finding before approving a contract for disposal of 
the State's oil and gas resources. AS 38.05.035(e); AS 38.05.945; 11 MC 82.415. In preparing the 

finding, the Commissioner may impose additional conditions or limitations beyond those imposed by law. 

AS 38.05.035(e). DNR develops lease stipulations through the lease sale process to mitigate the potential 
environmental, social and cultural impacts from oil and gas activity. 

The 30 leases within the KLU contain stipulations designed to protect the environment and to address 
concerns regarding potential impact to fish and game, to wildlife habitats, and to subsistence. Lease 
conditions address issues such as construction of pipelines, seasonal restriction on operations, public 
access to, or use of, the leased lands, and avoidance of seismic hazards. The extension of, and the 
amendments to, the Agreement, and approval of the POE, will neither change these protective measures, 
nor result in additional restrictions or limitations. 

2. Geological and Engineering Characteristics of the Potential Hydrocarbon Accumulation or 
Reservoir, and Prior Exploration Activities 

The-then unit operator submitted confidential data in support of its 2007 application to form the Kitchen 
Unit and 2009 application to expand and re.name the Kitchen Unit. See Discussion of Decision Criteria, 

Section 2, January 31, 2007 Findings and Decision approving the Kitchen Unit; Section ID.A.2., June 30, 
2009 Findings and Decision approving the Kitchen Unit expansion . and re-naming. Furie submitted 
additional data in December 2011 as part of the Application that included petrophysical analysis of the 
KLU #1 well logs. The Division will hold these data confidential under AS 38.05.035(a)(8)(C) and 11 

AAC96.220. 

Twenty-eight of the 30 leases within the KLU are past their primary terms. The last exploration seismic 
survey shot over the acreage was a 2-D survey acquired by Forcenergy in 1997. No seismic has been shot 

over the acreage since unit formation. The KLU #1 well was spudded on September 2, 2011 within ADL 
3 89198. The objectives of the well are potential hydrocarbon accumulations down to the pre-Tertiary, on 
a structure which is known as the Corsair prospect. Furie drilled to a depth of 8,805 feet, ceased drilling 

on October 28, 2011, and capped KLU #1 on November 13, 2011, withffil:t any production testing. 

Two other prospects within the KLU, the Kitchen and East Kitchen prospects, are considered highly 
speculative as discussed in the Division's 2007 and 2009 decisions approving the Kitchen Unit and 
approving tlie Kitchen Unit expansion and renaming, respectively. Except for the potential hydrocarbon 
accumulation underlying the four Corsair leases, the geologic and geophysical data provided by Furie are 

-) 
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insufficient to demonstrate the existence of a potential hydrocarbon accumulation in either the Kitchen or 
east Kitchen areas. 

The Northern Lights prospect lies to the south of the North Cook Inlet Unit. The primary target is the 

down dip extension of the Tyonek Deep oil reservoirs encountered in most of the deep North Cook Inlet 
Unit wells. The play depends on the Tyonek Deep sands extending some distance south of the North 

Cook Inlet Unit and still remaining in the oil colunm. 

3. Plans of Exploration or Development 

Furie submitted a proposed POE as part of the Application and met with the Division for technical 
presentations on October-26, November 91 and December 1, 2011. See Attachment 5. Since the submittal 

of the Application, DNR and Furie negotiated modifications to the proposed POE that set out a four-year 

schedule during which Furie commits to a multi-well drilling program with the first two exploration wells 
to be drilled in 2012 on lease ADL 389198. See Attachment 1, Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration 

for 2012-2015, Revised Exhibit G. Furie commits to production even though it doesn't propose to 
conduct any production flow tests with fluids to surface until 2013 or 2014, at the latest. 

The proposed POE divides the unit acreage into four exploration blocks--North Block, Corsair Block, 
Central Block, and Southwest Block See Attachments 2 and 3. The POE provides for the tennination or 

contraction of the unit acreage if Furie fails to timely meet its exploration and development obligations. 
fu addition, the POE establishes a $2,500,000.00 development bond in favor of DNR. The bond would be 

posted an or before June 1, 2014. Failure to commence sustained production from the Corsair Block on 
or before December 31, 2014, will result in forfeiture of the bond. 

4. Economic Costs and Benefits to the State 

The assessment of the hydrocarbon potential will create jobs and in-state economic activity in the short
term and if the exploration activity is successful, the State and its residents will enjoy royalty and tax 
revenues, and increased employment opportunities over the long-tenn. 

Most of the leases are past their primary tenns and no exploration activities ·were conducted on these 
leases during their primary terms or during the initial :unit tenn, except for spudding KLU #1. By 

extending the KLU Agreement, the State forgoes re-offering the leases, bonus bids, and promoting 

competition. However, Furie has a jack·up rig here, ccnnmits to a drilling schedule that explores the 

entire unit area, and commits to unit termination or acreage contraction if those commitments are not met. 

The POE terms provide a benefit to the State, in that drilling will occur sooner than if the leases are 

returned and re-leased, and if Furie fails to meet its commitments, the unit tenninates or contracts under 

the terms of the POE. 

S. Other Relevant Factors 

As discussed above, Furie and DNR negotiated a POE that provides for termination of the unit or 

contraction of acreage from the unit if Furie fails to perform drilling and other work commitments by the 
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dates required in the POE. To accommodate these termination and contraction provisions, Furie and 
DNR also negotiated amendments to Articles 13, 14 and 17 of the Agreement that all the WIOs ratified. 
See-Att-acliirient F-'Fliese. amenoments iiialce·:irclearffiaflailure-to-a:~PUE conmutments IS not 
su6jecCfc>"tlie aefaulf provisions; Willi notice ana-0pportunify to cure, -under -rrAAC 8"3374.--Tlie ternis 
of the POE and amendments to the unit agreement meet the criteria set out in 11 AAC 83.303 and are 
necessary to protect the public interest. 

B. Decision Criteria considered under 11 AAC 83.303(a) 

1. Promote the Conservation of All Natural Resources 

To conserve the natural resources of all or a part ofan oil or gas pool, field, or like area, lessees may join 
their interests together to operate and develop oil and gas resources under a unit plan. AS 38.05 .l 80(p ). 
A unit must encompass the minimum area required to include all or part of one or more "reservoirs" or 
''potential hydrocarbon accumulations." 11 AAC 83.356(a). ''Pool" is defined as an underground 
reservoir containing or appearing to contain, a common accumulation of oil or gas. 11 AAC 88.185(23). 

"Reservoir" is d~fmed as an oil or gas accumulation which has been discovered by drilling and evaluated 
by testing and which i& separate from any other acc-.. unulation of oil and gas. 11 AAC 83.395(4). 
"Potential hydrocarbon aqcumulation" is defined as any structural or stratigraphic entrapping mechanism 
which has been reasonably defined and delineated through geophysical, geological, or other means and 
which contains one or more intervals, zones, strata, or formations having the necessary physical 
characteristics to ac.cumulate and prevent the escape of oil and gas. 11 AAC 83.395(5). 

& discussed above, the unit was formed and expanded with the only potential hydrocarbon accumulation 
underlying the four Corsair leases. If that potential hydrocarbon accumulation proves to be capable of 
producing commercial quantities of hydrocarbons, unitization will maximize the efficient recovery of the 
oii or gas. Unit operations wiii ailow for minimizing surface impacts of both expioration and production 
activities. 

2. Promote the Prevention of Economic and Physical Waste 

Unitization, as opposed to activity on a lease-by-lease basis, may prevent economic and physical waste. 
Economic waste is often referred to as the drilling of wells in excess of the number necessary for the 
efficient recovery of the oil and gas in place. Physical waste, among other things, includes the inefficient, 
excessive, or improper use, or unnecessary dissipation of, reservoir energy. 

This unit includes significant acreage in which there has been insufficient geophysical and geological data 
submitted to define a potential hydrocarbon accumulation outside that delineated potential hydrocarbon 
accumulation underlying the four Corsair leases. Unitization in this instance has no added benefit in 
preventing economic waste. If the Corsair prospect and any other discovery prove to contain 
hydrocarbons that can produce in paying quantities, unitization will promote the prevention of physical 
waste by allowing for efficient management of the reservoir. 
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3. Provide for the Protection of all Parties, including the State 

The people of Alaska have an interest in the development of the State's oil and gas resources to maximize 
the economic and physical recovery of the resources. AS 38.05.lS0(a)(l). It is further in the State's best 
interest to encourage assessment of oil and gas resources, recognize the costs of exploring in varied 
geographic regions, and minimize the adverse impact of exploration, development, production, and 
transportation activity. AS 38.05. l 80(a)(2). 

Unitization protects correlative rights relative to non-unitized development and production operations by 
providing for an equitable allocation of costs and production among the WIOs. 

The WIOs are also protected by the extension of the Agreement and approval ofthe POE. The leases are 
extended and Furie may ~continue to exercise its rights to explore for and develop the State's oil and gas 
resources. This is a significant benefit for the WIOs as they would otherwise lose the rights to 28 of 30 
leases that are past their primary terms. As discussed above, Furie delivered a jack-up rig to Cook Inlet 
and began drilling the first exploration well on the Corsair prospect. 

The State is protected under the terms of the negotiated POE and Agreement amendments. Furie 
committed in the POE to a four-year drilling program. If Furie fails to timely meet its commitments the 
unit will either terminate or contract, without notice and an opportunity to be heard. 

V. FINDINGS AND DECISION 

Based on the above decision criteria discussion, we make the following findings and decision. 

1. The Division complied with the public notice requirements of 11 AAC 83.311. 

2. To allow Furie the opportunity to continue exploration drilling, as well as pursue an expedited 
natural gas development plan if a commercial discovery is made, the Agreement extension meets 
the criteria set out in 11 MC 83.303 and is necessary to protect the public interest. Thus, the 
Agreement is extended to January 31, 2016. 

3. The extension of the Agreement will not diminish access to public and navigable waters beyond 
those limitations (if any) imposed by law or already contained in the oil and gas leases covered by 

the Agree1nent. 

4. The POE (with its work commitments and provisions for termination or contraction) meets the 
criteria set out in 11 AAC 83.303 and is necessary to protect the public interest. Thus, the POE is 
approved from March 30, 2012 through December 31, 2015. The POE is all inclusive and 
supersedes all other POEs, proposals or amendments thereof. 

5. The amendments to the Agreement meet the criteria set out in 11 AAC 83.303 and are necessary 
to protect the public interest. Thus, they are approved. The POE and amendments to Articles 13, 
14 ~d 17 of the Agreement, as negotiated by Furie and DNR, and ratified by all WIOs, protect 
the State's interest by providing for temrination of the unit or contraction of acreage from the 
unit, both without notice and opportunity to be heard, if Furie fails to meet the plan's drilling and 
other commitments by the dates required in the plan. -, S 
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6. If the exploration and delineation activities under the POE result in the discovery of a 
commercially producible reservoir, there may be environmental impacts associated with reservoir 
developmimt-.-----'A:11- um:t- aeveiopmefil must -proceoo according- to mrappr'5vNI Plan of' -
Development. 11 AAC 83:343_ Addtt.ionally,- berore tmaertakmg- any specific o.evelopment 
operations, Furie shall submit a proposed amended Plan of Operations (POO) to the Division and 
other appropriate local, state, and federal agencies for review and approval. The POO submittal 
to the Division must sufficiently describe projected surface use requirements directly associated 
with the proposed operations. 11 AAC 83 .346. Furie may not commence any development 
operations until all agencies have granted the required permits. Furie shall submit an annual 
status report on the POE to the Division. The annual status report must describe the status of 
projects undertaken and the work completed, as well as any proposed changes to the plan. The 
annual status report on the POE will be due on or before December 31 of years 2012 through 
2015. 

For the reasons discussed in this Findings and Decision, we hereby approve the extension of the KLU 
Agreement effective Janruuy 31, 2012, subject to the conditions set out in this decision. Unless the unit 
tenninates earlier as provided under the POE and Agreement, the KLU automatically terminates on 
January 31, 2016, if conditions under 11 AAC 83.336 have not been met. We also hereby approve the 
POE and the amendments to the Agreement. 

A person affected by this decision may request reconsideration, in accordance with 11 AAC 02. Any 
) reconsideration request must be received within 20 calendar days after the date of "issuance" of this 

decision, as defined in 11 AAC 02.040(c) and (d), and may be mailed or delivered to Daniel S. Sullivan, 
Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources, 550_ W. ?111 Avenue, Suite 1400, Anchorage, Alaska 
99501; faxed to l-907-269-8918; or sent by electronic mail to dnr.a1meals@alaska.gov. This decision 
takes effect immediately. If reconsideration is not requested by the deadline, this decision becomes a 
final adn-,iuistrative order ii.nd decision of the department on the 31 "t day after issuance. Failure of the 
commissioner to act on a request for reconsideration within 30 days after issuance of this decision is a 
denial of reconsideration and is a final administrative order and decision for purposes of an appeal to 
Superior Court. The decision may then be appealed to Superior Court within a further 30 days in 
accordance with the rules of the court, and to the extent permitted by applicable law. An eligible person 
must first ·request reconsideration of this decision in accordance with 11 AAC 02 before appealing this 
decision to Superior Court. A copy of 11 AAC 02 may be obtained from any regional information office 
of the Department of Natural Resources. 

Date 
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Daniel S. Sullivan 
Commissioner 
Department of Natural Resources 

VI. ATTACHMENTS 

3PP~ 
) ~ ···-

Date 

1) Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration for 2012-2015, Revised Exhibit G 
2) Revised Exhibit A (as of March 5, 2012) 

3) Exhibit B, map of the unit and tract boundaries, and exploration blocks 
4) Amendments to Kitchen Lights Unit Agreement 
5) Extension of Kitchen Lights Unit Agreement, Application 
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KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT PLAN OF EXt>LORATION FOR 2012-2015 

REVISED EXIUBJT G 

Four Exploration Blocks ns shown in the folli\Wing attad;mcnts: l I) Kitchen Ughts Unit Exhibit A. 
Kitchen Lights Unit Tracts/Lease:;: and (21 Kitchen I.igl1ts Unit. Exhibit B. Map t)f Kf.U \\i ilh 
Cxploraiion Blocks 

Year 2012 

., On 01 .. bcfore Ncwcmbt!r ~O. :!012. furic {.as unit operator or c111y iiucccssl)f unit operator) shall 
drill the KLU fll and if1 exploration wells. 

Failun.: lo timely <1rill thl.!sc two wells will rci,;ult in unit termination ou December I. 2012. 
Failure rn drill one of these two \\Clb ,,ill result in an cxploratilln hlock. of ,,.uric·!\ t:hun~iny.. 
contracting from !he unit on December L 2012. 

\'car 2013 

,. On or before Nnvemhcr 30. 2013. Furie i;lmll drill l\w cxploralinn wells in two of the remainin!,! 
three undriikd t:xplorntion blocks (one wdl per block). 

Failure w timdy drill th<!st: IW() .:xplora1io11 wells will rcsuh in contraction <d" zny undrilled 
t.:xpk\ration blocks from the unit on January l. 2014 . 

.., And, 011 or before December 31 , 2013. the working. interest m;•ner:; sball sanction a Corsair block 
dcvdopmcnt pn~iet:t and Furie shall ~ubmit a plan of developm.!nt { POD) for that pre:jecl. 

Assuming Furir drills the two exploration wdls required abo\'I.!, failure to timely s~nction a 
C'L'lrsair block devdopm~nt and submit a POD will result in an exploration block. of Flirlc·s 
choosing. contract lng from the unit m1 January I. 2014. 

-Or-

· • !.f the unif:.; working interest ownen; sanctiCln a Corsair block development prqjec:t und Furie 
submits n POD on or before December 3 l. 2012, then on or before November 30, 2013, .Furie 
shall drill one exploration well in any of the three remaining undrilled exploration blocks and 
complete. as defined under 20 AAC 25.990( 14), one development well in the Corsair block. 

If Furie elecls ihis latlcr altcmntivc and fails 10 timely drill the one exploration well and complclc: 

one development well as required ubove. the failure will result in contraction of any undrilled 
1.;xploration blocks from the unit on Deccmb-..!r 1. 20 l 3. 

Year 2014 

71334273.100750Sl-OOOD::? 
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Page .2 til' 3 

If Furic drills two ~xploration wells in 2013. then on or before November 30. 2014 Furic shall 
either (i} drill one explorn1ion well in the remaining undrillcd t~xploralkm block .ind complek. m: 
defined under 20 AAC 25.9QO(l 4). one develop111cnl wdl any\\'herc within the unit or (ii) 

complete. us defined under 20 /\AC 25.990t14}. one de,·elopment well and drill and cornplelc. a:; 
defined i.::11der 20 AAC 25 :990( I 4 }. one development well anywhere within the unit. 

Failure to c.::ither timely drill tht! exploration well and comph.:te the development wdl required 
under (i ). above. or compk111 on~ dcvelopml!nt well and drill and complete a second development 
well under lii). abow. will result in contractiCln of ,my remaining undrillcd explorntion block;; 
from the unit on Dec-em her I . 2014. 

-Or· 

" If Furic drills one exploration well and completes one devel0pmcnt well in the Corsarr block in 
:::!OD. then on or bcfon.• November 30. 2014 Furie shall drill one exploratkm wt.:ll in an undrillcd 
cxplomtion block and drill and complete. as dc:fined under 20 .-'\AC 25.990(14). one devdop~nent 
well rniywhcrc \\'ithiu the unit. 

If Furie dccts this latter alternative-. then failure. lo timdy dnll the explomtion well nnd drill and 
complcl0 tht.' dc\'clopmcnl well will result in contraction of any undrilk:d cxploratkm blocks from 
the unit on December 1. 20 I 4. 

Aud 

-*' Regardless or which altcrnat ivc Furic ~kcts in 2014, on nr heforc December 31. :w 14. Furi~ shall 
commit to drill ddineation C>r t!Xplorntinn wells in exploration block;; out:-;ide the Conrnir block or 
.the w,1rking interest owner:: shall ::.-nnction a deveiopment project iu. and :mbmit a POD for, 
hlo1,;ks outside the Corsair block. 

Failure to c(,mmit to these delineation or exploration wells. or sanction d1.•vclopmcn1 and suhmit a 
POD will re:;ult in c1.1ntraciio11 oflhc bk,cks <)Ulsid1;; the Corsair block. 

"' On or before June I. 2014. !-'uric shall post a $2.500.000.00 Corsair block dcvel{,pmen1 bond in 
favor of the State of Alaska. Department ofNaturnl Re.(;Ourcl!s. 

"' On or before December 31. 2014, Furie shall commence SU);lained unit production from the 
Corsoir block. failure to timely commence su&tained productio11 will result in fhrfoiture of the 
bond and an c:xplmation blnck. of Furie's t'.'hoosing. eontrt1cting. from the unit on January l. 2015. 

" If sustained pmduction from the Corsnir block is timely c,munenced. foe bond will bt released on 
Jmmary 1,2015 . 

.,, 

"Vear 2015 

o On or before November 30. 2015. Furie shall drill either (i) one exploration well in a11y 
remaining undrillcd explorntion block. or (ii) if all exploration blodu; have been drilled. u 

-s 
? 1334273.1 ®75051 ·00002 Attachment 1 



2fCA:.i\:C.25:"9lJ:0( l 4J. Cllll' ,b.-clopmcnt well anywhere: withjn the unit. _ 

KLU POE 
3{()9/2012 

Page J or'~ 

Jf Furie elects nlternntivc.: (i). uhovc, then foilurc to rimdy drill the exploration well will rcsulr in 
c.:mtraction of any undrilled exploration bkx:k from the unit on Dect:mbcr 1. 20 ! 5: if Furic elects 
alremativc (ii). ttbovc. then foilurc to timdy drill the ddincation or explornti<ll1 well and drill and 
complete the development wdl wilf result in an explor.ittion block. nf Furii:'s choosing.. 
contracting from the unit ou December I. 2015. 

1. Furit shall drill all explorn1io11 wells to a depth suffidenl to penctmtc the Tyonl.'l.k Formation base . 
., The Division will crnluate delays cm1sed by drilling complications on a casc-h)1-c.ise bnsis. 
3. Sanctioning means approval by the \\'twking interest ov.·ncrs of A11thnri1.alions for Ex1,enditurc 

under the h:nns of the Operating Agreement and signed contrncls for engineering and 
ctmstmction. 

4. If th~ unit ii:; further extcn<l~d under l l .i\AC 83.3~6, Fttrie shall submit 90 days before the 
expiration dnte or tl1is plan of .:xplormion (POL) a new POE M POD that obligates Furic Lo 

coniil;ue drilling <..>Xplormion or delineation wells in 110H-)lrodud11g "Xploration blor:k!i. The POE 
or POD must pro~·idc for unit contraction of blm:'kb in which Furic foil:: 10 nwc.)( its drilling 
t)bligaticms. 

Attachment 1 
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TRACTNO. LEASE NO. 

ADL-389928 

2 ADL-389927 

3 ADL-390381 

KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT 
STATE OF ALASKA 

REVISED EXHIBIT A (as of March 5, 2012) 

IqTCF...EN LIGHTS UNIT, NORTH BLOCK 

LEGAL DESCRIPllON 

T. l 1 N .• R. 10 W., S.M. 
Sec. 21, Protracted, All 
Sec. 22., Protracted, All 

T. II N .• R. 10 W .• S.M. 
Sec. 23, Protracted, All 
Sec. 24. Protracted, All 

T. 11 N., R,; 09 W., S.M. 
Sec.. 19. Protracted, All 
Sec. 20, Protracted, All 
Sec. 21. Protracted, All 
Sec. 28, Protracted, All 
Sec. 29, Protracted, All 
Sec. 30, Protracted. All 
Sec. 31, frottacted, All 
Sec. 32, Protracted, All 
Sec. 33. Protracted, All 

ACRES ROYALTY 

1,280 12.50% 

1,280 12.50% 

5,690 12.50% 

LESSEES OF RECORD 

Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 
A.LBeny 
Danny S. Davis 
Taylor Minerals, LLC 
The WfF Distribution Trust 
Overriding Royalty Interests 

EscoJ>eta Oil of Alaska. LLC 
A. L. Berry 
Danny S. Davis 
Taylor Minerals, LLC 
The WTF Disttibution Trust 
Overriding Royalty Interests 

Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 
A. I.. Berry 
Danny S. Davis 
Taylor Minerals, LLC 
The WfF Distribution Trust 
Overriding Royalty Interests 

Kitchen Lights Unit, with Blocks, Exhibit A (Rev. 3/05/12) 

WORKING INTEREST NRI 

7750000% 
7.87500% 
6.87500% 
5.25000% 
2.50000% 
0.00000% 

77.50000% 
7.87500% 
6.87500% 
5.25000% 
2.50000% 
0.00000% 

77.50000% 
7.87500% 
6.87500% 
5.25000% 
2.50000%, 
0.00000% 

58.124980% 
5.906445% 
5.156245% 

3.93750% 
1.87500% 

12.50003% 

58.124980% 
5.906245% 
5.156245% 

3.93750% 
1.87500% 

12.50003% 

58.124980% 
5.9062.45% 
5.156245% 

3.93750% 
1.87500% 

12.50003% 

Page I of8 
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TRACT NO. LEASE NO. LEGAL D.ESCRIPTION ACRES 

4 ADL-389930 T. 11 N.,R. !OW., S.M. 2,560 
Sec. 27, Protracted. All 
Sec. 28, Protracted. All 
Sec. 33, Protracted, All 
Sec. 34, Protracted, All 

5 ADL-389929 T. 11 N., R. IQ W., S.M. 2,560 
Sec. 25, Protracted. AU 
Sec.26.Prottacted,All 
Sec. 35, Protracted, All 
Sec. 36, Protracted, All 

6 ADL-389514 T. J0N.,R I0W.,SM. 2,522 
Sec. 05, Protracted. All 
Sec. 06, Protracted, All 
Sec, 07, Protracted. All 
Sec. 08, Protracted. All 

7 ADL-389513 T. ION., R. 10 W., S.M. 2,560 
Sec. 03. Protracted, All 
Sec. 04, Protracted. All 
Sec. 09, Protracted, All 
Sec. I 0, Protracted, All 

8 ADL-390374 T. IQN.,R. J0W.,S.M. 2,560 
Sec. 01, Protracted, All 
Sec. 02, Protracted, All 
Sec. 1 I. Protracted, All 
Sec. 12, Protracted, All 

TOTAL NORTH BLOCK ACRES: 21,012 

Kitchen Lights Unit, with Blocks, Exhibit A (Rev. 3/05/12) 

ROYALTY LESSEES OF RECORD WORKING INTEREST I INRI 

12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 58.1314! 80% 
A. L Berry 7.87500% 5!~ · 45% 
Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 5.15~ 45% 
Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 3:93g, 00% 
The WTFDistribution Trust 2.50000% 1.87 0% 

I ' 
Overriding Royalty rnterests 0.00000% 12,5 30% 

12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 
A. L. Berry 7.87500% 
Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 
Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 
The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 
Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 

12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska. ILC 77.50000% 
A. L. Berry 7.87500% 
Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 
Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 
The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 
Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 

12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska. LLC 77.50000% 
A. L Berry 7.87500% 
Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 
Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 
The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 
Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 

12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 
A. L. Berry 7.87500% 
Danny S. Davis 6.81500% 
Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 
The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 
Ovemding Royalty Interests 0.00000'¾ 

(25.196057% of Unit Area) 

Page~ f8 
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KITt:tIBN LIGHTS UNIT, CORSAIR BLOCK 

TRACT NO. LEASE NO, LEGAL D.ESCRIPTCON ACRES ROYAL1Y LESSEES OF RECORD WORKING INTEREST NRJ 

9 ADL-389!97 T. 10 N .• R. 11 W., S.M. 2,560 12.50% Escopeta"Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 58.1250100/4 
Sec. 13, Protracted, All A. L. Berry 7.87500% 5.906250% 
Sec. 14. Protracted, All Denny S. Davis 6.87500% 5.156250% 
Sec. 23, Protracted, All Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 3.937500% 
Sec. 24, Protracted, All The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 1.875000% 

Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 12.499990% 

10 ADL-389196 T. ION,. R. 10 W., S.M, 2.529 12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 58.125()20% 
Sec. 17, Prottactcd, All A. L. Berry 7.87500% 5.906250% 
Sec. 18, Protracted, All Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 5.156250% 
Sec. 19, Protracted, AU Taylor Minerals. LLC 5.25000% 3.937500% 
Sec. 20, Protracted, All The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 1.875000% 

Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 12. 499980% 

12 ADL-389198 T. ION .• R. ti W., S.M. 2,5(,() 12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.500000/o 58.125010% 
Sec. 25, Protracted, AU AL .Berry 7.87500% 5.906250% 
Sec. 26, Protracted, All Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 5.156250% 
Sec.35,Protracted,All Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 3.937500% 
Sec. 36, Protracted, All The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% l.875000% 

Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 12.499990% 

13 ADL-389515 T. ION., R. !OW.; S.M. 2.536 12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 58.1250!0% 
Sec. 29, Protracted, All A.L. Ben-y 7,87500% 5.906250% 
Sec. 30, Protracted, All Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 5.156250% 
Sec. 31, Protracted, All Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 3.937500% 
Sec. 32, Protracted, All The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 1.875000% 

Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 12.499990% 

TOTAL CORSAIR BLOCK ACRES: 10,185 (12.213109% of Unit Area) 

Kitchen Lights Unit. with Blocks, Exhibit A (Rev. 3/05/12) Page 3 of 8 
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KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT, CENTRAL BLOCK 

TRACTNO. 

16 

17 

18 

21 

LEASE NO. 

ADL-389507 

ADL-389923 

ADL-391106 

ADL-389925 
(partial lease) 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION 

T .09 N., R. 11 W .• S.M. 
Sec. 0 I, Protracted. All 
Sec. 02, Prc-tracted, All 
Sec. 03, Protracted, All 
Sec. 10, Protracted, All 
Sec. 11, Prctracted, All 
Sec. 12, Protracted, All 
Sec. 13, Protracted, All 
Sec. 14, Protracted, All 
Sec. 15. Protracted, All 

T. 09 N., R. 10 W .• S.M. 
Sec. 04, Protracted. All 
Sec. 05, Protracted, All 
Sec. 06, Protracted, All 
Sec. 07. Protracted, All 
Sec. 08, Protnicted, All 
Sec. 09, Protracted., All 
Sec. I 6, Protracted, AII 
Sec. 17, Protracted., All 
Sec. 18,Protraeted,All 

T. 09 N., R. 10 W., S.M. 
Sec. l 0, Protracted. All 
Sec. I 5, Protracted, All 

T.09N .• R. I I W.,S.M. 
Sec. 21, Protracted, All 
Sec. 28. Protracted, All 
Sec.33,Protracted,AII 

ACRES ROYALTY 

5,736 12.50% 

!i,728 12.50% 

11.280 12.50% 

l,920 12.50% 

Kitchen Lights Unit, with Blocks, Exhibit A (Rev. 3/05/12) 

LESSEES OF RECORD 

Escopet.a Oil of Alaska. LLC 
A. L. Bcrry 
Danny S. Davis 
Taylor Minerals, LLC 
lbe WTF Di:<1tribution Trust 
Overriding Royalty Interests 

Escopeta Oil of Alaska. LLC 
A. L. Berry 
Danny S. Davis 
Taylor Minerals, LLC 
The VITF Distribution Trust 
Overriding Royalty Interests 

Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 
A. L Berry 
Dannv S. Davis 
Tayto"r Minerals, LLC 
The WTF Distribution Trust 
Overriding Royalty Interests 

Escopeta Oil of Alaska. LLC 
AL. Berry 
Danny S. Davis 
Taylor Minerals, LLC 
The WTF Distribution Trust 
Overriding Royalty Interests 

WORKING INTEREST 

77.50000% 
7.87500"/4 
6.87500% 
5.25000% 
2.50000"/o 
0.00000% 

77.50000% 
7.87500% 
6.87500% 
5.25000% 
2.50000% 
0.00000% 

77.50000% 
7.87500% 
6.87500% 

5.25000% 
2.50000% 
0.00000% 

77.50(100% 
7.87500% 
6.87500% 
5.25000% 
2.50000% 
0.00000% 

58.1 
5l90C'i 
5'. 156 
3l9317 
tl875: 

12l5oo 
I I 

58.1:ZS 00% ,, 
5;90~; 50% 
5.15()' 50% 
3'.93t: 00% 
11875 00% 

12:500' 00% 

Page ~I f8 
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TR..-'\.CTNO. LEASE NO. LEGAL DESCRJPTION ACRES ROYALTY LESSEES OF RECORD WORKING INTEREST NRI 

22 ADL-389926 T. 09N.,R 11 W., S.M. 5,760 12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska. LLC 7750000% 58.125000% 
Sec. 22, Protracted, All A. LBerry 7.87500% S.906250% 
Sec. 23, Protracted, All Daony S. Davis 6.87500% S.1S6250% 
Sec. 24, F'rotcacted, All Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.2S000% 3.937500% 
Sec. 25, Protracted, All The Wff Distribution Trust 2.50000% 1.875000% 
Sec. 26, Protracted. All Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 12.500000% 
Sec. 27, Protracted, All 
Sec. 34, Protracte<l, All 
Sec. 3S, Protracted, AU 
Sec. 36. Protracted, All 

23 ADL-390548 T. 09N.,R.10W.,S,M. 3,193 12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.S0000% 58.125000% 
Sec. 19, Protracted, All A. L. Berry 7.87500% S.906250% 
Sec. 20, Protracted, All Danny S. Dayis 6.87500"/o 5.156250% 
Sec. 21, Protracted, All Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 3.937500% 
Sec. 29, Protracted, All The WfF Distribution Trust 2.50000¾ 1.875000% 

Sec. 30, Protracted, AJI Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 12.500000% 

28 ADL-389915 T. 08 lf, R. 11 W., S.M, 634 12.S0% Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 58.125000% 

Sec. 04, Protracted, All A. L. Berry 7.87500% 5.906250% 
Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 5.156250% 
Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000"/c, 3.937500% 
The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 1.875000% 
Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 12500000% 

29 ADL-389914 T. 08N.,R. II W., S.M. 634 12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska. LLC 77.50000% 58J2S00O% 

Sec. 03, Protracted, All A. L. Berry 7.87500% S.906250% 
Dartny S. Davis 6.87500% 5.156250% 
Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 3.937500% 
The WTP Distribution Trust 2.S0000% 1.875000% 
Oyerriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 12.500000% 

TOTAL CENTRAL BLOCK ACRES: 24,885 (29.840276% of Unit Area) 

- Kitchen Lights Unit, with Blocks, Exhibit A (Rev. 3/05/12) Page 5 of8 
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KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT, SOUTHWEST BLOCK 

TRACT NO. LEASENO. LEGAL DESCRIPTION ACRES ROYALTY LESSEES OF RECORD RI 

ll ADL-390554 T. I0N.,R. I! W.,S.M. 2,536 12.50% IEscopeta Oil of Alaska. LLC 77.50000% 
Sec. 29, Protracted, All AL. Beny 7.87500% 
Sec. 30, Protracted, All Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 
Sec. 31. Protracted, All Taylor Minerals, LLC 525000% 
Sec. 32. Protracted, All The wrF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 

Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 

14 ADL-389189 T. {)9 N., R. 12 W., S.M. 1,920 12.S0~c Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 
Sec. 01, Protracted, All A.L. Berry 7.87500% 
Sec. 11, Protracted, All Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 
Sec. 12. Protracted, All Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 

The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 
Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 

15 ADL-389924 T.Q9N.,R. 11 w .• s.M. 5.020 12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 
Sec.05,Protracted,AII A. L. Beny 7.81500% 
Sec.06,Protracied,All Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 
Sec. 07, Protracted, All Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 
Sec. 08, Protracted. All The WfF Distribution Ttust 2.50000% 
Sec. 09, Protracted, All Overriding Royalty Iriterests 0.00000% 
Sec. 16, Protrac,ted, All 
Sec. 17, Protracted, All 
Sec. 18. Protracted, All 

19 ADL-389191 T. 09 N., R. IZ W., S.M. 1,920 12.50% Escopcta Oil .-:if Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 
Sec. 15, Protracted, All A. L Berry 7.87500% 
Sec. 21, Proiracted, All Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 
Sec. 22, Protracted. All Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 

The WTF Oistrilru.tion Trust 2.50000",6 
Overriding Royalty £nterests 0.00000% 

20 ADL-389190 T. 09 N., R. lg W., S.M. 2,560 12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska. LLC 77.50000% 
Sec. 13, Protracted. All A. L. Beny 7.87500% 
Sec. 14, Protracted, All Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 
Sec. 23. Protracted, All Taylor Minerals. LLC 5.25000% 

~ 
Sec. 24, Protracted, All The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 

<::Y ' 
Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 

i Kitchen Lights Unit, with Blocks, Exhibit A (Rev. 3/05/12) of8 
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TRACT NO. LEASE NO. LEGAL DESCRIPTION ACRES ROYALTY LESSEES OF RECORD WORKING INTEREST NRl 

21 ADL-389925 T.09N.,R. ll W.,S.M. l,866 .12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska, Ll.C 77.50000% 58.125000% 
(partial lease) Sec. 19. Protracted. All A. L. Berry 7.87500% 5.906250% 

Sec. 20, Protracted. All Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 5.156250% 
Sec. 30, Protracted, All Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 3.937500% 

The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 1.875000% 
Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 12.500000% 

24 ADL-389193 T. 09 N., R. 12 W., S.M. 2,560 12.50% Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 58.125000% 
Sec. 27, Protracted, Al] A. L. Berry 7.87500% 5.906250% 
Sec. 28, Protracted, All Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 5.156250% 
Sec. 33, Protracted, All Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 3.937500% 
Sec. 34, Protracted. All The WTF Distribution Trost 2.50000% 1.875000% 

Overriding Royalty Tnterests 0.00000% 12.500000% 

25 ADL-389192 T. 09N.,R 12W., S.M. 2.560 12.50% Escopeta Oil of Ala~ka, LLC 77.50000% 58.125000% 
Sec. 25, Protracted. All A. L.Berty 7.87500% 5.906250% 
Sec. 26, Protracted, All Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 5.156250% 
Sec. 35, Protracted, All Taylor Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 3.937500% 
Sec. 36, Protracted, All The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 1.875000% 

Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 12.500000% 

26 ADL-389918 I- 08 N., R. 12 W., S.M. 3,840 12.S0% Escopeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 58.125000% 
Sec. 04. Protracted. All A. L. Berry 7.87500% S.906250% 
Sec. 05, Protracted, All Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 5.1S6250% 
Sec. 08. Protracted. All Taylor Minerali., LLC 5.25000% 3.937500% 
Sec. 09, Protracted, All The WfF Distribution Trust 2.50000% 1.875000% 
Sec. 16, Protracted, All Overriding Royalty Interests 0.00000% 12.500000% 
Sec. 17, Protracted, All 

27 ADL-389917 T. 08 N., R, ]2 W., S.M, 1,890 12.50% Escopeln Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 58.125000% 
Sec. 02, Protracted, All A. L.Berry 7.87500% 5.906250% 
Sec. 03, Protracted, All Danny S. Davis 6.87500% 5.156250% 
Sec. IO, Protracted, All Taylor Minerals. LLC 5.25000% 3.937500% 

The WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% l.875000% 
Overriding Royalty lntere'!ts 0.00000% 12.500000% 

- Kitchen Lights Unit, with Blocks, Exhibit A (Rev. 3/05/12) Page 7 of8 
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TRACT NO. LEASEl'iO. 

30 ADL-389919 

LEGAL DESCRIPT(ON 

T. 08 N., R.. 12 W., S.M. 
Sec. 20, Protracted. All 

ACRES ROYALTY 

640 12.50% 

LESSEES O.F RECORD 

Escopeta Oil of Alaska. LLC 
A. L.Berry 
Danny S. Davis 
Taylor Minerals. LLC 
The WTP Distribution Trust 
Overriding Royalty Interests 

TOTAL SOUTHWEST BLOCK ACRES: 2,7,312 (32.750558% ofUnit Area) 

IGtchen Lights Unit - Ac:reage Sununary 
North Block: 
Corsair Block 
Central Block: 
Southwest Block: 

21,012 acres 
10,185 acres 
24,885 acres 
27,3Il acres 

(25.196057% ofUnit Area) 
(12213109% of Unit Area) 
(29 .840276% of Unit Area) 
(32.750558% ofUnit Area) 

TOTAL UNIT:83,394 acres (100.00%) 

Kitchen Lights Unit, with Blocks, Exhibit A (Rev. 3/05/12) 

77.50000% 
7.87500% 
6.87500% 
5.25000% 
2.50000% 
0.00000% 

2 



) KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT Cook Inlet, Alaska 

LEGEND ·k 
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AMENDMENT TO KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT AGREEMENT 

Article 13 is amended to add Article 13.7, as follows: 

---- - -------

13.7. Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 20~ belO'\l\'t the Unit Operator may propose and 
the Commissioner may llpprove a plan of exploration that p1ovide::s fur contraction of the Unit 
Area sooner than l 0 years after the effective date of thi~ Agreement if the Unit Operator ftJ.ils tCI 
perform the-drnting and other-commitments set forth in the plan of exploration by the dates 
required in the plan of explotation. · · 

Article 14 is amended 1o add Article 14.6. as follows: 

14.6. Notwithstanding the.provisions of Article 201 below, the Unit Operator may propose and 
the Commissioner may approve a plan of exploration that provides for termination of the unit 
sooner than ijny unit exten11ioh period granted under Article 14.2.2 .. , above1 if the Unlt Operator 
fails to perform thedrilling and other commitments setfo.rth in the plan of exploration by the 
dates 1·equired in the plan of exploration. 

The l~st sentellcc of Article 17.1 is amended to read as folk,w1;: 

Extept as provided in Articles 13 .7 and 14.,6, abdve, in case of conflicting provisionsJ -statutes 
and regulations take precedence over this Agreement. 

IN WI1NESS OF THE fOREGOiNG, tht parties have executed this amendment to the Kitchen 
Lights Unit Agreement on the dates opposite their respective signatures. 

Amendment to Kitchen Lights Unit Agreement 

___ ... .._ ! 



). 

UNIT OPERATOR 

STA TE OF TEXAS 

COUNTYOF GAL.VESTht,\ 

) 
)ss. 
) 

T1µ8 certifies that on the \6' of ,M B:B CJ\ . , 20~ hefore me, a 
notary public-in mid for the State of Tex.as, duly commissioned and swam, petsonally appeared 

't:)AMorJ )'A:t)E • known to me to be the person described in, and who 
executed the foregoing agreement, who then atler being duly swom according to law, 
· acknowledged to me under. oath that he executed same freely and voluirtarily for the uses and 
pwposes tbetei.n~tioned. 

WITNESS my band and official seal the day and year in this certificate first above written, 

NctrAitPuiri(c in &ll.d furTexa& 
My Commission Expires~ I O/o11Jao11..\ 

·· :·.··· . . ·.·· . .. 

l - . . 

Amendment to Kitchen Lights Unit Agreement 

----



By: Date:· 

(ComJ)myN~, tiignatmy's .pnntcd .name and ,tillt) 

STATE OF TEXAS 

COUNTYOF~LV~~Dh\_ 

) 
)i,;s. 
) 

This certifies that on the \6 of MA R.<.H , ~o~ .. before me, a 
notary public in and for the State of Texas, duly commissioned and sworn, personally appeared 

OOMON KAO~ • known to me to be the person de~~ and who 
executed the foregoing agreement, who then after baing duly swom according to law. 
acknowledged to me ~er oath tbai he executed same freely and voluntarily for the uses ~d 
purposes therein mentioned. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal the day and year in this certificate first above written. 

Amendment to K.itchen Lights Unit Agreement 

NOTA.R'.7.JBC 1nandiarfew 
MyCommissionBxpires: \o Je>dq>ol':L 
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1lus ~ that en the _!,flt. o( tf/1#4, • 20 £ Wott me, ·A 

~c _in ~ the State of ~,_:!IC.duly commlssio~ed ·and swom. personally appeared 
~ I.., $'ilu141e~ ~"!!town to me 10. be the pemon d.eaotibed ~ and who 
executed the r~ asn,ement, who tb~ after being duly sworn according to JawJ 
acknowledged to lXlC \'ll1det oath that he ~ same freely mid voluntarily for the uses and 
~~lnentioncd. 

'Wfl}mSS my band and Qfficial ~ the day~ year in thi$ coxtlficate first ab~ written. 

.., 

,---

Attachmenf£XWBrr S, -
PA.GS 1]~ Of~ -RAGES 

--· ·-
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By: Lawrence Berry 

STA TE OF TRXAS 

COUNTY OF HARRIS 

) 
)ss. 
) 

Date: March 15. 2012 

This certifies that .on the 15th of Marcil, 2012, before me, ntitary public in and for 
the State of Texas, duly commissioned and sworn, personally appeared Lawrence Berry. known 
to me to be the person desoribed ills and who executed the foregoing agreement, who then 1Lfter 
being duly sworn according to law, acknowledged to ·me under oath that he executed same freely 
and vo)untarily fot the uses and putposes therein mentioned. 

WITNESS my hand· and official seal the day and yem- in this certificate first above written. 

Amendment to Kitchen Lights Unit Agreement 
Attachment 'l:XH!BlT $ 

PP.Fi~ ZlS_ or-=_3E)-f'M3E.~ 



WORKIN_G INTEREST OWNERS 

STATE OF TEXAS 

COUNTY OF HARRIS 

) 
)ss, 
) 

Date; March 15, 2012 

This certifies that on the 15tt- of March. 2012. beforP. me, notary public in and for 
the St~te of Texas, duly · conuntssioned and sworn, personally appeared Danny S. Davis, known to 
me to be the person described in, and who eJi..ecuted the forego.in~ agreement, who 1hen after being 
duly swom according to law, acknowledged to me under oath that he executed same freely and 
voluntarily for the ui,es and purposes therein mentioned. 

WITNESS m)' hand and official seal the day and year in this certificate first above written. 

CAf10L J. NOVISK!E 
MV CoMMISSIONJi~l'IR~ 

~7,.2013 . 
L:.b L II~_,,. 

Amendment to Kitchen Ugh ts Unit Agreement ,.,.--
Attachment 4 EXHIBIT S 

PAG~ .:t'J . -o-r~!2=~c5-c--=:~-~GE~ 



By: 

STATEOF~ 

COUNTYOFS 

) 
)ss. 
) 

This certifies that on the J!i!1::.. of /21 di, 4' ,1 . 20 /.1;-before me, a 
nm pu~Uc ~ and for!: State ofTexasJ duly commis$ioned and sworn, ~nal!y appeared 
~1; <:f-. 'T"':f '9l: . , known to me to be the person descnbed m. and who 
bc.ecuted the foregoing agreement, who the11 aftet being duly sworn according to law, 
.acknowledged to me under oath that he executed same fteely end volunta.-ily for :the uses· and 
pw;poses therein mentjoned. 

WITNESS my band and official seal the (fay and year in this certificate first above written. 

Amendment to Kitchen Lights Unit Agreement 

Attachment 4 ,,--

EXHIBIT S ----PAG~1 oF~ PAGE 



October 31, 2012 

Patricia Bettis 

Corporate Headquarters 
100 Enterprise Avenue 

League City, Texas 77573 
(281) 957-9812 

Fax (281) 957-9156 

Petroleum Land manager 
Division of Oil and Gas 
550 W. J1h Avenue,_Suite 1100 
Anchorage, AK 99501-3560 

) RE: Kitchen Lights Unit Status Report 

Alaska Office 
1029 W. 3rd Avenue, Suite 500 

Anchorage, AK 99501 
{907) 277-3726 

Fax (907) 277-3796 

m••••••JID 
OCT 31 2012 

DIVlltoN Of 
OIL AND GAS 

Unit Plan of Exploration, Approved June 30, 2009, Extended March 28, 2012 
Unit Pian of Operations (LOCI 06-004), Approved May 5, 2011, as Amended 

Dear Ms. Bettis, 

This correspondence serves as the November 1, 2012 status report required under the Kitchen Lights 
Unit {"KLU") Plan of Operations. Furie Operating Alaska, LLC {"Furie"), as Unit Operator of the KLU, is 
pleased to inform you that the Spartan 151 jack-up drilling rig successfully re-entered the KLU #1 well on 
May 5, 2012 and drilled well to a depth of 15,298 feet on July 24, 2012. The KLU #1 well was logged and 
then plugged back to a depth of 13,108 feet, inside the 9-7 /8", followed by suspension procedures, and 
the Spartan 151 rig was demobilized off the KLU #1 location on August 18, 2012. 

The Spartan 151 rig was mobilized into place over the KLU #2 well on August 19, 2012. The KLU #2 was 
spudded on September 6, 2012. The well was successfully drilled to a depth of 9,106 feet on September 
24, 2012. The KLU #2 well was logged and then plugged back to a depth of 2,035 feet, inside the 13-3/8" 
casing, and suspended on September 30, 2012. 

On October 1, 2012 Furie began side-track drilling procedures on the KLU #2A well. The well was 
directionally drilled to a total vertical depth of 7,109 feet (total measured depth of 10,750 feet) on 
October 9, 2012. The KLU #2A well was logged and cased with 9-7/8" casing on October 18, 2012. 

Page 1 of 3 
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Patricia Bettis 
KlJI Status Bep_oct 

__ _ October 31, 2012 
Page 2 

On October 24, 2012, Furie received approval of an extension from the Department of Natural 
Resources ("DNR") to remain on the KLU #2/2A location until November 10, 2012. On October 26, 2012 
Furie received an extension of the Seasonal Drilling Restrictions from the Department of Environmental 
Conservation to remain on site until November 10, 2012. 

Currently, Furie is in the process of performing a Drill Stem Test ("DST") on several intervals within the 
Beluga gas formation. The DST is anticipated to be completed on or about November 6, 2012, followed 
by immediate well suspension and demobilization of the Spartan 151 rig from the KLU #2/2A well site. 

In addition to the activities described above, Furie drilled geotechnical bore holes at the KLU #1 and KLU 
#2 well sites to evaluate soil conditions for a production platform. 

In compliance with Furie's obligation to the DNR under the Unit Plan of Operations, well data from the 
KLU #1 well was delivered to the DNR on September 17, 2012. It is my understanding that DNR prefers 
for the data from KLU #2 and KLU #2A to be submitted together. Accordingly, upon completion of the 
KLU #2A well operations, the well data for both wells will be delivered to the DNR within 30-days. We 
look forward to presenting the results of the KLU #1, KLU #2 and KLU #2A wells to DNR staff in 
December. 

Furie is not aware of any non-compliance issues or violations regarding the KLU Plan of Operations or 
relating to any operations at the KLU # 1 or KLU #2 locations. The locations and wells are in full 
compliance with all governmental authorizations, and there have been no incidents. Furie intends to 
temporarily suspend the KLU #2A well per the AOGCC regulations, using best oilfield practices so the 
well may be reentered, perforated and completed for production at a later date. 

After the 2012 drilling season, Furie intends to move the Spartan 151 rig out of the Cook Inlet ice flow to 
an acceptable 2012-2013 over-wintering location. Furie will receive all necessary authorizations for the 
towing, delivery and either the docking or staging of the Spartan 151 drilling rig, prior to its arrival at the 
over-wintering location. 

This KLU Plan of Operations status report is being submitted in accord a nee with stipulation number 8 of 
the POO appr.oval. Thank you for your review of this status report and your continued assistance and 
governance of our drilling program as we.II as the KLU Plan of Exploration and Plan of Operations. 

Should questions arise, please do not hesitate in contacting me or Furie's Alaskan legal counsel, Jon 
Iversen with Stoel Rives, LLP. 

Sincerely, 
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Damon Kade 
President 

Patricia Bettis 
KLU Status Report 
October 31, 2012 
Page 3 

CC: Kim Kruse, Division of Oil and Gas 
Thomas Barrett, Division of Oil and Gas 
Bruce Buzby, Division of Oil and Gas 
LT. Nathan Menefee, U.S. Coast Guard 
Betty Schorr, Department of Environmental Conservation, SPAR 
Jack Hewitt, U.S. Corps of Engineers 
Barbara Mahoney, National Marine Fisheries Service 
Richard Cool, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
AOGCC Commissioners and drilling/engineering staff 
M. A. "Tony" Nunes, Cogan & Partners LLP 
Jonathan Iversen, Stoel Rives, LLP 
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Departirnent of Natu.raJ Resources 

Division of Oil 8:. Ga!
Anchorage Office 

550 W. 7'" Avenue S;.;ife: 100 
Anc!7oroge. A!osko 99501-3560 

Main: 907 .269.8800 
Fox: 907 .269.8939 

September 18, 2012 

Damon Kade 
President 
Furie Operating Alaska 
1029 W. 3rd Avenue, Ste.500 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Re: Amendment to Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration 

Dear Mr. Kade: 

By letter dated September 14, 2012, Furie Operatipg Alaska, LLC (Furie) requested to amend the 
Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) Plan of Exploration (POE). The KLU POE for 2012-2015, as 
approved on March 28, 2012, required that a11 exploration wells be drilled to a depth sufficient to 
penetrate the Tyonek Fonnation base. See attached Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration for 
2012-2015, Revised Exhibit G. Furie proposes to drill the KLU #2 well to the Tyonek 
Formation at roughly 9,000 feet and perform drill stem test(s) (DST) for gas in either or both 
Beluga or Sterling formtions, if feasible based on analysis of well logs, tide and weather 
conditions at that time. 

The KLU #2 well spudded on September 5, 2012. As of September 16, 2012, the 20-incb casing 
shoe was set at 1,905 feet and anticipated operations were to pick up bottom home assembly, test 
casing and drill ahead. Considering that the Department of Natural Resources, Division of Oil 
and Gas (Division) Plan of Operations requires the Spartan 151 jack-up rig to be mobilized off 
well site location by October 31, 2012, the requested amendment is bein_g granted to allow the 
operator time to perform DST(s) that would adequ.;1.tely define reservoir limits of the Sterling 
or/and Beluga formations. 

I find that the request as proposed is advisable to protect the interest of all parties under 
11 AAC 83.303 and I approve the amendment to the POE to allow for the KLU #2 to be drilled 
to an approximate depth of 9,000 feet sufficient to penetrate top of Tyonek Fonnation and 
provide for the logging and drill stem testing of the Sterling and/or Beluga formations. The drill 
stem test(s) sha11 be designed to adequately define reservoir limits of the Sterling or/and Beluga 
formations. Other than this amendment to accommodate drill stem testing irt the KLU #2 well, 
all other stipulations and conditions of the Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration for 2012-
2015, Revised Exhibit G remain in full force and effect. 

"To respor,dbfy df:VE'fop f-·.fosk t; ': resutrces by mo king them ovoiioble fer mo.ximutr, 

use crno' bef,efii consistent with the public interest. 11 

.. .. ,,,- .. -~ (.fl 
·'·., 1.~·:r . .J .-- --~ -·-..2<----;: 
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,.1)]2091 KLU POE Amendment Approval 
09/18/2012 
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A person affected by this decision may appeal it, in accordance with 11 AAC 02. Any appeal 
must be received within 20 calendar days after the date of "issuance" of this decision, as defined 

. in U _AA,C 02.0.4.Q_ ~CJ - and ~d), and may be- m-ailecl Of'- cleli'\iered: to Baniel S. -&ullivan, 
Commissio!ler,_ONR, _55_0_.W,_ 7_1h _Av_enue,_Suite-lAO.0,.-Anchorage,--Alaska--9-9${)-½-faxed -to-(-90.'.7-)- - -· 
269-8918, or sent by electronic mail to dnr.appeals@alaska.gov. This decision takes effect 
immediately. An eligible person must first appeal this decision in accordance with 11 AAC 02 
before appealing this decision to Supe1ior Court. A copy of 11 AAC 02 may be obtained from 
any regional information office of the Department of Natural Resources. 

If you have questions regarding this decision, please do not hesitate to contact Ms. Patricia Bettis 
at (907) 269-8451 or via e-mail at patricia.bettis@alaska.gov. 

Sincerely, 
~-..__, 

==--,_-cc__~-~ 
W.C. Barron 
Director 

Attach: Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration for 20l2-2014, Revised Exhibit G 

U.S. Postal Servicern 
CERTIFIED MAIL., RECEIPT 
(Domestic Mail Only; No Insurance Coverage Provided) 
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KITCHEN LIGHT~ UJ\'IT PLAN OF EXPLORATION FOR 2012-2015 

REVISED EXIHBIT G 

Four Exploration Blocks M, shown in the following nttad1111cnts: ( I l Kitchen J .ights U11i1. Exhibit A, 
Kitchen Lights Unit Trnct~ ·1.ec1sc:;: ,rnd (2) Kitchen I.ig.hts Unit. Exhibit B. Map of K!.U With 
I .xplornl i<)Jl Blocks 

\'ear2012 

.. On or before Non:mbcr JO. 20 I 2. Furie (as unit operator or any sw:ccssor unit operator) shall 
drill tile KLU ;c;J and ,(2 exploration well!-.. 

h1ilun: lti timt>ly dnll thl!se two \vcll~ will n.:sult in uni! lcn11inatio11 on December ]. 2012. 
h1ilure 10 drill 01w of 1he!,e mo \\ells \\ ill resuh in an exploration block. of Furic ·s Lhcit)Sing. 
cc1ntracting from !he unit nn December I. 2012. 

Year 2013 

• On tir before November 30. 201 ~- Fur!e shall drill lwo exploratic1n wclls in two nf the remaining 
three undrillcd exploration blocks (1.me wdl per block). 

Failure 10 timely drill !hcsc two exploration wells will result in contraction of any undrilled 
exploration blocks from the unit on January I.2014 . 

• And, on or before December 3 J. 2013. Ille working interest owners shall sanction a (\)rsair block 
development project and Furie ~lwll submit a plan of development (POD) forthat project. 

Assuming Furic drills the two exploration wells required aboYc. failure lo timely s.inetion a 
Corsair block de,·elopment and submit a POD will result in an exploration block. of Furic·s 
choosing, contracting from the unit on January 1, 2014. 

-Or-

• If the unit's \\Orkin_g interest om1ers sanction .a Corsair block dcrclopment project and Flrrie 
submits a POD on or before Dccembel' 3 I. 2012, then on or before November 30, 2013. Furie 
slwll drill one exploration well in any of the three remaining undrilled exploration blocks and 
complete, as defined under 20 AAC 25 .990(14), one development we]J in the Corsair block. 

if Furic elects this laller altcmativc and foils to timely drill the one exploration \\'ell and complete 
one development well ns required above, the failure will resul1 in comrnction of any undrillcd 
exploration blo<..:ks from the. unit on December J, 2013 . 

Ycar20t4 

71334273.l 0075051-00002 , ·~'( & . - .. 
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Pnge 2 <ii':; 

~ lf /'ul'ic drills l\\'O exploration wdls in 2013. then nn lll' before Non:mhcr JO. ::w I~ 1-'uric shall 
cllfii:'1· (1) Grill tllff l'XJ)lNatioil \\·.di fo .iJ)c H!Il1nJning llJidriflcd CXpfc,1:atillll ·[;Jc~~k ;IJ1tl COI;lple!c. ~IS 

--detim:·u· U1l(ll'r----:'!tl ·/\,,C-2Y 9901n1:-·011e a~·cfopnlt'll[ well anywhere within -the unit nr (ii) -

compLdc. a~ dclincd under 20 /\/\C 25.990( 14). one dl'velopmcnl well and drill and complete. as 
defined under 20 ,.\,I\C 25 990( I~), 011c dc,·dnpmc111 \\'ell anywhere within lhc unit. 

railure w ei1hcr timely drill the cxploralion well and complete the clewlnpment \\ell required 
under (i l. nboYc. or cnmpk!C (1ne -<.k\'cl0pmcnt well and drill and complete a second dc1 dopmen1 
\\·ell under { ii). abm·c. will rcst1f1 in wntraction t1f any remaining undrillcd expl0rntinn blocks 
rni111 !he uuil Oil Deccmlwr l.2014. 

-Or-

.- If" Furic drills one cxplornlion well and com11letes on<: dcwlopmcnt well in the Corsair block in 
101.1. then (in cir bdc.irc !\1\1\'embcr 30. 2014 Furie shall drill <'ne e,plora1ion well in mi undrillcd 
cxplora1i,,11 blo1.:k .ind drill and <:omplcle. a~ defined under .20 AAC 25. 990( l 4 J. (1ne cie,·eh,pmenl 
,\·ell any,\·hcrc ,1 illlin !he unit. 

If r-uric elects this la11cr al!('rnatiYc. then failure to timely drill the cxplnrntinn well nnd drill and 
compktc the dcvclop111c111 11 ell will n:suli in c(1ntrnctio11 or any undriilcd cxplorntion blC\cJ.:s from 
Ille unit on December I. 2014. 

/\nd 

, Rcgmdlcss of which allenrn1i,e F11ric elects in 2014. 0J1 or before lJc.:cmber 31. 20!4 . Furie shall 
commit to drill delineation or expl0ration wells in explorntion blocks outside the Corsair block or 
the working interest owners shall sancti011 a dcYelopmenl prC1jcct in. and submit a POD tor, 
blocks outside the Corsair bloek. 

ri,ilure 10 rnmmit tt1 these delineation or cxplorntion wells. or sanction development and suhmit a 
POD will result in conlrnction of the blc,cks outsid(' the Corsair block. 

• On or before June 1. 201~. Furie shall post a $2.500.000.00 Corsair block dcvdonment bond in 
favor of the State of /\la ska. DcparHncnt Cl!' Naturnl Resources . 

., On or before December 3 l. 2014. Furie shall commence sustained unit produclion from the 
Corsair block. Failure lo timely comme11ce sustained production will result in forfeiture of th~ 
bond and an cxpkitalion block. of Furie ·s cl10osing. contracting from the unit on Janunry I. 2015. 

, Jrsuslaincd produclion from the Corsair hlock is timely commenced. the bond \\'ill be releas<!d on 

January 1, 2015. 

' 
\'ear 2015 

e. On or before '.\lm·embcr 30. 201.5. Furic shall drill either (i) one cxploratiC111 well ill any 
remaining undrilled expkiration hlo~k. or (ii) if all explornt ion blocks h,1vc been drilled. a 

71334273 1 0075051-00002 
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delineation or cxpl\)rr,tilin \\'Cl) outside the Corsair hind nnd drill ;md \.'t)lllpkt.c. a~ dc1mcd undct 
20 A/\(' 25. 990( I :.l ). <111c dc,·dopmcnt well .u1ywhi:!rc ,, i1hin 1hc uni1. 

If Furic elects alternnt i, c ( i). abc)\ c. then failure to I imely drill the cxplnrntion wd I will rcsull in 
contraction cif any undnllcd cxplnratim1 block Ji-(1111 the unit on lkcemb\!r l. 20 I 5: ifTuric ekcts 

nllcrnativc (ii). nblnc. then failure to timely drill the ddincn1ion cir exploration well and drill nm! 
cnmpk:tc the de, c!tipmcnt ,,,:II ,, ill re~ult in an c:-,.pJc,rntion bind. of h1ric·s choosing. 

contracting from the unit on December l. 20 I 5. 

General Pro,·isions 

l . !-' uric ,h:il) drill all t·.xplorntion wdls lo l1 dcplh suflicicnl to pcnclrntc lhl'. Ty1)11ek l\irnrntion base. 
1 The Di,·isfr111 will c1·al11atc delays cm1scd by drilling complications on a ca:-<.:-hy-casc basis. 
J. Sa11c:1ioning llJt:nns <1ppro1·,ll by the " 'nrking intcrei-t owners of' /\uthoriznti ons for Expcnditllrc 

under the tcnns (if tlll' Opernting Ag.recmenl and signed C()Jltrac.:ts for l:ngincc ring ,mu 
eo11s1ruc1ion. 

-l . If 1he un it is fu riha e'-:IL'nded under ! l ,\AC f: :U36. rnric ~lwll submi1 90 dny!i helc1rc the 
expirntion date nr this plan or exploration (POI:) a new POE or POD thnl obl irate:; Furic 10 
ccmtinut! drilling nplor;11io11 or delincati(m wells in 1101,-prnclwing •'xpkirntion blocb. Thi.'. POF 
or POD 111u~1 prmidc for unit contrac1ion nf blocks in which J"uric foi:. : to me,'l ils drilling 

obligmions. 

7l 334273.l 0075051 -00002 
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Meeting Subject: Kitchen Lights Unit Date: September 17, 2012 

Name Company/Agency Job Title Phone E-mail 

1 Patricia Bettis DNR/DOG Petroleum Lanp Manager (907) 269-8451 Qatricia.bettis@.alaska.gov 

2 .J\(Jl'(l () /\) K/){Jp - ivAe.- ~~-s-Je" +- '113 7,.Ca.[ Or_s. '~ .\{,:;;-},.(J --00, -e., 'i-. ,..,..\ , ,, \,., "" . c,d-"'\ 

3 ~CZ a,1c..-~ w{:::SC'-1.-""""I ,===: D r.> . \ t::;" 1/1,-- t~,~-T 'fa7 -'t.77 ~ 37a:, - I ~.we.bl>~ -<iriQ pet-ro lecJ.N1. Gu.., 

4 £:)olV /<.(<s:.J .... s .k: u f 7A-!f1/uo ,,l f.. { r-P.-c) f /-fl, 5" IC/ _r;- 9u'?-?£ 5-P-,;6(;. ~ .... . .i_r.,-: ~ d' / r." .!' I:-<.. C. ~ 

s Mt)A.-.l,~ M1.1\~ u '--
Oo6r- e_i'J(:rU.>~ 101~JS n~1 11tck.Kie. "'""s ~ ;~/A .. ,.,_ . c,,tnl 

6 ~Jt.511-f.,n..e..,. $ /o,e. I '1?11\.H.5 /ot_,.J t4c,1,4 r-1 I v, 1' f'l;J, 
- V 

.re,'ve.v.r-t~ /.,:;el. G:, "'~ 

7 ~ .//4-l:,t..~ LJN ;e t)o r;. K.k-t ) ·;,u.w- 3'.;ts"-!ZS'! -9ru.hcr/,l,;rA? __ /..../. •• ivni/ 
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September 13, 2012 

VIA HAND DELIVERY 
VIA EMAIL: patricia.bettis@alaska.gov 

Patricia Bettis 
Petroleum Land Manager 
State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources 
Division of Oil & Gas 
550 W. 7th Ave., Ste I 100 
Anchorage,AK 99501 

RE: Amendment to KLU Plan of Exploration 

Dear Ms. Bettis: 

m.••••"•w 
SEP 1 4 2012 

DIVfSIOH OF 
OIL AND OAS 

As a follow-up to our meeting with DNR staff on September 11, 2012, Furie Operating Alaska, 
LLC (Furie) hereby proposes to amend the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) Plan of Exploration (POE) for 

) 2012 pursuant to 11 AAC 83.34l(e). As discussed below, Furie is proposing to drill the KLU #2 well to 
the Tyonek formation at roughly 9000 feet and perform a DST test for gas in either or both Beluga or 
Sterling formations, if feasible based on the well's logs and tide and weather conditions at that time. 

A brief discussion of the 2012 KLU #I drilling program will provide some context for this 
request. The KLU #I well was re-entered on May 20, 2012, which was later than planned due to weather 
and ice conditions in Cook Inlet. Down hole conditions, including coal swellings, caused additional 
delay, particularly at lower depths and we took all reasonable precautions and time needed to avoid well 
kicks and other operational issues which would have further delayed the operations. Furie did, however, 
drill the KLU #1 well to 15,298 feet and suspended the well on August 18, 2012. Although Furie did not 
reach the pre-Tertiary, it did meet the depth required for that well under the POE and DNR received the 
data for that well on September 11, 2012 pursuant to the Plan of Operations. 

The delays associated with KLU #1 caused a later than expected spud date for KLU #2. Furie 
drilled geotechnica1 bore holes to test the soil strength for future structures at the KLU #2 location and 
spudded the well on September 5, 2012. We have drilled to 1900 feet and have run and cemented the 20" 
casing. We are currently installing the 20" wellhead and BOP system for continued drilling operations. 
We experienced some delays due to tides at that location, but are making good progress. 

Furie recognizes its obligation to be de-mobilized from the KLU #2 Site by October 31, 2012. 
Further, given the lessons learned regarding down hole conditions as it related to KLU#l in the Cook 

Furia Operating Alaska, LLC 
1029 W. 3· Avenue I Suite 500 I Anchorage, AK 99501 
Office: 907-277-3726 I Fax: 907-277-2796 
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_fol et, as__welLas extreme-tides-and potentially-inclement weather tewards the cnd-e,Hbe drilling-season-we 
_ .w.nuld like_to__be_ready_to-dc=mobilize_from the-Siteas-ear-ly-as-possiblei-n-GGteber-201-2-. - -- - - -- - -

The POE currently provides that all exploration wells are to be drilled to a depth sufficient to 

penetrate the Tyonek Formation base. Although it is not certain exactly how many feet in depth that wil1 

be at the KLU #2 location, Furie will not sacrifice safe and responsible operations for the sake of meeting 

that POE work commitment. Accordingly, Furie proposes to drill the KLU #2 well to the Tyonek 

formation at roughly 9000 feet and perform a DST test for gas in either or both Beluga or Sterling 
formations, if feasible based on the well logs and tide and weather conditions at that time . 

Please note that the ADEC has issued a proposed permit for the DST test for public comment and 

although we anticipate that the permit will be issued in a timely manner, the ability to perform the test is 

contingent on that permit. In addition, we will have to submit one or more sundry applications to the 

AOGCC to be able to make these changes to the drilling program. 

We anticipate being in frequent contact with DNR as the season proceeds to discuss progress on 

KLU #2 and will keep DNR apprised of our plans as the close of the season approaches and we have a 

better feel for weather and other conditions that may affect the drilling program. 

We will be happy to provide a presentation to DNR staff regarding the results of the KLU #1 and 

KLU #2 wells, including the DST test, at the conclusion of the drilling season. 

Therefore, Furie requests an amendment to the POE that was approved by DNR on March 28 of 

2012 to authorize the operations referenced above with respect to the drilling and perfonning a DST of 

the KLU # 2 we!I. 

Please contact me at (713) 261-0433 or Jon Iversen at (907) 263-8420 if you have any questions 

or need additional information. 

Cc 

Jon Iversen, Stoel Rives, LLP 

Furia Operating Alaska, LLC 
1029 W. 3· Avenue I Suite 500 I Anchorage, AK 99501 
Office: 907-277-3726 I Fax: 907-277-2796 

Sincerely, 

Damon Kade 

President 
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·~~FIJRIE L. ...,_ Operating Alaska LLC 

-----------------------· -- ---

September 12 , 2012 

VIA HAND DELIVERY 
VIA EMAIL: patricia.bettis@alaska.gov 

Patricia Bettis 
Petroleum Land Manager 
State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources 
Division of Oil & Gas 
550 W. 7th Ave ., Ste 1100 

Anchorage, AK 99501 

RE: Amendment to KLU Plan of Exploration 

Dear Ms. Bettis: 

Jjll CII I YJl m) 
SEP 12 2012 

DIV1810N OF • t 
OILANDGAI ~ 

tY'1t 
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As a follow-up to our meeting with DNR staff on September 11, 2012, Furie Operating Alaska, 

LLC (Furie) hereby proposes to amend the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) Plan of Exploration (POE) for 
2012 pursuant to 11 AAC 83.341(e). As discussed below, Furie is proposing to drill the KLU #2 well to 

the Tyonek formation at roughly 9000 feet and perform a DST test for gas in either or both Beluga or 
Sterling formations, if feasible based on the wells logs and tide and weather conditions at that time .. 

A brief discussion of the 2012 KLU #1 drilling program will provide some context for this 
request. The KLU #1 well was re-entered on May 20, 2012, which was later than planned due to weather 
and ice conditions in Cook Inlet. Down hole conditions, including coal swellings. caused additional 
delay, particularly at lower depths and we took aII reasonable precautions and time needed to avoid well 
kicks and other operational issues which would further delayed the operations. Furie did, however, drill 

the KLU #1 well to 15,298 feet and suspended the well on August 18, 2012. Although Furie did not 
reach the pre-Tertiary, it did meet the depth required for that well under the POE and DNR received the 
data for that well on September 11, 2012 pursuant to the Plan of Operations . 

The delays associated with KLU #1 caused a later than expected spud date for KLU #2. Furie 

drilled geotechnical bore holes to test the soil strength for future structures at the KLU #2 location and 
spudded the well on September 5 , 2012. We hav~ drilled to 1900 feet and have run and cemented the 20" 

casing . We are currently installing the 20" weJihead and BOP system for continued drilling operations. 
We experienced some delays due to tides at that location, but are making good progress. 

Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 
1029 W. 3· Avenue I Suite 500 I Anchorage, AK 99501 
Office: 907-277-3726 I Fax: 907-277-2796 
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Furie recognizes its obligation to be de-mobilized from the KLU #2 site by October 31, 2012. 

Further, given the lessons learned regarding down hole conditions as it related to KLU# J in the Cook 
Inlet, as well as extreme tides and potentially inclement weather towards the end of the drilling season we 

would like to be ready to de-mobilize from the site as early as possible in October 2012. 

The POE currently provides that all exploration wells are to be drilled to a depth sufficient to 
penetrate the Tyonek Formation base. Although it is not certain exactly how many feet in depth that wilJ 
be at the KLU #2 location, Furie will not sacrifice safe and responsible operations for the sake of meeting 
that POE work commitment. Accordingly, Furie proposes to drill the KLU #2 well to the Tyonek 
formation at roughly 9000 feet and perform a DST test for gas in either or both Beluga or Sterling 

formations , if feasible based on the well logs and tide and weather conditions at that time .. 

Please note that the ADEC has issued a proposed permit for the DST test for public comment and 

although we anticipate that the permit will be issued in a timely manner, the ability to perform the test is 
contingent on that permit. In addition , we will have to submit one or more sundry applications to the 
AOGCC to be able to make these changes to the drilling program . 

We anticipate being in frequent contact with DNR as the season proceeds to discuss progress on 
KLU #2 and will keep DNR apprised of our plans as the close of the season approaches and we have a 

better feel for weather and other conditions that may affect the drilling program . 

We will be happy to provide a presentation to DNR staff regarding the results of the KLU #1 and 

KLU #2 wells, including the DST test, at the conclusion of the drilling season. 

Therefore, Furie requests an amendment to its POE dated March 9 of approved March 28 of 2012 

to authorize the operations referenced above with respect to the drilling and performing a DST of the 

KLU #2 well. 

Please contact me at (713) 261-0433 or Jon Iversen at (907) 263-8420 if you have any questions 

or need additional infonnation. 

Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 
1029 W. 3· Avenue I Suite 500 I Anchorage, AK 99501 
Office: 907-277-3726 I Fax: 907-277-2796 

Sincerely, 

Damon Kade 

President 

C:\Documents and Settings\jei4278\Desktop\Cfient\Furie\DNR\Furie amend POE 12Sept12.docx 



Cc 

Jon Iversen , Stoel Rives , LLP 

Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 
1029 W. 3· Avenue I Suiie 500 I Anchorage, AK 99501 
Office: 907-277-3726 I Fax: 907-277-2796 
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Providing coverage of Alaska and northern Canada's oil and gas 
industry 

April 2012 

Vol. 17, No. 14 Week of April 01, 2012 

Kitchen Lights extended 

DOG grants unit extension; Furie plans KLUl re
entry, second well this year 

Alan Bailey 

Petroleum News 

Alaska's Division of Oil and Gas has granted a four-year extension to the term of 
the Kitchen Lights unit, operated by Furie Operating Alaska LLC. The unit had 
been due to expire on Jan. 31 of this year but has now been extended to Jan. 31, 
2016. Furie had applied for a unit extension on Dec. 5. 

Furie, formerly Escopeta Oil, brought the Spartan 151 jack-up rig to Cook Inlet 
last year and started drilling the Kitchen Lights Unit No. 1 well, in the northern 
part of the inlet. The well reached a depth of 8,805 feet before the company had 
to s1,1spend the drilling for the winter, but the company announced a substantial 
gas find. · 

Exploration plan 

The unit extension is tied to a four-year exploration plan that involves re-entering 
and completjng the Kitchen Lights No.1 well, and proceeding to drill four or 
possible five further exploration wells in the unit. The company says that it is also 
planning to submit a Kitchen Lights plan of development that will involve the 
installation of a monopod platfo1Jn for gas production. 

"We want Furie to have every opportunity to be a success story at Kitchen Lights 
unit," said Division of Oil and Gas Director William Barron when announcing the 
unit extension. "This agreement gives the company a reasonable timeline to move 
forward with the exploration and development drilling outlined in the plan of 
exploration, as well as the incentive to do so. If the company does not meet its 

http:/ /www.petroleumnews.com/pnarchpop/120401-02.html 
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Kit~hen Lights extended - April 01, 2012 - Petroleum News 

exploration or development obligations in a timely manner, the agreement 
provides for the termination or contraction of the unit acreage." 

On March 21 during a presentation to the Alaska Senate Resources Committee, 
Damon Kade, president of Furie Operating Alaska, told the committee that his 
company estimates that the gas resource encountered last year by the Kitchen 
Lights Unit No. 1 well amounts to a probable gas reserve of 750 billion cubic 
feet, with a potential gas production rate ofup to 30 million cubic feet per day. 

Those figures are substantially lower than the 3.5 trillion cubic feet of gas that 
Escopeta announced in November. Kade told Petroleum News March 29 that the 
November figure was based on a much larger reservoir drainage area than the 
530-acre drainage area that the company is now using for its probable reserves 
figure. The total area of the prospect is 3,700 acres within the 83,000-acre 
Kitchen Lights unit, he said. 

Re-enter well 

When Furie re-enters the Kitchen Lights Unit No. 1 well this year the company 
plans to drill through deeper rocks into the pre-Tertiary strata of the Cook Inlet 
basin, with a target depth of 16,500 feet. This year the company also plans to drill 
a second well, the Kitchen Lights Unit No. 2, in the same area, known as the 
Corsair block, eventually converting one of the wells into a gas production well. 
That second well will also drill deep, targeting the pre-Tertiary, Kade told the 
Senate Resources Committee. 

Kade told Petroleum News that the second well will also act as a delineation well 
for last year's gas discovery, enabling the reserves estimates for the discovery to 
be further refined. 

The company is also moving forward with plans to install a monopod platform in 
2013 for gas production, Kade told the Resources Committee. 

A monopod has the platform structure, with the well heads and other field 
facilities, sitting atop a single "monopod" leg consisting of a steel caisson resting 
on the seafloor, with well pipes passing down the inside of the caisson. 

In addition to the gas that Furie has already found in its first Kitchen Lights well, 
there is a good possibility of finding further significant gas, deeper in the well, 
Kade said. And the WestForeland formation, towards the bottom of the Tertiary 
sequence, at a depth of about 15,500 feet, may contain oil- the casing that Furie 
will install in its wells will be suitable for both gas and oil pr9duction, he said. 
Furie's development plan envisages the possibility of four gas wells and two oil 
wells in a monopod platform caisson, Kade said. 

Furie's drilling in Kitchen Lights followed multiple drilling delays and extensions 
to drilling deadlines over several years, as Escopeta, Furie's forerunner company, 
attempted to move a jack-up rig to Cook Inlet. However, once the jack-up arrived 
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in the inlet, state regulators expressed concerns about the safety of the drilling, 
given the fact that Furie is a relatively small company undertaking an ambitious 
drilling project. And, soon after drilling operations commenced in September, the . . . 

Page 3 of 4 

_ reasonableness of moving_forward-with-additionaLdr.illin~Ev.entuallJ-tbe-State-- - 
gave pem1ission for the drilling operation to proceed, with drilling continuing into 
late October. 

"One of the major things for us is safety. We promote that first," Kade told the 
state legislators. "We will not put the well before safety." 

Kade said that Furie had made some underwater acoustic measurements during its 
2011 drilling, to ensure the protection of beluga whales. Furie's drilling 
operations are within an area designated as beluga whale critical habitat, 
following the animals' listing under the Endangered Species Act. 

Rig overwintered 

Following the end oflast year's drilling season, Furie's jack-up rig has been over
wintering at Port Graham, at the southwestern end of the Kenai Peninsula. 
Spartan Offshore, the rig owner, has been carrying out some steel refurbishment 
work on the rig during the winter, Kade said. 

Furie plans to mobilize the rig in mid-April, ready for drilling to commence at 
Kitchen Lights Unit No. 1 about the second week of May, Kade said. After 
completing that well, doing the well logging, conducting well tests and 
suspending the well, the rig will move to the Kitchen Lights No. 2 site, for 
drilling probably until around mid-October, he said. 

Furie's exploration plan covers a four-year period from 2012 to 2015 and 
involves considering the Kitchen Lights unit as four distinct blocks: the north, 
Corsair, central and southwest blocks. In addition to the Kitchen Lights Unit Nos. 
1 and 2 wells, to be completed in 2012 in the Corsair block, in subsequent years 
Furie proposes drilling Kitchen Lights Unit No. 3 in the central block; and the 
Kitchen Lights Unit Nos. 4 and 5 in the southwest block. This plan entails the 
drilling of one exploration well per year through to 2015 after the drilling of the 
two wells in 2012, Kade said. However, the company anticipates eventually 
proposing a sixth well, the Kitchen Lights Unit No. 6, to be drilled in the northern 
block, he said. 

At the moment Furie anticipates all of the exploration wells planned for 2013 to 
2015 as targeting natural gas, Kade said. 

Development plan 

Separately from the exploration plan, Furie anticipates submitting a Kitchen 
Lights plan of development for DNR approval. In fact, according to the 
company's exploration plan, failure to submit a plan of development to DNR by 
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the end of this year -will trigger a requirement for a more accelerated program of 
exploration drilling. 

Furie is starting the process of permitting for its planned offshore gas field 
development and is moving forward with the engineering of the platform and 
subsea pipelines that it will need, Kade said. However, finalizing pipeline routes 
and hence obtaining U.S. Army Corps of Engineers permits will depend on a 
marketing agreement for Kitchen Lights gas, although the most likely pipeline 
route would run to the south and east of the field, to the East Forelands area of the 
Kenai Peninsula, Kade said. 

The field's monopod caisson would likely be 14 to 20 feet across, capable of 
supporting a platform with a small completion rig and personnel housing, among 
other facilities . But the jack-up rig, rather than a rig on the platform, would drill 
any development wells, with the jack-up's drilling platform cantilevered over the 
monopod's platform, Kade explained. 

Costs 

Asked about the costs ofFutie's planned operations, Kade said that each well 
would cost somewhere in the range of $25 million to $30 million. Including the 
cost of overwintering the rig, a two-well drilling season would cost about $80 
million, he said. The development activities required to put a gas field into 
operation in 2013 would involve an additional $50 million to $65 million in 
expenditure, he said. 

Kade said that Furie is considering the development of a supply base on the Kenai 
Peninsula, in the Kenai and Nikiski area. Supply companies have expressed an 
interest in expanding their operations on the peninsula in response to the offshore 
activity, with the potential for economies of scale and shared services to push 
down exploration and development costs, he said. 

And in 2012 Furie is going to place a strong emphasis on outreach to 
communities in the Cook Inlet region, stressing for example the company's 
commitment to environmental stewardship, Kade said. 
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Hayes, Celeste D (DNR) 

.. . om: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

From: Taylor, cammy O (DNR) 

Bettis, Patricia K (DNR) 
Wednesday, April 11, 2012 8:33 AM 
Hayes, Celeste D (DNR) 
FW: FYI, if you didn't know (Escopeta) 

Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 6:28 PM 
To: Bettis, Patricia K (DNR); Davidson, Temple (DNR) 
Subject: FW: FYI, if you didn't know (Escopeta) 

From: Holmgren-Larson, Christina A (DNR) 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 1:39 PM 
To: Peterson, Terry L (DNR); Taylor, Cammy O (DNR) 
Cc: Barron, William C (DNR); Siemens, Jonne D (DNR) 
Subject: FYI, if you didn't know (Escopeta) 

Alaskan oil and gas lease leads to litigation in Galveston 
l/2012 4:13 PM By John Suayan, Galveston Bureau 

GALVESTON - Escopeta Oil of Alaska LLC and WTF Distribution Trust are locked in a dispute over an oil 
and gas lease in Alaska. 

In a lawsuit filed March 26 in Galveston County District Court, Escopeta argues that WTF - through an 
assignment executed by its sole beneficiary - converted and stole a 1.875 percent NRI and 2.5 percent of the 
working interest in the Alaska lease in October 2011. 

"The defendant wrongfully procured the purported assignment of interests in the Alaska Lease," the suit 
says. "The purported assignment was illegal, unauthorized and executed by the Trust's sole beneficiary without 
the consent or knowledge, actual or constructive, of the plaintiff." 

Escopeta insists that "the defendant has acted and is continuing to act voluntarily to permanently deprive the 
plaintiff of its complete and unclouded title to its ownership interest in the Alaska Lease, and the defendant's 
actions amount to unlawful appropriation of this property, with apparent intent to deprive the plaintiff of its 
interest in the property permanently. 11 

The suit adds WTF's supposed actions were "malicious" with the intent to cause substantial harm and financial 
injury to the plaintiff. 

"Any property interest claimed by the trust should be immediately disgorged, 11 the original petition says. 

e T_rus~; should, in fact, be dissolved and disbanded based upon the fraudulent activity whe;:~ precipitated its 
... ~,mah on. (.{) T ___ _ 
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Consequently, Escopeta seeks unspecified monetary damages. 

The plaintiff is represented by Williamson & Rusnak. 

__ GalvestonCounty 56th District Court-Judge Lonnie Cox is J)fesiding ever the ease. 

Case No. l 2-cv-597 

Christina Holmgren-Larson 

State of Alaska 

Department of Natural Resources , Division of Oil & Gas, 

550 w_ 7th Avenue, Suite 800 

Anchorage, Alaska 99501 -3560 

phone: 907-269-8611 

e-mail: christina.holmgren-larson@alaska.gov 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, contains information from the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), State of 

1 /aska and is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). It may contain confidential and/or privileged information. The unauthorized re view. use or disclosure of 

JCh information may violate slate or federal law. If you are an unintended recipient of this e -mail, please delete it, without first saving or forwarding It, and. so that 

the DNR Is aware of the mistake in sending it to you, contact Christina Holmgren -Larson at 907- 26 9 -861 I or chrislina.holmqren-larson@ataska,gov 
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March 9, 2012 

VIA HAND DELIVERY 
VIA EMAIL: bill.barron@alaska.gov 

William. C. BaiTon 
Director, Division of Oil & Gas 
State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources 
550 W . 7th Avenue, Suite 1100 
Anchorage, AK 99501-3560 

Re: Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration 2012-2015 

Dear Director Barron: 

JONATH.\N E. IVERS EN 

Direct (907) 263-8420 
jeivcrsen ((listod .com 

510 I Street Suilc ;oo 
,\Jit. hurnic . /\ 1if \ ~1 9'J501 

ll'a111 ?07 177 19CX1 

,,. ?01 u1 mo 
l \'I\W "-IOr-1.com 

Enclosed please find Furie Operating Alaska, LLC-s Proposed Kitchen Lights Unit Plan 
of Exploration for 20 I 2-20 I 5 as discussed with DNR staff, Attached to the proposed plan are 

) the following documents : 

(I) Kitchen Lights Unit, Exhibit A, Kitchen Lights Unit Tracts/Leases 
(2) Kitchen Lights Unit, Exhibit B, Map of KLU With Exploration Blocks 

Please contact me or Damon Kade, President of Furie Operating Alaska, LLC if you have 
any questions or would like additional information. 

Best regards, 

Jon Iversen 

cc: Damon Kade, Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 
Patricia Bettis, DNR 

7 133451 0 l 0075051-00002 
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REVISED EXHIBIT G 

Four Exploration Blocks as shown in the following attachments: (I) Kitchen Lights Unit, Exhibit A, 
Kitchen Lights Unit Tracts/Leases; and (2) Kitchen Lights Unit, Exhibit B, Map of KLU With 
Exploration Blocks 

Year 2012 

• On or before November 30, 2012, Furie (as unit operator or any successor unit operator) shall 
drill the KLU #1 and #2 exploration wells. 

Failure to timely dri ll these two wells will result in unit termination on December 1, 2012. 

Failure to drill one of these t,\o wells will result in an exploration block, of Furie' s choosing. 
contracting from the ,mil on December l, 2012. 

Year 2013 

• On or before November 30, 2013, Furic shall drill two exploration wells in two of the remaining 
three undrillcd exploration blocks (one well per block). 

Failure to timely drill tlrese two exploration wells wi ll result in contraction of any undrilled 
exploration blocks from the unit on Janullry l, 2014. 

• And, on or before December 31, 2013, the working interest owners shall sanction a Corsair block 
development project and Furie shall submit a plan of development (POD) for that project. 

Assuming Furie drills the two exploration wells requi red above, failure to timely sanction a 
Corsair block development and submit a POD will result in an exploration block, of Furie's 
choosing, contracting from the unit on January 1, 2014. 

-Or-

• If the unit's working interest owners sanction a Corsair block development project and Furie 
submits a POD on or before December 31, 2012, then on or before November 30, 2013, Furie 
shall drill one exploration well in any of the three remaining undrilled exploration blocks and 
complete, as defined under 20 MC 25.990(14), one development well in the Corsair block. 

If Furie elects this latter altemative and fails to timely drill the one exploration well and complete 
one development well as required above, the failure will result in contraction of any undri!Ied 
exploration blocks from the unit on December 1, 2013. 

Year 2014 

71334273.10075051-00002 
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KLU POE 
3/09/2012 

Page 2 of3 

• If Furie drills two exploration wells tn 2013, then on or before November 30, 2014 Fuiic shall 
either (i) dnll one cxplormion well in the remairung undril led exploration block ,rnd complete, as 
defined under 20 AAC 25.990( 14), one development well anywhere within the unit or (ii) 
complete, as defined under 20 A.AC 25.990(14), one development well and drill and complete, as 

defined under 20 AAC 25.990( 14), one development well anywhere witlun the unit. 

Failure to either timely drill the exploration well and complete the devdopment well required 
under (i), abO\e, or complete one development well and drill and complete a second development 
well under (ii), above, will result in contraction of any remaming undrillcd exploration blocks 
from the unit on December l , 2014. 

-Or-

• ff Fu tie drills one exploration well and completes one development well in the Corsair block in 
20 l 3, then on or before November 30, 2014 Furic shall drill one exploration well in an undrilled 
exploration block and drill and complete, as defined under 20 AAC 25.990(14), one development 
well anywhere within the unit. 

• 

If Fune elects this latter alternative, then failure to timely drill the exploration well and drill and 
complete the development well will result in contraction of any undrilled exploration blocks from 
the unit on December 1, 2014. 

And 

Regardless of which allemative Fune elects in 2014, on or before December 31, 2014, Furie shall 
commit to drill delincat1on or exploration wells in exploration blocks outside the Corsair block or 
the working interest owners shall sanction a development project in, and submit a POD for, 

blocks outside the Corsair block. 

Failure to commit to these delineation or explornt10n wells, or sanction development and submit a 
POD will result in contraction of the blocks outside the Corsair block. 

• On or before June 1. 2014, Furie shall post a $2,500,000.00 Corsair block development bond in 
favor of the State of Alaska, Depa11ment of Natural Resources. 

• On or before December 3 I, 2014, Furie shall commence sustained unit production from the 
Corsair block. Failure to timely commence sustained production will result in forfeiture of the 
bond and an exploration block. of Furie's choosing, contracting from the unit on January l, 2015. 

• If sustained production from the Corsair block is timely commenced, the bond will be released on 
January 1, 2015 . 

• 

Year 2015 

• On or before November 30, 20 I 5, Furie sha ti drill either (i) one explora1 ion well in any 
remaining undrilled exploration block, or (ii) if all exploration blocks ha\'C been dnllcd, a 

71334273.1 0075051 00002 
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KLU POE 
3/09/2012 

Page 3 of3 

delineation or exploration well outside the Corsair block and drill and complete. as defined under 
20 -Me 25.99tl(N), one development well anywhere w1Thml he Lm1t. 

lfFurie elects alternative (i), abO\e. 1hen failure to timely drill the 1::xplora1ion well will result in 
contraction of any undrilled exploration block from the unit on December 1, 20 I 5; if Furic elects 
alternative (ii), above, then fa ilure to timely drill rhe delineation or exploration well and drill and 
complete the development well will result in an exploration block. of Furie's choosing, 
contractmg from the uni! on December I, 2015 . 

General Provisions 

J. Fune shall d1ill all exploration wells to a depth sufficient to penetrate the Tyonek Formation base. 
2. The Division will evaluate delays caused by drilling complications on a case-by-case basis . 
3. Sanctioning means approYal by the working interest owners of Authorizat10ns for Expenditure 

under the terms of the Opera!ing Agreement and signed contracts for engineering and 
constrnctiou. 

Ll. lf th~ un it is further ex tended under 11 AAC 83.336, Furie shall submit 90 days before the 
expiration date of this plan of exploration (POF) a new POE or POD that obligates Furie to 
continue drilling exploration or delineation wells in 0011-producing "Xplciration blocks. The POE 
or POD must provide for unit contraction of blocks in which Furie fai:.~ to meet its drilling 
obligat1ons. 

71334273.10075051-00002 
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TRACT NO. LEASE NO. 

ADL-389928 

2 ADL-389927 

3 ADL-39038 1 

KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT 
STATE OF ALASKA 

REVISED EXHIBIT A (as of March 5, 2012) 

KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT, NORTH BLOCK 

LEGAL DESCRIPTJON ACRES ROYALTY LESSEES OF RECORD 

J',J_I_N., R. IQ W., S.M. 1,280 12.50% Escnpeta Oi l of Alaska, LLC 
Sec. 21. Protracted, All A. I. Berry 
Sec. 22, Protracted. All Danny S. Davis 

Taylor Minerals. LLC 
The WTF Distribution Trust 
Overriding Royalty lnter~sts 

T. 11 N., R. 10 W., S.M. 1,280 12 SO% E,copeta Oil of Alaska. LLC 
Sec. 23, Protracted, All A. L Berry 
Sec. 24, PrNractcd, All Danny S. Davis 

Taylor Minerals, LLC 
The WTF Distrihution Trust 
Overriding Royalty [ntercsls 

T. I I N. . R 09 W. SM. 5,690 12.50% Escopcta Oil of Alaska. LLC 
Sec. 19. Prom1clcd, All A. L. Berry 
Sec. 20. Protracted, All Danny S Davis 
Sec. 21. Protractcd, All Taylor Mi11crals, LLC 
Sec. 28, Protracted, All The WTF Dismbutiun Trust 
Sec. 29. Protracted. All Overrid ing Royalty lnlcrcsts 
Sec. 30. Protracted. All 
Sec. 3 1. Protrncled, All 
Sec. 32. Protracted, All 
Sec. 33. Protracted, All 

Kitchen Lights Uni. t, with Blocks, Exhibit A (Rev . 3/05/1 2) 

WORKING INTEREST NRI 

77 .50000% 58.124980% 
7.87500% 5.906245% 
6.87500% 5.156245% 
5.25000% 3.93750% 
2.50000% 1.87S00% 
0.00000% 12.50003% 

77.50000% 58. 124980% 
7.87500% 5.906245% 
6.87500% 5. 15624S% 
5.25000% 3.93750% 
2.50000% 1.87500% 
0.00000¾ 12.50003% 

77.50000% 58 124980% 
7.87500% 5.906245% 
6 .87500% 5 156245% 
5,25000% 3.93750% 
2.50000% 1.87500% 
0.00000% 12.50003% 

Page 1 of 8 



TRACT NO. LEASE NO. LEGAL DESCRIPTIO"i ACRES ROYALTY LESSEES OF RECORD WORKlNG l!',TERESiT NRI 
I 
I . 4 ADL.-389930 T.11 N. R. IO W .. S.M. 2.560 12.50% Escopcta Oil of Ala,ka. LLC 77 .50000% ' 58.: 24980% 

Sec. 27, Protracted. !\II A. I. RctT)' 7.87500% 5. 06245% 
Sec. 28, Protracted. All Danny S. Davi~ 6.87500% 

i 

56245% 5. 
Sec. 33, Protracted, All Tay lor \fo1crals, LLC 5.25000% 3. ; 37500% 
Set:. 34. Protractcc.l, All Th<e WTF Distribution Trust 2.50000% l. 75000% 

Overriding Royalty Interests (l.00000% ' 12. . 00030% 

5 ADL-389929 T . 11 N .. R. 10 W S \.1 . 2560 12 50% E~copcta Oil of' Alaska, LLC 77.50001)% 15N. : 24980% 
Sec 25, Prntracrcd , All A L Berry 7.87500% 1 5. 06250% 
Sec. 26. Prottactcu. :\II Danny S. Davi, (1 .87500% 

! 
5 . 56250% 

Sec. 35 . Prorracted. All Taylor Minerals. LLC 5.25000% 3. , .17500% 
Sec. 36. Prmracred. Al ! The WTr Distribution I rust 2.50000% i I ., 75000% 

I 
(hcmd111g Royalty lntcrc~!s (l.00000% 12. 00030% 

6 /\DL-389514 T. 10 N. R. 10 W., S.M, 2.522 ll.50~. Estopeta Oil or Ala~kJ. LLC 77.50000% I 58 . 25010% 
Sec. 05. Protrnctccl . All ,\. L Berry 7 .87500% 5, 06250% 
Sec. 06, Protracted, A!l Danny S. Davi~ 6.87500% 5. 56250% 
Sec. 07, Protrnctcd, All Taylrn-- Mincrals. l.! .C 5 25000% 31 93750% 
Sec. 08. Protracted. All The WTF Distribution Tru~t 2.500(10% 1187500% 

0 crriding Royalt}' Interests 0,00000% 
' 12 50000% 

E~copeta Oil of Alaska, LLC 77.50000% 
' i 

25010% 
7 ADL-3X9513 T. 10 N .. R. 10 W. S.M. 2,560 1250% , 58. 

I Sec. 03. Protrac1.:d. All ,\ L Bcn·y 7.87500% I 5, 06250% 
Sec. 04, Protractcc.l . All Danny S. Da,i~ 6.87500% I 5. , 56250% 
Sec. 09. Protracted . All Tuylnr Minerals, LLC 5.25000% 3. 37500% 
Sec. 10. Protracted . All The WTF Distribution Trust 250000% l. 75000%, 

Overriding Royalty lntere~ls 0.00000% j )2. I 99990% 
I 

!( ADL-390374 T. l0 "-1., R. I0W ,S.M 2.560 12.50% Escopc:ta Oil of Alaska. LLC' 77.50000% ; 58, 24980% 
Sc.-c. 0 I, Protracted. All A. L Berry 7.87500~-. 5 . 06245% 
Sec. 02, Protracted, All Danny S. Davis 6 .87500% 5. ' 5(1245% 

' Sec. 11, Prmracted, All Taylor Minerals, LL(' 5.25000% '· 37500% 
Sec. 12, Protracted, All The WTF Distribut ion Trust 2 . .50000% 1.,, 75000°(, 

Ovc11'iding Royally lntercs1s 0.00000% (3 50003% 
I 

TOTAL NORTH BLOCK ACRES: 21,012 (25.196057% of Unit Area) 

Kitchen Lights Lnit, with Blocks, Exhibit A (Rev. 3/05/1 2) ' ! 
Jlag ' 2 of 8 - , 



KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT, CORSAIR BLOCK 

TRACT NO. LEASE NO. LEGAL m:sCRlPTIO;'II ACRES ROYALTY LESSEES OF R£CORD WORKING INTEREST NRI 
·- - -· 

9 ADL-389197 T. 10 N.. R .. l l W., S.M. 2.560 12 SO% Escopcta (),I t>f Ah1ska . LLC 77.50000% 5iCl25010% 
St:c 13. Protracted. All A. L. Bcny 7 87500% . 5.906250% 
Sec. 14. Protracted, All Danny S. Davis (, 87500% 5.156250% 
Sec 2:,. Pnitractcd. All Taylo r Minerals, LLC 5 25000°!., 3 .937500% 
Sec. 24. Protracted. All Th<: WTF Distrihutitin Tru st 2 50110()% 1.S75000% 

Ovemding Royalty Interests o ooooo~. 12.499990% 

10 .\DL-389196 T. iU N R. IOW. S.M. 2.529 12.50% Escopcta Oil of Alaska. 1.1.C 77 50000% 58.125020% 
Sec. I 7. P roiractcd. All A. L. Bcny 7 g7500% 5. 906250°/c, 
Sec I 8. Prmracted, All Danny S. Da\is 6 87500¾ 5. 156250% 
Sec. 19. Pror.ractcd. J\ll Taylor Minerals. LLC 5 .25000% 3.937500% 
S<:c 20, l'rom11.:ted. AH The WTF Distribution Tru :'1 2.50000% 1.875000% 

Ovcniding Royalty Interests 0 OlHJOO~o 12. 499980% 

12 ADL-3X919X T. I()'\. R. 11 W. S.M. 2,560 12 50% - fa\:opcra Oil of Ala~ka. LLC 77.500()()% 5S.l25010% 
Sec. 25. Protmctcd. All A. L. Berry 7.87500% S.906250% 
Sec. 26. Protructcd. All Dann) S. Davis 6 ~7500% 5.156250% 
Sec .,5. Protracted. A.II Taylor Minerals .. LLC 5.25000% 3 937500% 
Sec. 36, Protracted. All The WTF Distribut1t111 !'rust 2 50000% 1 875000% 

O,-ermhng Royalty Interest~ ()1)0000% 12 499()90% 

13 ADL-389515 l.. 10 N ._R , JO W., S.M. 2.5.16 12.50¾ bcnpeta Oil c,f Alaska. LLC 77 50000% 58 .1250 I 0°,'c, 
Sec. 29. Protracted, All A. L. Berry 7 87500% 5 906250% 
Sec. 30. Protracrcd. All Danny S. Davi,- (, .87500% 5 . 156250° ,, 
Sec 31. Prc>tractcd. All Taylor Minerals. LLC 5.25000% 3.937500% 
Sec. 32. Protracted. All The WTI' Distributit>n Trust 2.50000% J 875000% 

Ovcmding Royalty Interests 0 00000% 12. 49')990% 

TOTAL CORSAIR BLOCK ACRES: 10,185 ( 12.213 I 09% of Unit Area) 

!( 1tche11 Lights Unit. with Bloch, Exhibil A (Re\ . 3/05:'12) Page 3 of8 



KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT, CENTRAL BLOCK 

TRACT NO. LEASE NO. LEGAL DESCRIPTION ACRES ROYALTY LESSEES OF RECORD WORKING l!\T£REST NRI 
---------------------------------· -- --- --------------~-+----

16 

17 

18 

21 

ADL, 389507 

ADL.-389923 

ADL,391106 

.-\D L-389925 
(part1al lease ) 

T .09 N. R. 11 W, S.M. 
Sec. 01, Protractc<l. All 
Sec. 02, Prot'rJctc<l. All 
Sec. 03, Protracted. All 
Sec. IO. Protracted, All 
Sec. 11. Protrnclc<l. All 
Sec. 12, Prntructed. All 
Sec. 13. Pn\tracte<l . All 
Sec. 14. Prorracted. All 
Sec. 15. Protracted. All 

T. 09 N. R lO W .. S.M. 
Sec. 04. Procrnctcd. All 
Sec. 05 . Protracted. All 
Sec. 06. Protracted. All 
Sec. 07. Protracted, All 
Sec. OX . Protracted, All 
Sec. 09. Protrnct.::d. All 
Sec. 16. Prntrnctcd, All 
Sec 17. Protrach:d , All 
Sec. 18. Protracted. All 

L._09 N., R. 10 W., S.M. 
Sec. 10. Protracted. All 
Sec. I 5, Protractcc.L A II 

T. 09 :'s .. il If W. S.M 
Sec, 21. Protracted. All 
Sec. 28. Protr,1ctc<l. All 
Sec 3.3. Prntractcd. All 

5 .736 

5.728 

1,28(} 

1,920 

Kitchen Lights Unit. w ith I3locks, Ex hi bit A (Re,·. 3/05112) 

12.50% 

12.50% 

12.50% 

1250% 

E,copeta Oil or /\la,ka. I.LC 
.'\ . l. Bc1Ty 
Danny S Oayi, 
T Jylnr \~ mcrab. Ll.C' 
Thu WTF Distrihut1011 Tru~t 
Ovcmd,ng Royalty lntcrcsts 

Escnpcta Oil of Aiaska. LLC 
A l. B~rry 
Danny S Davis 
Taylor M ineral~. LLC' 
1ht WTT' Distribution Tru$\ 
Ovcm<ling Royalty Interests 

bcopcta 0,1 nl Alask.i. LL(' 
A. L. Berry 
Danny S. D:t\·is 
Taylor Mincrnl~. LLC 
Thf WTF Di-;trihlltinn Trust 
O,crriding Royall)• lmcrcsts 

Escnpct:.1 Oi l of Alaska, I.LC 
A L Berry 
Danny S Da, is 
Tayk,r Minerals. LLC 
The WT!-' Distribu1 ,on Trust 
dvcmding Royalty lntcrcsls 

77.50000% 
7.8750()% 
6.87500% 
5.25000"/4, 
2.50000% 
0.00000% 

77.50()()0% 
7.87500% 
6.87500% 
5.25000~. 
2.50000% 
0.00000% 

77.500()(\% 
7 87500°/i, 
6.87500% 

5.25000% 
2.50000¾ 
0 .00000°;., 

77 .50000% 
7 87500% 
6.87500% 
5 25000% 
2.50000% 
0.00000% 

ss . ' 25010% 
! 5.< 06250% 

5. · 56250% 
I 3.J :>-7500% 
' r.: 1sooo% 
· 12 , <J9tJ90% 

'58. i 25010% 
5 06250% 
5. 5(l25ll% 
3. 375()0% 

1 I 75000% , I jl2 . . 99990% 

I 
1 58 . 25000% 
i 5.1 06250% 

5. 56250% 

~:,;~~~;;~: 
12., 00000% 

I 
: 58. 25000% 

5. nc,2smo 
i 5. 56250% 
l .' I .'75()0% 
i I. I 7500()% 

12 .()[1()()0% 
! 
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TRACT NO. LEASE NO. LEGAL DESCRIPTION ACRES ROYALTY LESSEES OF RECORD WORKING INTEREST NRI 

22 ADL-389926 T. 09 N. R. ll W. S.M. 5.7(,0 12 50% Escopcla Oil of Ala~ka. LLC 77.5000()% 58.125000% 
Sec. 22. l'rotractcd. All A. L. Berry 7.87500% S ')06250% 
Sec. 23 . Protrac ted, All Danny S. Davis 6 .87500% 5156250% 
Sec. 24. PrC1tracted, All Taylor Minerals. LL(' 5.25000% 3.9,7500% 

Sec. 25. Protracted. All The WTF Di<trihution Trust 2.50000% 1.875000% 
Sec. 26 , Pwtrnc tcd, All Overriding R0yalty Interests 0 .00000% 12 500000% 
Sec. 27, Protracted . All 
Sec . 34. Protrac.:tccl, All 
Sec. 35, Protracted. All 
Sc~. 36. Protracted. All 

23 ADL-3\I054ll L.QCJ N, R. 10 W. s~ ,yn 12.50% Escopcta Oil of Ala:(ka. LLC 77.50000% 58 .125000'% 

Sec. 19. Protractc~l. All A. L. Berry 7.87500% 5.906250'1/o 

Sec. 20. Protracted. All Danny S. o~, i~ 6.87500% 5. 156250".1, 

Sec. 2 I. Protracted. All Taylor Mineral~. LLC 5.25000% 3. \137500% 

Sec. 29. Protracted. All ·n1e WTF Distrihutron Trnsl 2.50000% I ~75000% 

Sec. 30, Protracted, All Overriding Royalty lntcrl'St~ 0.00000°1,, 12 500000% 

28 ADL-389915 T. Oli N. R. 11 y\1 ., S.M. c,:;4 12 .50% Escopetu Oil or Alaska. LL(' 77.50000% 58 .125000% 

Sec. 04, Protracted, All A. L. BCTT) 7 .87500% 5.90(1250°,, 
Danny .S. Da, is 6.87500% 5.156250% 
Taylor Minerals, Ll .C' 5.25000% 3.937500% 
The WTf' Distribution Trust 2.50000% 1.875000% 
Overrid ing Royalty \nlcres1s 0.00000% 12.500000% 

29 ADL-389914 T. 08 N., R. 11 W., S.M. 6'.\4 1251)% Escopcta Oil of 1\ la~ka. LL(' 77.50000% 58.125000% 

Sec. 03, Protracted. All A. L Br.:1Ty 7 87500% 5.906250% 
Danny S. Davis (, 87500% 5.15(,250% 

Taylor Mineral,. LLC 5 25000% 3.937500% 
The WTF Di5tribution Trust 2.50000% 1.875000% 
Overmling Royalty lntcrc~ts ().(10000% 12 5(10000% 

TOT AL CENTRAL BLOCK ACRES: 24,885 (29 .840276% of Unit Arca) 

Kitd1en Light~ l ;nit . w1lh Blocks. Exhibit A (Rev. 3;05 112) Page 5 of8 



-
KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT, SOUTHWEST BLOCK 

TRACT NO. LEASE NO. 

II ADL-390554 

14 ADL-38918') 

15 ADL-389924 

19 ADL-389191 

20 ADL-389191) 

LF.GAL DESCRIPTION 

1, 10 !\. R. 11 W ., __ S.,}1 
Sec. 29, Protracted. All 
Sec. 30, Protrm:tccl. All 
Sec. 3 l . Protr <1ctecl. A 11 
Sec . .l2. Pro1rJctcd. All 

T. 01J 'LR. 12 W._, S.M. 
Sec. n I. Pwtraclcd. All 
Sec. l l. Prom:ictcd. All 
Sec. 12. Protracted. All 

L09N,.~ S.M. 
Sec OS. Pn,tra.:tcd. All 
Sec. 06. P rotrnctcd . . A 11 
Sec. 07. Protracted. A.II 
Sec, 08, Protracted. ,\II 

Sec. 09. Prntractcd. All 
Sec. 16. Protracted. Al I 
Sec. 17. Pmtrncred. A 11 
Sec. 18. Pn,trnctcd .. '-II 

T 09 N. R. 12 W. $. M, 
Sec. 15. l'rotrnctcd . All 
Sec. 21. Protracted. All 
Sec. 22. Protrm.tcd. All 

T. 09 N~2 V(, S.M. 
Sec. 13. Pwtractcd, Ail 
Sec. 14, ProtrJctcd. All 
Sec. 23, Protracted. All 
Sec. 24. Protracted. All 

ACRES ROYALTY 

2.536 l'.!.50% 

1.920 12 50% 

5.020 12.50% 

1,920 12.50% 

2.560 12 so·~ 

Kitchen Lights Unit. with Blocks. Exh1hit A (Rev. Y05/l2) 

LESSEES OF RECORD 

E,copcrn Oil of Alaska. LLC' 
,\ I. Berry 
Danny S. Davis 
Tay(or '.vlincrnls. LLC 
The WTF Distribution Trust 
O,crrnling Royalty Interest., 

E,.:npcta Oil of Ala~ka. LLC 
A. L Berry 
Danny S. Davis 
Taylor Mineral~. LL(' 
The WTF Distribution Trust 
O,crrid ing RoyJ]ty lntc.:rc~ts 

Escopcta Oil of Alaska. LLC 
A L. Berry 
Danny S. Davis 
·1 ,wlnr l\.1incrab. LLC 
TIH: WTF Di-stribution Trust 
O, cniding RQ) alty fntcrc$ls 

E,c,>pcta Oil <1f Alaska .. LLC 
A . L. Berry 
Dunny S. D:ivis 
Tay!orMincrnls. I.LC 
The WTF Di,-trihmion Trust 
O, ernding Royal ty lntcrc~ts 

Esc,>pcw Oil of Alaska .. LLC 
A. L !3erry 
Danny S. Da"is 
rayior 'Vlincral~. LLC 
The \>vTF Distribution Trust 
(h crriding Roya It~ I ntcrcsts 

WORKING INTEREST 
! : 

NRI 

77.50000% 
7.87500% 
6.87500¾ 
5.2.5000% 
2.50000% 
0()()00()% 

77 .50000% 
7)17500% 
6.1nsoo0,, 

5.25000% 
2.50000% 
U.00000% 

77.50001)% 
7 87500% 
6.X7 50tl% 
5.25000% 
2.50000% 
0.00000% 

77.50()00% 
7 87500% 
6.87500% 
5 .251l00% 
2.50000% 
0.00000% 

n .soooon ... 
7.ll75oo•i,;, 
6 .87500% 
5 25000°-!o 
2.500(1()", .. 
(1.00000% 
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September 25, 2013 

VIA HAND DELIVERY 
VIA EMAIL: kyle.smith@a.laska.gov 

Kyle Smith 
Petroleum Land Manager 
State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources 
Division of Oil and Gas 
550 W. 7th Ave., Suite 1100 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

Re: Amendment to Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration for 2013 

Dear Kyle: 

J:iliO:llJt'iJID' 
SEP 3 0 2013 .. ~ 

DIVISION OF W ~ 
OIL AND OAS 1 ~ 

Furie Operating Alaska, LLC (Furie), as operator of the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU), hereby proposes to 
amend the KLU plan of exploration (POE) for 2013 pursuant to 11 AAC 83.34l(e). As discussed below, 
Furie is proposing to amend the POE in regard to the depth of the KLU #4 well in the interest of safety 
and responsible drilling practices. 

A brief discussion of the 2013 drilling program will provide some context for this requ_est. For the 2013 
drilling season, the Spartan 151 jack-up rig was mobilized on April 19, 2013 back to the KLU. The 
KLU#3 well was spudded near the KLU#l well site to delineate the reservoir for the KLU #1 and 2A 
wells and to prove those sands. Furie drilled to a depth of 10,939' MD and 10,391' TVD, which 
penetrated the top of the Tyonek formation and conducted a flow test for gas in the interest of ultimately 
bringing the well into production. Accordingly , Furie met its work commitments in regard to the KLU #3 
well. 

The POE also requires Furie to drill another exploration well in 2013, and once the KLU #3 flow test was 
complete, Furie mobilized the rig to the KLU #4 site on August 11, 2013 in the North Exploration block 
to drill that exploration welJ. The rate of penetration in KLU #4 was very slow and down hole conditions 
including erosion, swelling clays and sloughing coals gave rise to operational concerns. Furie took alJ 
reasonable precautions and time needed to avoid well kicks and operational issues, which would have 
further delayed operations. In the interest of safety and preserving the integrity of the well, Furie ceased 
drilling at 9,200' MD and 8,673' TVD, and set 13 3/8" casing. Furie had anticipated penetrating the 
'ryonek formation at around 10,000 feet MD in this area and set 13 3/8" casing, however the well bore 
and formation properties were such that it was necessary to set casing shallower at 9,200' MD. 
Accordingly, Furie is likely several hundred feet shy of penetrating the Tyonek formation top as required 
by the POE. 

r!VLr'-7' 7 t;.Alfl ,_ 1 o ____ _ 
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Given that weather conditions can deteriorate rapidly in Cook Inlet late in the season, in the interest of 
safety, Furie anticipates demobilizing from the KLU #4 site in early October of 2013. Furie cannot safely 
drill to the next casing point in the time remaining. However, because Furie has cased the well at the 13 
3/8" casing point, the well is secure and Furie plans to re-enter the well in 2014 and drill to around 
19,946' MD and 18,500' TVD, well past the Tyonek top. Thus, the depth requirement will ultimately be 
surpassed and DNR will be provided valuable well data. 

Furie recognizes its obligations as a safe and responsible operator and given lessons learned from down 
hole conditions in the KLU #4 and other wells, as well as the extreme tides in Cook Inlet and potentially 
severe weather towards the end of the drilling season, Furie would like to demobilize in early October as 
planned. Although the depth of the Tyonek formation top is not exactly certain, Furie will not sacrifice 
safe and responsible operations for the sake of meeting that POE work commitment. Accordingly, Furie 
proposes to amend the POE to allow the KLU #4 well to be drilled to 9,200' MD/ 8,673' TVD, the 13 
3/8" casing point, for the 2013 season. 

We anticipate being in frequent contact with DNR as Furie's exploration and development program 
proceeds. 

Please contact me at (713) 261-0433 or Jon Iversen at (907) 263-8420 if you have questions or need 
additional information. 

Best regards, 

Damon Kade 
President 

ID29 W. 3RD AVENUE, SUITE 500 I ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501 J OFFICE: 907-277-3726 FAX: 907-277-2796 



THE STATE 

01ALASKA 
GOVERNOR SEAN PARNELL 

January 22, 2014 

Damon Kade, President 
Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 
1029 W. 3rd A venue, Suite 500 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

Department of Natural Resources 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

Division of Oil & Gas 
Anchorage Office 

550 W. 7th Avenue Suite 1100 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501-3560 

Main: 907.269.8800 
Fax: 907.269.8939 

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Re: Amendment to Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration for 2013 

Dear Mr. Kade, 

On September 25, 2013, Fmie Operating Alaska, LLC (Furie) requested by letter an amendment to 
the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) Plan of Exploration (POE) for its 2013 drilling requirements. 
Furie requests the Division deem the drilled depth of 9,200' MD for the KLU #4 well as adequate 
to satisfy the 2013 POE commitment to drill "to a depth sufficient to penetrate the Tyonek 
Formation top." 

The 2013 drilling commitments for the KLU POE required Furie to drill, evaluate, and test a new 
well to delineate the KLU #1 well and drill one exploration well in an undrilled exploration block 
ofFurie's choosing. Failure to drill both wells to the top of the Tyonek formation by November 30, 
2013 would result in Furie contracting an undrilled exploration block of their choice. Furie drilled 
and tested the KLU #3 to a sufficient depth (10,393' MD), thereby satisfying the 2013 POE 
requirement for the first well. Furie then proceeded to drill the KLU #4 in the previously undrilled 
North exploration block beginning in July 2013. 

The KLU #4 well was drilled to 9,200' MD where 13 3/8" casing was set. Furie anticipated 
penetrating the top of the Tyonek formation at approximately 10,000' MD after setting the 13 3/8" 
casing. However, wellbore and formation properties required casing be set shallower which left 
Furie hundreds of feet short of the required depth to comply with the POE. In the interest of safety, 
Furie elected to suspend drilling on the KLU #4 and began demobilizing the jack-up rig without 
penetrating the top of Tyonek formation. 

The Division finds that the request is advisable to protect the public interest under 11 AAC 83.303 
and approves the amendment to the POE to allow the KLU #4 well to be drilled to 9,200' MD/ 
8,673' TVD for the 2013 drilling season. It is the public interest to approve Furie's POE 
amendment proposal for the KLU #4 well to prevent unnecessary drilling and protect the integrity 
of the well and formations. Furie plans to return to drill the KLU #4 to its planned total depth in 
early 2014. Furie has met the intent of the drilling obligation, and no exploration block will 
contract. The failure to meet the drilling depth requirement for the KLU #4 well will not result in 
contraction of a KLU exploration block as set forth in the current 2012-2015 KLU POE. 



KLU 2013 POE amendment 
January 22, 2014 

Page 2 of2 

A person affected by this decision may appeal it, in accordance with 11 AAC 02. Any appeal must 
be received within 20 calendar days after the date of "issuance" of this decision, as defined in 11 
AAC 02.040 (c) and (d), and may be mailed or delivered to Joe Balash, Commissioner, DNR, 550 

=-==~=W:.;.:.· - 7~t1_1 ~A~v::e:!:n~u~e,~ S~u~it~e~l 4~0~0~, ~A~nc~h~o~r~ag~e~,~A~las~k~a~ 9~9~5~0~1,.,,.: ~f:~c1.X~e~d~ to~ l.i,.;-;,<;2[g?,1..:,-:;.;2~6~9;;i.-8/d9e,l,J,,M8a0a=, ~a!e!er=s~e...,_py.,,,L,.Jh.yy~~=- _____ _ 
- electronic mail to dnr.appeals@aJaska.gov. This decision takes effect immediate}~ __ An eligible 
---person must first appeanEis decision in accordance-with 11 AAC 02 bef~re -appealing this decision 

to Superior Court. A copy of 11 AAC 02 may be obtained from any regional information office of 
the Department of Natural Resources. 

If you have questions regarding this decision, please contact Kyle Smith with the Division at (907) 
269-8807 or via email at kyle.smith@aJaska.gov. 

Sincerely, 

W.C. Barron 

Director 

cc: DOL 
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e? FURIE 
W-r Operating Alaska LLC 

December 21, 2013 

Via: Email to kyle.smith@alaska.gov 
Express Mail 

Kyle Smith 
Petroleum Land Manager 
State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources 
550 W. 7th Avenue, Suite 100 
Anchorage, AK 99501-3560 

1i?.ICJI HY11 ]]) 

DEC 2 3 2013 
o,v,s,oN OF 
OIL AND GAS 

Re: Kitchen Lights Unit - Sanctioning of Corsair Development Project 

Dear Kyle: 

Furie Operating Alaska, LLC (Furie), as operator of the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU), is pleased to 
submit this documentation evidencing that the working interest owners have sanctioned a Corsair 
block development project and approved an Authorization for Expenditure for the project. 

In addition, Furie has executed contracts for engineering, construction, and installation of the 
project. 

This letter and the attachment are intended to satisfy the POE obligation to sanction a Corsair 
block development project on or before December 31 , 2013. 

Please contact me at (713) 261-0433 or Ramona Monroe at (907) 263-8445 if you have questions 
or need additional information. 

Best regards, 

2--~ 
Damon Kade 
President 
Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 

CC: 
Bruce Webb, Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 
Tony Nunes, Cogan & Partners, LLP 
Ramona Monroe, Stoel Rives, LLP 
Jon Iverson, Stoel Rives, LLP 
Temple Davidson, State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources 

1029 W. 3rd Avenue, Suite 500 I Anchorage, Alaska 99501 I Office: 907-277-3726 Fax: 907-277-3796 



e2 FURIE 
Operating Alaska LLC 

Attached: 
Simet-i0ning 0f-Gm-sair- -Bl0ek Devel0pment·P1oject · 

1029 W. 3rd Avenue, Suite S00 I Anchorage, Alaska 99501 I Office: 907-277-3726 Fax: 907-277-3796 



e~ FURIE 
Operating Alaska LLC 

December 18, 2013 

To: Kitchen Lights Unit Working Interest Owners 

Re: Sanct~oning of Corsair Block Development Project 

Pursuant to the Kitchen Lights Unit ("KLU") Operating Agreement, Furie Operating Alaska, 
LLC as the KLU Unit Operator requested that you sanction the KLU Corsair Block development 
project and approve the Authorization for Expenditure ("AFE") # l 2-008. Furie acknowledges 
receipt of the approved AFE under separate cover, as well as your commitment to sanction the 
KLU Corsair Block development project. 

On Feiruary 22, 2013, the Alaska Department of Natural Resources issued a decision approving 
the amendment of the_ Plan of Exploration ("POE") for the Kitchen Lights Unit ("KLU"). As 
part of that decisjon, the KLU working interest owners committed to sanction a Corsair Block 
development project by December 31, 2013 or contract an undrilled exploration block from the 
KLU. Under the POE, sanctioning includes approval of an AFB for the project. This letter is 
intended to satisfy these POE obligations and evidence the sanctioning the KLU Corsair Block 
development project and the approval the KLU Corsair Block development AFE. 

Please execute this letter in the space provided below to indicate your approval and sanctioning 
of the Corsair Block development project, including the AFE #12-008 which was approved and 
delivered to Furic under separate cover. Furie requests the return a fully executed copy of this 
Jetter. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Webb 
Vice President 

100 Enterprise Avenue I League City,TX j 77573 
OFFICE: 281 -957-9812 I fAX: 281 -957-9156 

[sig11at11res 011 next page] 

1029 W. 3 rd Avenue, Suite 500 I Anchorage, AK j 99501 
OFFICE: 907-277-3726 I fAX: 907-277-3796 



Cornucopia Oil & Gas Company, LLC 

By: _____::D~J:Il:::{L_==· =----
Damon Kade, President 

Approved this 18th 4iay of December, 2013. 

Taylor ii.LC 
By: -1-..:.i,,,::'4,"V--L-,L------+-,~"'-+--4:,..,--=--

Approved this 181h day of December, 2013. 

Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 

By: 
Damon Kade, President 

100 Enterprise Avenue I League City, TX I 77573 
OFFICE: 281-957-9812 I fAX: 281-957-9156 

Danny s. Davis, individual 

By Q$J 
Dannys.is 

Approved this 18th day of December, 2013. 

A. Lawrence Beny, individual 

By: vt /£ 
A. Lawrence Berr 

1.029 W. 3,d Avenue, Suite 500 I Anchorage, AK I 99501 
OFFICE: 907-277-3726 I fAX: 907-277-3796 
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1. OBJECTIVE 

This Second Plan of Development for the Kitchen Lights Unit is submitted by Furie Operating 
Alaska, LLC (Furie) as Operator on behalf of itself and the other working interest owners to the 
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) pursuant to Article 8 of the Kitchen Unit Agreement 
and I I AAC 83 .343. The Initial Plan of Development called for the following activities in 20 I 4: 

• a monopod-design platform installed between the existing Tyonek platform and Nikiski; 
• a marine gathering line approximately 16 miles in length which will extend from the 

platform south to an onshore facility; 
• an onshore production facility that provides separation and compression; and 
• a tie-in pipeline approximately 800 feet in length extending from the onshore production 

facility to the Cook Inlet Gas Gathering System (CIGGS) pipeline located to the west of 
the onshore facility. 

Although construction of these facilities commenced in 2014, installation was not completed and 
will continue in 20 l 5. The objective of this Second Plan of Development is to produce natural 
gas from the Sterling and Beluga formations and deliver marketable gas to purchasers . 

2. EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES AND RESERVOIR CHARACTERISTICS 

The Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) was fanned in 2009 by combining the former Kitchen Unit with 
the Corsair Unit, the proposed Corsair expansion leases, and the proposed Northern Lights Unit. 
The KLU comprises approximately 83,394 acres, including 30 leases, and encompasses multiple 
prospects. 

In 2011, Furie brought a jack-up rig to Cook Inlet and began drilling the first KLU well. That 
same year, Furie applied for an extension of the unit agreement that was approved together with 
a detailed four-year Plan of Exploration (POE) covering the years 2012 to 2015. The POE 
divides the unit into four exploration blocks: the North block, the Corsair block, the Central 
block, and the Southwest block, and includes specific annual drilling commitments and 
contraction of the unit if these commitments are not satisfied. The POE has been amended with 
each drilling season to reflect the additional knowledge Furie has gained from its exploration 
activities . 

Pursuant to the POE, in 2012, Furie reentered, drilled, and evaluated the KLU #I well to the 
target depth, and drilled both a second well (KLU #2) and a sidetrack from the second well 
(KLU #2A) in the Corsair block. In 2013, Furie drilled and completed the KLU #3 well with 
mini-frac packs in two Sterling zones and two Beluga zones within the Corsair block . An 
extended four-point flow test of the KLU #3 well was successfully perfom1ed and a total of 
15 .83 million cubic feet of natural gas was produced, confinning a commercial gas discovery. 

The geologic fomrntions containing the previously undiscovered pools are the Sterling and the 
Beluga. Multiple pools within the Sterling and Beluga formations were identified by initial well 
logs as being productive. Of the multiple pools identified, 28 had MDT log evaluations and six 
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have been flow tested to date. Gas samples contained 99% methane . One or more of the tested 
horizons may be shown to be in communication with other horizons within the same formation. 

Flirie co11tinuca its exploiafion ·drilling iii 20 l J by clrilling Hie K[U #4 well ff1 the~Nortli 61ocl<. . 
This well was suspended forre-entry. In 2014, Furie drilled the KLU #5 well in the Central 
block, which was a dry hole . 

3. LONG RANGE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 

3.1 Facilities 

Furie plans to continue the development concept set forth in the Initial POD for installation of a 
new production platfonn in Cook Inlet, to be developed as a well test facility, with natural gas 
and well fluids transported via a 16 mile pipeline to an onshore production facility . The platfonn 
will operate as a well test facility with separation and conditioning occurring at the onshore 
production facility . The platfonn will support a maximum of six development wells . Initially, 
gas will be produced from the existing KLU #3 well and additional wells will be strategically 
drilled and completed to maximi ze recovery from the rcservoir(s) . The surface location of these 
facilities is shown in Attachment A to the Initial Plan of Development (and also attached to this 
Second POD for convenience) and remains unchanged . Support services will be provided by 
vessels from local ports and air transportation . 

3. I. I Production Platform 

The monopod-style platform will consist of three prima1y decks, as shown in Attachment B to 
the Initial Plan of Development (also attached to this 2nd POD). The production deck is 
completely enclosed at approximately 62 feet above mean sea level (ams!) and will house all 
production equipment. The main deck , at an elevation of approximately 82 feet ams!, will 
suppo1t the platform rig, the emergency generator, and the heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning (HV AC) units . The helideck will be at an elevation of approximately 100 feet ams! 
and will sit atop the two-story crew quarters . 

The platform has been constructed offsite and shipped to Alaska via barge. Because the platform 
was not installed in 2014, it has been shipped to Seattle for over-wintering and will return to 
Cook Inlet early in the 2015 construction season. The platform base will be installed using a pre
installed template to stab over the KLU #3 well. Furie will tieback the well to the platform such 
that the KLU #3 will become the first production well. Eight support piles will be driven 120 
feet into the floor of the inlet to secure the platform. Once secure, the decks and equipment will 
be installed on the monopod and all connections and piping will be completed . 

All natural gas well production operations will be managed remotely from the Company's 
onshore facility in N ikiski, AK. During drilling operations using the Spartan 151 jack-up rig and 
during well preparation, completion, or workovers, the platform will be manned with a crew of 
up to 28 members. At other times, during production or general maintenance of the offshore 
facilities, a smaller crew will be housed on the platform . 
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The well flowlines will flow into a manifold which will divert one flowline into a Test Header 
dedicated for Well Test and send other flowlines to the production header and the onshore 
production facility. At least one well will remain on test at all times to provide a utility gas 
source to the platform. The Test Separator will provide a measurement for condensate, produced 
water and gas as each well is periodically put under test. The measured fluids will recombine 
downstream of the Test Separator and be introduced into the pipeline. 

3. 1.2 Marine Gathering Pipelines 

Furie has obtained pennits for two 10-inch diameter subsea gathering pipelines but current plans 
are to install only one pipeline in 20 I 5. The pipeline has been constructed of high-yield
strength 0.625-inch steel and coated with fusion-bonded epoxy to prevent external corrosion. A 
concrete coating has been applied to weight the pipeline to the sea floor. Sacrificial anodes will 
be used as a secondary corrosion prevention measure. 

The pipeline will lie on the sea floor from the platform to a location seaward of the intertidal 
zone at which point the pipel ine will be buried. A pre-drilled corridor has been created using 
horizontal directional drilling from the onshore facility site and under an existing bluff between 
the Furie property and Cook Inlet. The underground section of the pipeline will be installed by 
pulling the pipe through the pre-drilled corridor in 20 I 5 . 

Leak detection will occur through check meters at either end of the pipeline. The volume, 
pressure, and temperature of throughput will be measured on the platform and again onshore, 
before separation . Comparison of these measurements and analysis of changes will allow Furie 
to detect a possible leak in the system. Smart pigs will also be used on a periodic basis to assess 
pipeline conditions. 

3.1.3 Onshore Production Facility 

The onshore production facility , shown in Attachment C to the Initial POD (also attached to this 
2nd POD), will provide separation and dehydration of produced gas. The facility will have 
dedicated line heaters to raise the gas temperature as needed for glycol dehydration . After 
heating, the gas stream will enter a 2-phasc separator to dampen the liquid slugging prior to 
entering the 3-phase separator. If needed, the gas will then be sent to a cotnpressor before 
entering the glycol/gas dehydration system, from which it will be metered and transported to a 
delivery point. An 800-foot tie-in pipeline will be constructed between the onshore production 
facility and CIGGS as one potential means of delivering natural gas. 

The liquid dumps from the separators will be sent to hydrocyclones and the condensate coalescer 
for removing produced water and hydrocarbon condensate . After separation, produced water 
will be stored in an onsite storage tank and periodically transported by truck for off site disposal. 
Hydrocarbon condensate from the condensate coalescer will be metered and commingled with 
the conditioned gas. 

Construction of the onshore facility was begun in 2014 and will continue in 2015. 
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3.2 Reservoir Management 

The KCU #Tis a naturargas ff1scovcry weir. Numerous layers of pay were encounterca 111 the 
Sterling and Beluga fom1ations. "fhe proposed development is designed to efficiently exploit 
these pools by completing the wells at various intervals, generally working the hydrocarbon
bearing zones from deepest to shallowest. 

Based on well tests of three of the nineteen intervals evaluated to have significant hydrocarbon 
deposits, the initial well is anticipated to produce approximately 15-18 million cubic feet per day . 
If analyses indicate that the well will support increased flow rates, production may be increased . 
Initial production is expected to be dry gas . Gas samples taken during well testing were 
approximately 99% methane . Water content is expected to increase as the reservoir is produced. 

If well draw down occurs more quickly than expected, thus leading to pressure depleted 
reservoir(s), compression may be implemented. As each producing zone becomes depleted or 
uneconomic to produce, that zone will be isolated and another zone introduced into production . 

A corrosion coupon will be installed in the flow line fo r the purpose of monitoring possible 
corrosion to the well bore and flow line. If corrosion is detected, a chemical program may be 
implemented to protect the well bore and equipment from damage. 

3.3 Wells and Drilling 

Initial production is planned from the KLU #3 well (which will be renamed KLU #3A). The 
platform is designed to accommodate up to five additional wells, for a total of six wells. 
Additional wells, will be drilled as appropriate to maximize recovery from the reservoir. Well 
workovers will also be performed as appropriate during the life of the field . 

Wells will be drilled using a jack-up rig brought to the site for that purpose, and the p!atfonn will 
support a workover rig (platform rig) that may be used for well completions and maintenance. 
When needed, the workover rig (platform rig) will be transported to the platfom1 and installed 
using the platfonn crane, then removed after completion of the well work. 

Development wells will be directionally drilled to penetrate dc\'elopment prospects using 
conventional drilling techniques. The wells will be completed as results justify with single and 
dual completions with selectives . The Beluga and shallower formations will typically be 
completed with gravel packs. 

4. PROPOSED 2015 KLU DEVELOPMENT 

The platfom1 and pipeline installation, and completion of the onshore production facility, will 
occur in 2015 with production expected to commence during the 3rd quaiter 2015 . The planned 
installation and construction schedule is attached as Attachment D. Once installation and 
construction are complete, the existing KLU #3 well will be completed using the jack-up rig or 
the platform rig. A portion of the produced gas will be utilized on the platfom1 for production 
operations. 
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The marine gathering line will be installed by horizontal directional drilling (HDD) from the 
onshore site, past the intertidal zone and will lie on the seabed to the platform. The HDD pilot 
bore was successfully drilled in 20 I 4. Once the HDD process is completed, the pipe will be 
pulled through the hole. After installation of all components of the project, the systems will be 
tested and production will begin. 

5. PLANS FOR EXPLORATION OR DELINEATION OF LANDS OUTSIDE PA 

DNR has approved a POE for exploration of the KlU from 2012 thru 2015. Furie intends to 
continue to explore the KLU, consistent with this POE, as amended from time to time. 

5.1 Compliance with POE for 2014 

Furie has fulfilled its drilling requirement for 2014 with the drilling of the KLU #5 well. 

5.2 Request for Amendment of POE for 2015 

Furie intends to submit a separate request for amendment of the approved POE for 2015 and will 
continue to work with DNR to achieve safe and appropriate exploration of the KLU. 
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Phase One 

Phase Two 

Notes: 

KLU SECOND POD 
A TT A CHM ENT D 

Approximate Project Schedule 

Activity Approximate Completion Date 

Platform installation April 2015- July 2015 1 

Marine gathering pipeline installation April 2015 - · July 20151 

Onshore facility construction April 2014 - July 2015 1 

Development drilling and maintenance Ongoing after Facility Commissioning ' 

First gas production (capability) 3rd Quar1er 2015 

Activity will be conducted simultaneously with other activities specifie• for this time period 
'Activity will continue intermittently until the end of life for the reservoir 
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THE STATE 

01ALASKA 
G O\'ERJ\:OR BILL \h/AL KER 

December 22, 2014 

Bruce D. Webb, Sr. Vice President 
Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 
I 029 W. 3rd A venue, Suite 500 
Anchorage, AK 9950 I 

Department of i\atural Resources 
Oi\·ision of Oil & Gas 

Anchorage O:fice 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

550 W. 7'~ Avenue. Sui1e l i00 
Anchorage. A:osko 99501-3560 

Main: 907 .269.8800 
Fox 907.26'-i939 

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Re: Kitchen Lights Unit - Second Plan of Development - Approval 

Dear Mr. Webb: 

On November 3, 2014, Furie Operating :\laska, LLC (Furie) submitted its Second Plan of Development 
(POD) for the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) to the State of Alaska, Department of Natural Resources 
(DNR), Division of Oil and Gas (Division) . The Division notified Furie via email on November 5, 2014, 
that the POD application was complete. 

The KLU is a 83,394 acre, offshore unit separated into four exploration blocks (Corsair, North, Central, 
and Southwest). Furie's exploration activities in the KLU are set out separately as part of the 2012-2015 
KLU Plan of Exploration (POE) . Three exploration wells and a sidetrack well have been drilled in the 
Corsair block since Furie 's drilling in the unit began in 2011. The KLU POE for 20 I 5 proposes two more 
development wells lo be drilled and completed in the Corsair block_ In the 2014 POD, Furie proposed 
plans to install a platfom1, build onshore processing facilities, and outfit the platfom1 with a marine 
gathering line to bring production to shore by the fourth quarter of 2014 . The objective of the initial KLU 
POD was to produce natural gas from the Sterling and Beluga formations penetrated by the KLU #3 well. 

The 2015 KLU POD proposes the same plan as the 2014 POD with a new timeline due to delays 
encountered during the 2014 season_ Furie's proposed project schedule for the initial POD was not 
completed by the fourth quarter of 2014 as anticipated. The monopod-style platform, was constructed off
site and barged to the KLU #3 well site, but not installed due to contractor delays, late arrival of a heavy 
lift ship capable of installing the platfonn, and other difficulties. The platform has been shipped to Seattle 
for over-wintering and will return in early 2015. The proposed marine gathering line was not installed and 
completed in September 2014 as planned . The gathering line will connect to the onshore production 
facility, which will include separation and dehydration capabilities and Furie now projects it will be 
completed in 2015. Once installation of the facilities and pipelines are completed, the KLU #3 well will 
be completed and tied in to the platform with first production now scheduled for late 2015. The long-term 
development plans for the KLU platform include up to six development wells at the Corsair block , No 
development activities were proposed in the POD for the other exploration blocks. Exploration activities 
for KLU will continue to be set forth in the 2012-2015 KLU POE which will be separately submitted and 
adjudicated. 

When considering a POD, the Di\'ision must consider whether the POD is necessary or advisable to 
protect the public interest. 11 AAC 83.303(a) . The Division will approve a POD upon a finding that it 
will (I) promote conservation of all natural resources, including all or part of an oil or gas pool, field, or 
like area; (2) promote the prevention of economic and physical waste; and (3) provide for the protection 
of all panies of interest including the state . Id. In evaluating conservation, prevention of waste, and the 
parties ' interest, the Division will consider (I) the en\'ironmental costs and benefits of unitized 
exploration or development; (2) the geological and engineering characteristics of the potential 
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hydrocarbon accumulation or reservoir proposed for unitization; (3) prior exploration activities in the 
proposed unit area; ( 4) the applicant's plans for exploration or development of the unit area; (5) the 
economic costs and benefits mhe·state, and t6, any othenelevant factors, rnclud1ng measures to mitigate 
impacts .. identified above, the commissioner determines necessary or advisable to protect the public -- ·· -- -
interest. 11 AAC 83 303(b). 

The POD proposes to achieve first gas production in KLU by late 2015. The use of a platform to produce 
gas from the Corsair block allows gas resources, unreachable from onshore, to be produced. The platform 
maximizes economic benefits to the state through royalty payments for produced gas. While 
environmental costs and conservation of the natural resources are a concern with newly-proposed oil and 
gas platfonns, many precautions are taken and extensive pennitting and compliance work is conducted 
under separate approvals to promote conservation of all natural resources and mitigate potential impacts . 
The KLU platform and Furie's jack-up rig provide the state with an effective means to evaluate and 
produce more gas resources while promoting prevention of physical waste. 

The Division has considered the 11 AAC 83.303(b) factors and (a) criteria and analyzed the developmen~ 
impacts. Based on the analysis of the 11 AAC 83.303(b) factors for the development work proposed here, 
the Division finds that the POD protects the public interest, promotes conservation, prevents waste, and 
protects the parties· interests. The POD is approved for one year effective January 5, 2015 . The 3rd POD 
is due to the Division 90 days before the expiration of the 2nd POD, on or before October 7, 2015. 

A person affected by this decision may appeal it, in accordance with 11 AAC 02 . Any appeal must be 
received within 20 calendar days after the date of "issuance" of this decision, as defined in 11 AAC 
02.040 (c) and (d), and may be mailed or delivered to Marty Rutherford, Acting Commissioner, 
Department of Natural Resources, 550 W. 7th Avenue, Suite 1400, Anchorage, AK 99501; faxed to l -
907-269-8918, or sent by electronic mail to dnr.appeals(cv,alaska.1:wv. This decision immediately takes 
effect. An eligible person must first appeal this decision in accordance with 11 AAC 02 before appealing 
this decision to Superior Comt. A copy of 11 AAC 02 may be obtained from any regional information 
office of the Department of Natural Resources . 

If you have questions regarding this decision, please contact Kathleen King with the Division at (907) 
269-88 I 3 or via email at kathleen.king@alaska .gov . 

Sincerely,~ 

~ 
W.C. Barron 
Director 

cc : DOL 
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THE STATE 

01ALASKA 
Departrnent of Natural Resources 

Division of Oil & Gas 
Anchorage Office 

GOVERNOR BfLL WALKER 

550 W. 71h Avenue, Suite 1100 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501-3560 

Main: 907.269.8800 
Fax: 907.269.8939 

December 16, 2015 

Ramona L. Monroe 
Stoel Rives LLP 
510 L Street, Suite 500 
Anchorage, AK 99501-1959 

CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Re: Kitchen Lights Unit- 3rd Plan of Development-Approved 

Dear Ms. Monroe: 

The State of Alaska, Department of Natural Resources, Division of Oil and Gas (Division) 
approved the Amended Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration (KLU POE) for 2015 on 
September 24, 2015. That decision approved the deferral of a Corsair Block two development well 
commitment from 2015 to 2016 and established that the commitment would be included in the 
plan of development. On October 7, 2015, KLU Operator Furie Operating Alaska, LLC (Furie) 
timely submitted the Third Plan of Development (3 rd KLU POD) for the KLU. The 3rd KLU POD 
proposes amending the two well commitment approved in the KLU POE. Instead of drilling and 
evaluating two development wells in the Corsair Block during the 3rd KLU POD, Furie proposes 
to drill and complete one of those development wells, and instead re-enter the KLU#4 to acquire 
logs and data for evaluation. In subsequent discussions with the Division, Furie and the Division 
agreed to remove those proposed changes. This decision approves the revised 3rd KLU POD with 
additional conditions. 

The KLU consists of 30 state leases and 83,394 acres. The unit is divided into four exploration 
blocks; North, Corsair, Southwest, and Central. The KLU is located in the middle of the Cook 
Inlet, and the north unit boundary is just south of the Village ofTyonek. There are several working 
interest owners in the unit, including Cornucopia Oil and Gas, which is the largest working interest 
owner, and Furie as the Operator. In 2012, with an announcement of discovery of significant 
hydrocarbon deposits, Escopeta Oil and Gas changed its name to Furie. Furie proposed plans under 
the 1st KLU POD to install a platform, marine gathering line, and onshore processing facilities. 
The platform is designed to handle up to six wells. The processing facilities are designed to handle 
up to 200 million cubic feet per day (MMCFPD). Furie commenced production in late November 
2015. Furie expects the initial production rate from the KLU to be 15 to 18 MMCFPD. 

Furie encountered delays in its proposed project schedule under the 1st KLU POD, which covered 
activities during 2014. Installation of the monopod-style platform, which was constructed off-site 
and barged to the KLU #3 well site, was delayed due to late arrival of a heavy lift ship, among 
other difficulties. The 2nd KLU POD, covering 2015, proposed the same work but on a revised 
timeline. 

)_cl= __ 
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During 2015 development activities included the installation of the monopod-design platform, 
marine gathering line, onshore facility including separation and compression facilities, the tie-back 
of tlie- K:LU- #3 well, aml connection to ffie Cool( Inter Gas Gaffienng System, ena6hng 
commencement of production in late November. Exploration activities included the compietron---- -
of a unit wide 3D seismic survey. 

The revised 3rd KLU POD, covering 2016, commits to delivery of a jack-up rig to Alaska waters, 
on or before May 15, 2016, the drilling of two development wells in the Corsair Block, and 
acquiring the logs and data necessary to properly evaluate the two new wells, and by December 
31, 2016, completing one of the wells. 

Additionally, the Division proposed modifications to the 3rd KLU POD during discussions with 
Furie, which were accepted and are detailed below as commitments under the 3rd KLU POD. 

1. Within 60 days of the date of this decision, Furie will provide the Division with a 
revised Exhibit A to its unit agreement. The exhibit must include the names of overriding 
royalty interest holders for each unit lease and the percentage ofroyalty held. 
2. By September 1, 2016, Furie will complete seismic interpretation for the entire unit 
and provide bottom-hole locations for exploration and development wells. The bottom
hole locations must be based on geologic and geophysical data. 
3. As stated in the POD, a jack-up rig is under contract and expected to arrive in Cook 
Inlet before May 15, 2016. The rig will be used to drill the development wells. Within 30 
days of the date of this letter, Furie will provide the Division with evidence that Furie has 

) secured the use and contracted the delivery of the jack-up rig. 

When considering a POD, the Division must consider whether the POD is necessary or advisable 
to protect the public interest. 11 AAC 83 .303(a). The Division will approve a POD upon a finding 
that it will (I) promote conservation of all natural resources, including all or part of an oil or gas 
pool, field, or like area; (2) promote the prevention of economic and physical \.vaste; and (3) 
provide for the protection of all parties of interest including the state. Id. In evaluating 
conservation, prevention of waste, and the parties' interest, the Division will consider (I) the 
environmental costs and benefits of unitized exploration or development; (2) the geological and 
engineering characteristics of the potential hydrocarbon accumulation or reservoir proposed for 
unitization; (3) prior exploration activities in the proposed unit area; ( 4) the appiicant' s plans for 
exploration or development of the unit area; (5) the economic costs and benefits to the state; and 
(6) any other relevant factors, including measures to mitigate impacts identified above, the 
commissioner determines necessary or advisable to protect the public interest. 11 AAC 83 .303(b ). 

Furie achieved first gas production from the KLU in November 2015. The use of a platform from 
the Corsair block allows offshore gas resources to be produced. The platform maximizes economic 
benefits to the state through royalty payments for produced gas. While environmental costs and 
conservation of natural resources are a potential concern with oil and gas platforms, extensive 
permitting and compliance work is conducted under separate approvals to promote conservation 
of all natural resources and mitigate potential impacts. The KLU platform and Furie 's jack-up rig 
provide the State with an effective means to evaluate and produce more gas resources while 
promoting prevention of physical waste. 

The Division has considered the 11 AAC 83.303(b) factors and (a) criteria and analyzed the 
development impacts . Based on the analysis of the 11 AAC 83 .303(b) factors for the de·~·~lo~-~ ent} 2_ 
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work proposed here, the Division finds that the 3rd KLU POD protects the public interest, promotes 
conservation, prevents waste, and protects the parties' interests. The 3rd KLU POD is approved for 
one year effective January 5, 2016. The 4th KLU POD is due to the Division 90 days before the 
expiration of the 3rd KLU POD, on or before October 7, 2016. Finally, Furie is advised that under 
11 AAC 83.356(e), the DNR commissioner may exercise his discretion to contract the unit area 
10 years after the effective date of the unit agreement. 

A person affected by this decision may appeal it, in accordance with 11 AAC 02. Any appeal must 
be received within 20 calendar days after the date of "issuance" of this decision, as defined in 11 
AAC 02.040 (c) and (d), and may be mailed or delivered to Mark Myers, Commissioner, 
Department of Natural Resources, 550 W. 7th Avenue, Suite 1400, Anchorage, AK 99501; faxed 
to 1-907-269-8918, or sent by electronic mail to dnr.appeals@alaska.gov. This decision 
immediately takes effect. An eligible person must first appeal this decision in accordance with 11 
AAC 02 before appealing this decision to Superior Court. A copy of 11 AAC 02 may be obtained 
from any regional information office of the Department of Natural Resources. 

If you have questions regarding this decision, please contact Kathleen King with the Division at 
(907) 269-8813 or via email at kathleen.king@alaska.gov. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Corri A. Feige 
Director 

cc: DOL 



e;;J FURIE 
Operating Alaska LLC 

Becky Kruse (becky.kruse@alasa.gov) 
Petroleum Land Manager 
Department of Natural Resources 
Division of Oil and Gas 
550 W. ih Avenue, Suite 1100 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 

RE: Kitchen Lights Unit, Unit Plan of Development 
Seismic Interpretation and Possible Well Locations 

Dear Ms. Kruse, 

Via E-Mail 
August 30, 2016 

Furie Operating Alaska, LLC ("Furie") is providing this update pursuant to the December 16, 
2015 approval for the Kitchen Lights Unit ("KLU") Plan of Development. That approval 
provides as follows: 

By September 1, 2016, Furie will complete seismic interpretation for the entire 
unit and provide bottom-hole locations for exploration and development wells. 
The bottom-hole locations must be based on geologic and geophysical data. 

Furie has obtained seismic data covering the entire KLU and although the initial interpretation is 
complete, the analysis of the data is ongoing and will continue for some time. We have 
submitted proposed well locations as part of the plan of operations process and those locations 
are described in the DNR decision dated May 20, 2016 approving the Plan of Operations 
("POO"), which I have attached for your convenience. I have also attached a clarifying email 
regarding the proposed locations. Per discussions with DNR regarding the POO, the well 
locations will likely be amended in the future. For the sake of consistency, we do not see a need 
to revise any well locations stated in the POO at this time. 

We look forward to our annual technical"meeting with DNR later this fall or winter to discuss 
this year's results and our plans moving forward. 

Best Regards, 

Bruce Webb 
Sr. Vice President 
Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 

cc: Tony Nunes and Jon Iversen 
attachments: LOCI 16-001 Approval and 5/31/16 e-mail 

1029 W. 3rd Avenue, Suite 500 
OFFICE: 907-277-3726 

Anchorage, Alaska 99501 
FAX: 907-277-3796 
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October 7, 2015 

Kathleen King 
Petroleum Land manager 
Division of Oil and Gas 
550 W. 7"11 Avenue, Suite 1100 
Anchorage, AK 99501-3560 

Re: Kitchen Lights Unit -Third Plan of Development 

Dear Ms. King: 

RAMONA L. MONROE 

Direct (907) 263-8445 
ramona.monroe@stoel .com 

5111 I Sired . \\Jill' 500 

:\nrhr•r:1~1.·. 1\1:i,~., 'J9S/11 

111:.i in 'Jtl7 .~77 ltJOO 

la \ 907.27i .1920 
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Enclosed please find the Third Plan of Development for the Kitchen Lights Unit ("KLU"), which 
we are submitting on behalf of Furie Operating Alaska, LLC as operator of the KLU. 

We would like to schedule a meeting within the next few weeks to discuss proposed activities in 
the KLU. We will be in touch shortly to discuss dates of potential availability for a meeting. 

Ramona L. Monroe 
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) 1. OBJECTIVE 

This Third Plan of Development for the Kitchen Lights Unit is submitted by Furie Operating 
_Alaska, LLC (Furie) as Operator on-behalfof itself and the-other working interestm¥11ers to the
D_e.p_ar.tme_nLo[NaJJlJal Res_ources_ (DNR) p.utsuant Jo Article _8_ofJheXitchen llniLAgr_e_ement 
and 11 AAC 83.343. The Second Plan of Development called for the following activities in 
2015: 

• A monopod-design platform installed between the existing Tyonek platform and Nikiski; 
• A marine gathering line approximately 16 miles in length which will extend from the 

platform south to an onshore facility; 
• An onshore production facility that provides separation and compression; and 
• A tie-in pipeline approximately 800 feet in length extending from the onshore production 

facility to the Cook Inlet Gas Gathering System (CIGGS) pipeline located to the west of 
the onshore facility; 

• Tie-back (connection) of the KLU #3 well to the platform for production. 

Each of these activities has been completed in 2015, with the exception of the tie-back of the 
KLU #3 well which is underway and on schedule to be completed by November 1, 2015. 

The objective of this Third Plan of Development is to: 

• Continue the safe and effective development of the proven gas reserves in the KLU; 
• Commence initial production of natural gas on the Julius R Platform; 
• Continue the pragmatic exploration of the KLU. 

2. RESERVOIR CHARACTERISTICS AND MANAGEMENT 

2.1 Reservoir Characteristics 

The geologic formations containing the previously undiscovered pools are the Sterling and the 
Beluga formations. Multiple pools within the Sterling and Beluga formations were identified by 
initial well logs as being productive. Of the multiple pools identified, 28 had MDT log 
evaluations and six have been flow tested to date. Gas samples contained 99% methane. One or 
more of the tested horizons may be shown to be in communication with other horizons within the 
same formation. 

2.2 Reservoir Management 

The KLU #3 is a natural gas discovery well. Numerous layers of pay were encountered in the 
Sterling and Beluga formations. The proposed development is designed to efficiently exploit 
these pools by completing the wells at various intervals. The more prolific Sterling reservoirs 
may be exploited in the first development wells to increase reserves and deliverability. 

2 
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Based on well tests of three of the nineteen intervals evaluated to have significant hydrocarbon 
deposits, the initial well is anticipated to produce approximately 15-18 million cubic feet per day. 
If analyses indicate that the well will support increased flow rates, production may be increased. 
Initial production is expected to be dry gas. Gas samples taken during well testing were 
approximately 99% methane. Water content is expected to increase as the reservoir is produced. 

If well draw down occurs more quickly than expected, thus leading to pressure depleted 
reservoir(s), compression may be implemented. As each producing zone becomes depleted or 
uneconomic to produce, that zone will be isolated and another zone introduced into production. 

A corrosion coupon will be installed in the flow line for the purpose of monitoring possible 
corrosion to the well bore and flow line. If corrosion is detected, a chemical program may be 
implemented to protect the well bore and equipment from damage. 

A portion of the produced gas will be utilized on the platform for production operations. 

3. WELLS AND DRILLING 

Initial production is planned from the KLU #3 well. The platform is designed to accommodate 
up to five additional wells, for a total of six wells. Additional wells, will be drilled as 
appropriate to maximize recovery from the reservoir. Well workovers will also be performed as 
appropriate during the life of the field. 

Wells will be drilled using a jack-up rig brought to the site for that purpose, and the platform will 
support a workover rig (platform rig) that may be used for well completions and maintenance. 
When needed, the workover rig (platform rig) will be transported to the platform and installed 
using the platform crane, then removed after completion of the well work. 

Development wells will be directionally drilled to penetrate development prospects using 
conventional drilling techniques. The wells will be completed as results justify with single and 
dual completions. The Beluga and shallower formations will typically be completed with gravel 
packs. 

4. PROPOSED 2016 KLU DEVELOPMENT 

With the installation and completion of the platform, subsea pipeline, and onshore production 
facility, Development will focus on additional wells for increased reserves and deliverability. 
However, existing natural gas market constraints through 2019 may have an impact on the 
necessity of multiple wells. In the 2015 Plan of Exploration (POE), Furie proposed the 
following development activities in 2016: 

A. Delivery of a jack-up rig to Alaska waters on or before May 15, 2015; 
B. On or before November 30, 2016, drill and acquire all necessary logs and data to properly 

evaluate two new development wells in the Corsair block to the stratigraphic equivalent 
of the deepest sand that was flow tested and determined to be commercially viable in the 
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KLU #3 well, namely the sand encountered from 6964 feet to 6998 feet measured depth 
in the KLU #3 well, unless the Director finds that interpretations from the shallower data 
in a well indicate that producible hydrocarbons are unlikely to be found by drilling to that 

-- - equivalent horizon depth; 
C. _Bas_e.cLon_theJngs_and_dataac.quire_d_from.Jhe_ne.w_deY-elopmenLwells,_deYelop_a_planior ___ _ 

completing the wells and present the plan to DNR; 
D. Use commercially reasonable efforts, weather permitting, to complete, by December 31, 

2016, one new development well in the Corsair block. 

However, market constraints have limited the volume of gas Furie needs to deliver in 2016, and 
probably until 2019. As a result, Furie is unlikely to initiate production from more than one 
additional development well in 2016, and two additional development wells are unwarranted by 
the market. One additional development well will provide a significant gas reserve that would be 
immediately available to the market, as needed. Therefore, Furie proposes to modify the 
development activities for 2016 by reducing the number of new development wells to one, and 
undertaking additional exploration drilling outside the Corsair block. Toward this end, Furie 
proposes to modify the POE commitment set forth above as 4.B to read as follows and the add 
the exploration activity indicated in 5.A below. 

5. 

B. On or before November 30, 2016, drill and acquire all necessary logs 
and data to properly evaluate and then complete one new development well in the 
Corsair block to the stratigraphic equivalent of the Sterling flow tested zones in 
the KLU #3 well. 

PLANS FOR EXPLORATION OR DELINEATION OF LANDS OUTSIDE PA 

DNR approved a POE for exploration of the KLU from 2012 thru 2015. Furie successfully 
completed all work commitments under the POE for prior years and is in the process of 
completing all remaining 2015 work commitments as follows: 

• The workover rig (platform rig) has been set on the Julius R. Platform and is in the final 
stages of completing the KLU #3 well for production: 

• Acquisition of 3-0 seismic data over the entire KL U is scheduled to be completed by 
October 31, 2015; 

• On or before December 31, 2015, Furie and the other working interest owners shall either 
(i) commit to drill one or more delineation wells or exploration wells outside the Corsair 
Block, or (ii) sanction a development project in, and submit a POD to DNR for 
development of, one or more blocks outside the Corsair Block; 

• The commencement of sustained production is scheduled to begin in November 2015; 
• Furie has negotiated an agreement for a jack-up rig to arrive in the Cook Inlet before May 

15 , 2015;and 
• On or before December 31, 2015, Furie will cause execution of a binding contract for a 

heavy lift vessel to transport the jack-up rig to Alaska 
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If DNR agrees to modify item 4.B of the 2016 development activities, Furie proposes the 
following work commitment for exploration activities in 2016: 

Provided Furie has enough time and conditions safely permit, on or before December 30, 
2016, Furie shall use commercially reasonable efforts to drill and acquire sufficient logs and 
data to evaluate the KLU #4 well to a depth sufficient to penetrate the Sunfish Channel of the 
lower Tyonek Formation. 
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e;; FURIE 
Operating Alaska LLC 

Becky Kruse (becky.kruse@alasa.gov) 
Petroleum Land Manager 
DNR, Division of Oil and Gas 
550 W. ?1h Avenue, Suite 1100 
Anchorage, Alaska 9950 I 

RE: Kitchen Lights Unit, Unit Plan of Development 
Minor Amendment to 4th Plan of Development 

Dear Ms. Kruse, 

Via E-Mail 
May 29, 2017 

MAY 3 0 2017 

DIVISION OF 
OIL.AND GAS 

Furie Operating Alaska, LLC ("Furie") is requesting a minor amendment to its 4th Plan of 
Development ("POD"), dated October 7, 2016 and approved by the Division on December 8, 
2017. 

The following language is proposed to be amended on page 4 of the POD at "4. PROPOSED 
2017 KLU DEVELOPMENT", as follows: 

(iii) As an alternative to the development well described in (ii), Furie may either conduct 
further drilling and evaluation of the KLU #4 exploration well location or drill and 
evaluate the KLU #6-Deep Jurassic exploration well as described below . 

The following language is proposed to be amended on page 5 of the POD at "5. PLANS FOR 
EXPLORATION OR DELINEATION OF LANDS OUTSIDE PA", as follows: 

As an alternative to the development well described in (ii), Furie proposes the following 
substitute work commitment for exploration activities in 2017: 

Provided Furie has enough time and conditions safely permit, on or before December 30, 
2017, use commercially reasonable efforts to drill and acquire sufficient logs and data to 
evaluate either the KLU #4 well or the KLU #6-Deep Jurassic well to a depth sufficient 
to penetrate the Sunfish Channel of the Tyonek Formation. 

Both the KLU #4 and KLU #6-Deep Jurassic wells are proposed as straight holes (same surface 
and bottom hole geographic locations). The surface locations are described in the DNR Unit 
Plan of Operations, Letter of Non-Objection, dated May 25, 2017 (attached). Thank you for 
your time and consideration. 

Best Regards, 

Bruce Webb 
Sr. Vice President 
Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 

cc: Tony Nunes and Jon Iversen 

188 W. Northern Lights Blvd., Suite 620 I Anchorage, Alaska 99503 I OFFICE: 907-277-3726 I FAX: 907-277-3796 
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1. OBJECTIVE 

This Fourth Plan of Development for the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) is submitted by Furie 
Operating Alaska, LLC (Furie) as Operator on behalf of itself and the other working interest 
owners to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) pursuant to Article 8 of the Kitchen Unit 
Agreement and 11 AAC 83 .343. The Third Plan of Development called for the following 
activities in 2016: 

• Delivery of a jack-up rig to Alaska waters on or before May 15, 2016; 
• On or before November 30, 2016, drill and acquire all necessary logs and data to properly 

evaluate two new development wells in the Corsair block to the stratigraphic equivalent 
of the deepest sand that was flow tested and determined to be commercially viable in the 
KLU #3 well, namely the sand encountered from 6964 feet to 6998 feet measured depth 
in the KLU #3 well, unless the Director finds that interpretations from the shallower data 
in a well indicate that producible hydrocarbons are unlikely to be found by drilling to that 
equivalent horizon depth; 

e Based on the logs and data acquired from the new development wells, develop a plan for 
completing the wells and present the plan to DNR; 

• Use commercially reasonable efforts, weather permitting, to complete, by December 31, 
2016, one new development well in the Corsair block. 

In addition, DNR proposed modifications to the 2016 Plan of Development, which were included 
as commitments: 

• Within 60 days of the approval of the Third Plan of Development, provide a revised 
Exhibit A to the Kitchen Lights Unit Agreement; 

• By September l, 2016, complete seismic interpretation for the entire KLU and provide 
bottom hole locations for exploration and development wells; 

• Within 30 days of the date of the approval of the Third Plan of Development, provide 
DNR with evidence that Furie secured the use and contracted the delivery of the jack-up 
rig. 

Furie has met or will meet these commitments in a timely manner. The Randolph Yost jack-up 
rig was delivered well before May 15, 2016. Furie then drilled the KLU #A2 well to 7038' MD/ 
521 O' TVD. Based on the logs, the KLU #A2 well was plugged back and sidetracked at 2290'. · 
MD. Furie then drilled the KLU #A2-A to 8160' MD I 7301' TVD, logged and completed the 
well, and is currently producing the well. In addition, Furie has commenced drilling the KLU # 
Al well, with an eye toward completing it in 2017. Furie plans to present the well results of ·· 
these wells to DNR along with the plan to complete the KLU #Al. 

Furie also met the modifications to the Third Plan of Development that were proposed by DNR. 
Furie provided a revised Exhibit A and evidence that the use and delivery of the rig was secured 
in a timely manner. Per correspondence with DNR on August 30, 2016, Furie has obtained 
s.eismic data covering the entire KLU and although initial interpretation is complete, the analysis 
of the data is ongoing and will continue for some time. Furie has submitted proposed well 
locations as part of the plan of operations process and in the interest of consistency Furie does 
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~ not see a need to revise any well locations stated in the plan of operations at this time. Please 
note that the wells referenced in the plan of operations are at this point intended to be vertical 
wells such that the bottom hole locations will coincide with the coordinates provided in the plan 
of operations. In any event, as previously discussed in regard to the plan of operations, the . 
proposed schedule of wells and their exact locations will likely evolve. 

. ) 

The objective of this Fourth Plan of Development is to: 

• Continue the safe and effective development of the proven gas reserves in the KLU; 
• Continue and increase production of natural gas on the Julius R Platform; 
• Continue the pragmatic exploration of the KLU. 

2. RESERVOIR CHARACTERISTICS AND MANAGEMENT 

2.1 Reservoir Characteristics 

The geologic formations that Furie has been targeting are the Sterling and the Beluga formations. 
Multiple pools within the Sterling and Beluga formations have been identified by well logs as 
being productive. Of the multiple pools identified, 28 had MDT log evaluations (19 different 
sand test points) and five have been flow tested to date (4 of which were proven to be 
economically viable). Gas samples contained 99% methane. One or more ofthe tested horizons 
may be shown to be in communication with other horizons within the same formation . 

2.2 Reservoir Management 

The KLU #3, and KLU #A2-A are natural gas wells. The KLU #3 well has been in commercial 
production since November of 2015. The KLU #A2-A well has been completed and is currently 
producing. Numerous layers of pay were encountered in the Sterling and Beluga formations. 
The proposed development is designed to efficiently exploit these pools by completing the wells 
at various intervals. The more prolific Sterling reservoirs may be exploited in the first 
development wells to increase reserves and deliverability. 

Based on well tests of three of the twenty-one intervals evaluated to have significant 
hydrocarbon deposits, the initial well is anticipated to produce approximately 15-18 million 
cubic feet per day. If analyses indicate that the well will support increased flow rates, production 
may be increased. Initial production is expected to be dry gas. Gas samples taken during well 
testing were approximately 99% methane. Water content is expected to increase as the reservoir 
is produced. As each producing zone becomes depleted or uneconomic to produce, that zone 
will be isolated and another zone introduced into production. 

A portion of the produced gas will be utilized on the platform for production operations. 
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3. WELLS AND DRILLING 

Initial production has been from the KUJ #3 well. The KLU #A2-A well was drilled and 
completed in 2016 and is currently producing. The platfonn is designed to accommodate up to 
four additional wells, for a total of six wells. Additional wells will be drilled as appropriate to 
maximize recovery from the reservoir. Well workovers will also be performed as appropriate 
during the life of the field. 

Wells have been and will continue to be drilled using a jack-up rig brought to the site for that 
purpose, and the platform will support a workover rig (platform rig) that may be used for well 
completions and maintenance. When needed, the workover rig (platfonn rig) will be transported 
to the platform and installed using the platfonn crane, then removed after completion of the well 
work. 

Development wells will be directionally drilled to penetrate development prospects using 
conventional drilling techniques. The wells will be completed as results justify with single and 
dual completions. The Beluga and shallower formations will typically be completed with grave! 
packs. 

4. PROPOSED 2017 KLU DEVELOPMENT 

With the installation and completion of the platform, subsea pipeline, and onshore production 
facility, and ongoing production from the KLU #3 weU, development will focus on ad.ditional 
wells for increased reserves and deliverability. However, existing natural gas m~rket constraints 
thrpugh 2019 may have an impact on the necessity of multiple wells. 

Accordingly, Furie pr9poses the following work commitments for development activities in 
2017: 

(i) On or before November 30, 2017, complete the KLU #A-1 well if advisable based on · 
. logs, data and market conditions . . . . .. 

(ii) On or before Novembei; 30, 2017, drill and acquire all nec.essary logs and data to properly 
evaluate one new development well in the Corsair block to the stratigraphic equivalent of 
the Sterling flow tested zones in the KLU #3 well, namely the sand encountered from 
6964 feet to 6998 feet meast1red depth in the KLU #3 well, unless interpretations from 

· the shallower data in a. well indicate that producible hydrocarbons are unlikely .to be 
found by drilling to that equivalent horizon depth. Based on the logs an,d data acquired. 
f~om the new de~elopment well, develop a plan for completing the well and present the , 
plan to DNR. 

(iii) As an alternative to the development well described in (ii), Furie may conduct further 
drilling and eval.uation of th,e KUJ #4 yXploration well as described below. 
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5. PLANS FOR EXPLORATION OR DELINEATION OF LANDS OUTSIDE PA 

As an alternative to the development well described in (ii), Furie proposes the following work 
commitment for exploration activities in 2016: 

Provided Furie hairehough tiine and conditions safely permit, oii or before Decemoer 30,2016, 
use commerdally reasonable efforts to drill and acquire sufficient logs arid data to evaluate the 
KLU #4 well to a depth sufficient to penetrate the Sunfish Channel of the lower Tyonek 
Formation.· · . 
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May 25, 2017 

Bruce Webb 

GOVERNOR BILL WALKER 

Senior Vice President 
Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 
188 W Northern Light Blvd. 
Anchorage, AK 99503 

Depart1nent of Natural Resources 

DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS 

550 W. 71h Aver:ue S1.!ite 1100 
Anchorage. Alaska 99501-3560 

Main: 907.269.8800 
Fax: 907.269.8939 

RE: LOCI 16-001, Furie, Kitchen Lights Unit, KLU #6 Deep .Jurassic Well 
G'onvernio~/~ertamihg and Cormnencem.e1_1t of 201!7 Urilting'P.rc;igr~uu, Letter of 

· Non-Objectfon.:· · · ··· · • · · · · . · .. · · · · · · . . ·.. · - . · . ., . 

· Dear Mr. \,Vebb: 

.. _The, Division of OH and Gas'. ha~ recdved y~ur letter of non-objection request dated April '4, 2017 
· for the above referenced 2017 drilling program schedule and updated well names. 

1n yc,rn: April 4, 20 I 7 letter, Furie notified the Division of two well name changes, one well location 
change and is requesting a Letter of Non-Objection as required in the LOCI 16-001 Plan prior to 
drilling in 20 I 7. For foture reference, the Division understands that the LOCI 16-00 I, "Deep 
Jurasic" well has been renamed "KLU#6, D~p Jurasic" and that the LOCI 16-00 I, "KLU#6" well 
is now named "KLU#I3." 

After review of the planned well name and location change for the (KLU #6, Deep Jurassic) and the 
request from Furie Operating Alaska LLC (Furie) for start-up of the attached proposed "2017 
Proposed Drilling Schedule," the Division finds that Furie has met the requirement specified within 
the original approval issued on 5/20/2016 for annual approval in advance of drilling operations 
(identifiedJn section II. Scope of Decision). 

Please consider this correspondence as the Letter of Non-Objection for the KLU#6, Deep Jurasic. 
2017 drilling season . . :fb.is Non-Objection should 119t .be. considered Non-Objection for .future 
annual drilling schedule requests. Please attach this Letter of Non-Objection to the original decision. 

A person affected by this decision may appeal it, in accordance with 11 AAC 02. Any appeal 
must be received within 20 calendar days after issuance of the decision, as defined in 
11. MC 02.040(c) eynd (d) ~ndmay b~ rnai!f;d or delivered to the Com.missioner, Department of 
Natural Resources, ~50. W 7th Avenue, Suite 1400, Anchorage, Alaska 99501; faxed to 1-907-
269-8918, or sent by electronic mail to dnr.appeals@alaska.gov. This decision takes effect 
immediately . . Ifno appeal is filed by. the appeal deadline, this deci$ion be<;omes ~ final . 
?dministrative order and decision of the department on the 31 st day after iss ance. An eligible 
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LDC! 16-001, Furie, Kithchen Lights Unit, 
KLU 116 Deep Jurassic Well Renaming and Commer.cement 
of JOl 7 Drilling Program 

5/25/1017 

person must first appeal this decision in accordance with l l AA.C 02 before appealing this 
decision to Superior Court. A copy of 11 AAC 02 may be obtained from any regional 
info1mation office of the Department of Natural Resources. 

Any questions or concerns about this letter of Non-Objection may be directed to Natural 
Resource Specialist John Easton at (907) 269-8815 or emailed to John.Easton@alaska.gov. 

Sin.cerely, 

M~M~ 
KimKruse 
Permitting Manager · 

Attachments: Figures 1-2 

cc: DOG: Kim Kruse, Jeanne Frazier, John Easton, Becky Kruse 
DMLW: Henry Brooks, Cliff Larson 
ADF&G: Marla Carter, Virginia Litchfield 

. ADEC: Graham Wood, dec.water.oilandgas@alaska.gov 
. AOGCCi James Regg . . 
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LOCI 16-001, Furie, Kithchen Lights Unit, 
KLU #6 Deep Jurassic Well Renaming and Commencement 
of2017 Drilling Program 

Fig 1: 2017 Proposed Drilling Schedule 

·Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 

2017 Proposed drilling Schedule 

Aorfl 2017 I Mav2017 I June 2017 

Rig mobilltation OSK Dock to Julius R. Platfonn 

J-KLUA-1 development well completion 

KLU A-4 development well drill and complete (potential) 

KLU #6 Deep Juraslc e:,ploretion well (with A-4 devl!lopmentwell} 

IQ.V #6 Deep Juraslc exploration well (without A-4development well) 

Demoblllzatlon of rig from KlU #6 Deep Juuaslc to OSK dock to be done upon end of KLU 116 Deep Jurassic drillin/logglng program. 

NOTE: 

~hove schedule subject to ch:mge due to se.sona\ {Cook Inlet Ice and 
ts.eas) cnnditiom, svb-contrndcr aval!abillty and ~edullng, dr!lllf'€ 
!Progress, delivery of taneible5, wssel delays, etc. 

Page 3 of 4 

5/25/2017 

I Julv2011 I .AuJl!\ISt'2017 I seotember 2011 Od6ber I 
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LOCI 16-00 I, furie, Kithchen Lights Uni~ 
KLU #6 Deep Jurassic Well Renaming and Commencement 
of2017 Drilling Program 

Fig 2: Well Locations 

0 

2 

w.. 
.w,c 1~J 81>1i,PlmeA1.,.14, Ft<t 

FURIE OPERATING ALASKA 
PROPOSED EXPLORATIOlil WELl LOCATIONS 

EXPLORATION PLAN OF OPERATlONS 

5/25/2017 

C~KIHl~~-~----~~ •• -~-,-~----
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Nease, Jessica 

. >m: 

:--~nt: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Ken-

Iversen, Jonathan E. <jon.iversen@stoel.com > 
Friday, October 06, 2017 11:10 AM 
ken.diemer@alaska.gov 
Bruce Webb; David Elder (d.elder@furiealaska.com) 
KLU 5th POD 
Furie 5th POD 10.6.17.pdf; Diemer Ltr re Furie 5th POD.PDF 

I hope this finds you well. Attached please find the Fifth Plan of Development for the Kitchen Lights Unit and 
a brief cover letter for the submittal. 

Have a great weekend, 

Jon 

Jonathan E. Iversen I Partner 
STOEL RIVES LLP I 510 L Street, Suite 500 I Anchorage, AK 99501-1959 
Direct: (907) 263-8420 I Mobile: (907) 317-8326 I Fax: (907) 277-1920 
jon.iversen@stoel.com I http://www.stoel.com/ 

•his email may contain material that is confidential, privileged and/or attorney work product for the sole use of 
,e intended recipient. Any unauthorized review, use, or distribution is prohibited and may be unlawful. 
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1. OBJECTIVE 

This Fifth Plan of Development for the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) is submitted by Furie 
Operating Alaska, LLC (Furie) as Operator on behalf of itself and·the other working interest 
owners to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) pursuant to Article 8 of the Kitchen Unit 
Agreement and 11 AAC 83.343. Consistent with 11 AAC 83.343, this plan of development 
covers the entire KL U for 2018 activities. 

Furie conducted substantial well and pipeline work in 2017. Regarding the KLU #3 well, a 
coiled tubing rig was used to remove the Composite Bridge-Plug Setting Tool that was lodged in 
the well and retrieve isolation plugs for the Lower Sterling and Upper and Lower Beluga zones. 
As a result, each of these zones can now be accessed for production. Furie also added methanol 
injection mandrels to the KLU #3 to combat down-hole freezing. Regarding the KLU #A-2A 
well, a hydrolog was conducted to determine the source of produced water. In August 2017, 
Furie conducted an increased flow rate test on these wells, which successfully produced at a 
combined rate of 31 MMCF/day. 

Furie also continued to interpret and evaluate the 3-D geophysical seismic data it acquired during 
the summer and fall of 2015. These efforts included well-based and seismic-based pore pressure 
analysis and estimation. 

Additional work on the offshore production platfonn included: 
) • install Shut-Down Valve on fuel gas skid . 

• air compressor upgrades 
• major generator repairs 
• install heat trace, heat trace panel and installation 
• install recirculation line on fuel system 
• install Haskel pump to break up ice plugs in flowlines or pipeline 

In addition, Furie conducted construction activities to stabilize the 15-mile pipeline that runs 
from the production platfonn to the onshore facilities. This included having divers install 
support pins to support the pipeline spool section near the Julius R offshore production platfonn, 
and the installation of sand bags under other sections of the pipeline. A cathodic protection 
(corrosion) survey was also perfonned on the pipeline. 

Work performed on the onshore production facility included: 
• re-build of a dehydration unit 
• upgrade and review of process and instrumentation diagrams 
• upgrade of monitoring systems 
• install heat trace and insulation 
• inspect dehydration contact tower and install internal distribution piping 

Several factors outside of Furie' s control precluded Furie from drilling additional exploration or 
development wells in 2017. The major contributing factor was the lack of any meaningful 
appropriation to the oil and gas tax credit fund for the purchase of Alaska oil and gas production 
tax credit certificates. Furie has invested hundreds of millions of dollars in exploring and 
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developing the KLU and has a very substantial amount of tax credit certificates.in the queue 
awaiting purchase by the state. These certificates are a key component to funding further 
exEloration and development activities in the KLU and w~rerelied on by ~uci£_when puttiO!L 
together its work program and budget. In 2015, the Governor vetoed some of the funding for the 
· i:iUrchase ·ar certi rr cates, wh foli created -slgii1 flea ii tiricei-taintyfar-i n vest-ors;-rii-aidni · kiiai-der anct · ·· ·· · ·· 
more expensive for Furie and other small, independent producers to secure crucial funds needed 
for drilling and completion programs. More importantly, in 2016, the Governor vetoed $430 
million that the legislature allocated for purchase of tax credits, leaving only $30 million to be 
distributed pro rata among applicants. These vetoes essentially -gutted Furie's sourced budgeted 
funds for 2016. Indeed, although the Randolph Yost jack-up drilling rig was 100% staffed to 
commence drilling operations in April of this year, Furie was forced to delay its 2017 drilling 
plans-including purchasing tangible items with substantial lead-times-until additional funding 
for the purchase of tax credits was approved by the legislature and Governor. Unfortunately, the 
State operating budget did not pass until June 22, 2017 and the capital budget did not pass until 
July 27, 2017-the result was that only $77 million was appropriated to DOR's tax credit fund to 
be distributed pro rata among the roughly $467 million queue of pre-2017 certificates. So again, 
Furie did not receive the funds it had relied on for its 2017 operations. 

Obviously, the amounts and timing of appropriations to the tax credit fund were beyond Furie's 
control. Unfortunately, the timing of the passage of the budget bills collided with another issue 
beyond Furie's control-the anchor handling tug boat required and reserved by Furie to handle 
the crucial anchor handling operations for the Randolph Yost rig had to go into dry dock and it 
left Alaska for Singapore on July 13, 2018 for that purpose. This anchor handling tug boat is 
critical to drilling operations with the Randolph Yost jack-up drilling rig, because of the anchor 
system used to set the rig into place. There was no suitable replacement vessel in Alaska, and 
the Randolph Yost remained fully staffed and ready for operations until the middle of August 
when Furie was notified that the boat would not return until October, at the end of the drilling 
season. Given the considerable time and expense involved in bringing a replacement vessel from 
the Gulf of Mexico, moving forward with drilling operations during the 2017 drilling season was 
simply no longer an option for 2017. In sum, the lack of a t}mely resolution regarding funding 
for DOR to purchase tax credits delayed operations until the anchor handling tug boat was no 
longer available, and it was not returning to Alaska until the very end of the drilling season. 

The objective of this Fifth Plan of Development is to: 

• Continue the safe and effective development of the proven gas reserves in the KLU; 
• Continue and increase production of natural gas on the Julius R Platform; 
• Continue the pragmatic exploration of the KLU. 

2. RESERVOIR CHARACTERISTICS AND MANAGEMENT 

2.1 Reservoir Characteristics 

The geologic formations that Furie has been targeting are the Sterling and the Beluga formations. 
Multiple pools within the Sterling and Beluga formations have been identified by well logs, 
geophysical mapping, and flow tests as being productive. Of the multiple pools identified, 28 
had MDT log evaluations (19 different sand test points) and five have been flow tested to date (4 
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of which were proven to be economically viable). Gas samples contained 99% methane. One or 
more of the tested horizons may be shown to be in communication with other horizons within the 
same formation. 

2.2 Reservoir Management 

Furie obtained initial gas production from the KLU #3 well in late 2015. The KLU #A-2A well 
was drilled and completed in 2016 and is also currently producing. The KLU #A-1 well was 
drilled but not completed in 2016. The platform is designed to accommodate up to three 
additional wells, for a total of six wells. Additional wells will be drilled as appropriate to 
maximize recovery from the reservoir. Well workovers will also be performed as appropriate 
during the life of the field. 

The KLU #3 initially produced from only the Sterling formation as a Composite Bridge-Plug 
Setting Tool that was stuck in the well prevented production from the Beluga formation. During 
2017, the tool was successfully removed and production from all zones is now possible. 

Furie's continued efforts to interpret and evaluate the 3-D geophysical seismic data it acquired 
during the summer and fall of2015 have provided additional insight regarding reservoir 
management. Furie plans to continue managing the reservoirs within the field for maximum 
recovery. 

3. WELLS AND DRILLING 

Wells have been and wil I continue to be drilled using a jack-up rig brought to the site for that 
purpose, and the platform will support a workover rig (platform rig) that may be used for well 
maintenance. When needed-such as for the well work conducted this year-the workover rig 
(platform rig) will be transported to the platform and installed using the platform crane, then 
removed after completion of the well work. 

Development wells will be directionally drilled to penetrate development prospects using 
conventional drilling techniques. The wells will be completed as results justify with single and 
dual completions. The Beluga and shallower formations will typically be completed with gravel 
packs. 

Furie intends to continue exploration drilling throughout the KLU to the extent it can do so 
safely while continuing to develop and produce from the Julius R platform. Furie has submitted 
proposed well locations as part of the plan of operations process and in the interest of 
consistency Furie does not see a need to revise any well locations stated in the plan of operations 
at this time. Please note that the wells referenced in the plan of operations are at this point 
intended to be vertical wells such that the bottom hole locations will coincide with the 
coordinates provided in the plan of operations. In any event, as previously discussed with regard 
to the plan of operations, the proposed schedule of wells and their exact locations will likely 
~wolve over time. 

4. PROPOSED 2018 KLU DEVELOPMENT 
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With the installation and completion of the platform, subsea pipeline, and onshore production 
facility, and ongoing production from the KLU #3 and #A-2A wells, development will focus on 

't ' ,• 

a~~itional wells for increased rese1yes and deliverability. However, existing Il_~tu_ral ~""m,..,,_~=r,;,;,ke"""t;.....,._~---
_______ constraintsthrough 2019 _ may have an _impact_ on_the necessi~ _e>f._~l:l_l!ipl~-~~_l_ls_'. __ _______ _ 

Accordingly, Furie proposes the following development activities in 2018: 

(i) Complete the KLU #A-1 well if advisable based oh logs, data and market conditions 

(ii) Drill and acquire all necessary logs and data to properly evaluate one new 
development well in the Corsair block to the stratigraphic equivalent of the Sterling flow 
tested zones in the KLU #3 well, namely the sand encountered from 6964 feet to 6998 
feet measured depth in the KLU #3 well, unless interpretations from the shallower data in 
a well indicate that producible hydrocarbons are unlikely to be found by drilling to that 
equivalent horizon depth. Based on the logs and data acquired from the rtew 
development well, develop a plan for completing the well and present the plan to DNR. 

(iii) As an alternative to the development well described in (ii), Furie may conduct 
drilling and evaluation of an exploration well as described below. 

5. PLANS FOR EXPLORATION OR DELINEATION OF LANDS OUTSIDE PA 

As an alternative to the development well described in (ii), Furie proposes the following 
exploration activities in 2018: 

Provided Furie has enough time and conditions safely permit, use commercially reasonable 
efforts to either (a) drill and log an exploration well; or (b) re-enter, deepen and log the KLU #4 
exploration well. 

Furie will continue to interpret and evaluate the 3-D geophysical seismic data it acquired during 
the summer and fall of 2015. 

Looking beyond 2018, Furie intends to continue diligent exploration, delineation and 
development activities throughout the KLU. This is reflected in the KLU plan of operations for 
exploration activities that DNR approved in May of 2016. This plan ofoperations includes wells 
to be drilled throughout the KLU through 2021, in all of the exploration blocks and into various 
formations. 
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··~ .. {TOEL 
~ . RIVESLLP 

October 6, 2017 

Via Email: ken.diemer@alaska.gov 

Ken Diemer 
Petroleum Land Manager 
Division of Oil and Gas 
550 W. 7th Avenue, Suite 1100 
Anchorage, AK 99501-3560 

Re: Kitchen Lights Unit - Fifth Plan of Development 

Dear Mr. Diemer: 

510 L Street, Suite 500 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

T. 907.277.1900 
F. 907.277.1920 
www.stoel.com 

JONATHAN E. IVERSEN 

D. 907.263.8420 
jon.iversen@stoel.com 

I am s'endingyou this correspondence as counsel to Furie Operating Alaska, LLC. Enclosed 
please find the Fifth Plan of Development for the Kitchen Lights Unit ("KLU"), which Furie 
Operating Alaska, LLC is submitting as operator of the KLU. 

If you have questions or would like to discuss this Plan of Development, please contact me at 
(907) 263-8420 or jon.iversen@stoel.com. 

;ti' 
Jon Iversen 

Enclosure 

94347219.10075051-00002 
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September 13, 2012 

VIA HAND DELIVERY 
VIA EM AIL:patricia.bettis@alaska.gov 

Patricia Bettis 

Petroleum Land Manager 

State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources 

Division of Oil & Gas 

550 W. 7th Ave., Ste 1100 

Anchorage, AK 9950 I 

RE: Amendment to KLU Plan of Exploration 

Dear Ms. Bettis: 

m• •••,.·LID 
SEP 1 4 2012 
DIV'81()1f OF 

OIL AND GAS 

As a follow-up to our meeting with DNR staff on September 11, 2012, Furie Operating Alaska, 

LLC (Furie) hereby proposes to amend the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) Plan of Exploration (POE) for 
2012 pursuant to 11 AAC 83 .34l(e). As discussed below, Furie is proposing to drill the KLU #2 well to 

the Tyonek formation at roughly 9000 feet and perform a DST test for gas in either or both Beluga or 

Sterling formations, if feasible based on the welt's logs and tide and weather conditions at that time. 

A brief discussion of the 2012 KLU #1 drilling program will provide some context for this 
request. The KLU #1 well was re-entered on May 20, 2012, which was later than planned due to weather 

and ice conditions in Cook Inlet. Down hole conditions, including coal swellings, caused additional 
delay, particularly at lower depths and we took all reasonable precautions and time needed to avoid well 

kicks and other operational issues which would have further delayed the operations. Furie did, however, 

drill the KLU #1 well to 15,298 feet and suspended the well on August 18, 2012. Although Furie did not 

reach the pre-Tertiary, it did meet the depth required for that well under the POE and DNR received the 
data for that well on September 11, 2012 pursuant to the Plan of Operations. 

The delays associated with KLU #1 caused a later than expected spud date for KLU #2. Furie 

drilled geotechnical bore holes to test the soil strength for future structures at the KLU #2 location and 

spudded the well on September 5, 2012. We have drilled to 1900 feet and have run and cemented the 20" 
casing. We are currently installing the 20" wellhead and BOP system for continued drilling operations. 

We experienced some delays due to tides at that location, but are making good progress. 

Furie recognizes its obligation to be de-mobilized from the KLU #2 site by October 3 I, 2012. 
Further, given the lessons learned regarding down hole conditions as it related to KLU#l in the Cook 

Furle Operating Alaska, LLC 
1029 W. 3· Avenue I Suite 500 I Anchorage, AK 99501 
Office: 907-277-3726 I Fax: 907-277-2796 
C:\Documents and Settings\jei4278\Desktop\Client\Furie\DNR\Furle amend POE 12Sept12.docx 
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·~~JFURIE ... __ ... I? 
- __ Operating Alaska LLC 

. .liilcl: as well as extreme tides imd:jlnft,nfii11ly inclement weather towards the end of tfie-drilling season we 
--·-· --·· ---- ---wnrr10:11keto bereadylo oe-mob1hzefcaro tbesfte as·eatl}' as pass•ble ·inoctober 2012;·--- ·---·--- - ---- -·- · ·· ··- -· ····· 

The POE currently provides that all exploration wells are to be drilled to a depth sufficient to 

penetrate the Tyonek Formation base. Although it is not certain exactly how many feet in depth that will 

be at the KLU #2 location, Furie will not sacrifice safe and responsible operations for the sake of meeting 

that POE work commitment. Accordingly, Furie proposes to drill the KLU #2 well to the Tyonek 

formation at roughly 9000 feet and perform a DST test for gas in either or both Beluga or Sterling 

formations, if feasible based on the well logs and tide and weather conditions at that time. 

Please note that the ADEC has issued a proposed permit for the DST test for public comment and 

although we anticipate that the permit will be issued in a timely manner, the ability to perform the test is 

contingent on that permit. In addition, we will have to submit one or more sundry applications to the 

AOGCC to be able to make these changes to the drilling program. 

We anticipate being in frequent contact with DNR as the season proceeds to discuss progress on 

KLU #2 and will keep DNR apprised of our plans as the close of the season approaches and we have a 

better feel for weather and other conditions that may affect the drilling program. 

We will be happy to provide a presentation to DNR staff regarding the results of the KLU #1 and 

KLU #2 wells, including the DST test, at the conclusion of the drilling season. 

Therefore, Furie requests an amendment to the POE that was approved by DNR on March 28 of 

2012 to authorize the operations referenced above with respect to the drilling and performing a DST of 

the KLU # 2 well. 

Please contact me at (713) 261 -0433 or Jon Iversen at (907) 263-8420 if you have any questions 

or need additional information. 

Cc 

Jon Iversen, Stoel Rives , LLP 

Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 
1029 W. 3· Avenue I Suite 500 I Anchorage, AK 99501 
Office: 907-277-3726 I Fax: 907-277-2796 

Sincerely, 

Damon Kade 

President 

C:\Documents and Settlngs\jel4278\Desktop\Client\Furie\DNR\Furle amend POE 12Sept12.docx 
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THE STATE 

01ALASKA 
G OVER N O R S EA N PAR N ELL 

September 18, 2012 

Damon Kade 
President 
Furie Operating Alaska 
1029 W. 3rd Avenue, Ste.500 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

Department of Natural Resources 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

Division of Oil & G,1 s 
Anchorage Office 

550 W. 7"1 Avenue Suite I 100 
An¢horage. Alaska 9950 1-3560 

Main: 907.269.8800 
Fox: 907 .269 .8939 

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Re: Amendment to Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration 

Dear Mr. Kade: 

By letter dated September 14, 2012, Furie Operating Alaska, LLC (Furie) requested to amend the 
Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) Plan of Exploration (POE). The KLU POE for 2012-2015, as 
approved on March 28, 2012, required that all exploration wells be drilled to a depth sufficient to 
penetrate the Tyonek Formation base. See attached Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration for 
2012-2015, Revised Exhibit G. Furie proposes to drill the KLU #2 well to the Tyonek 
Formation at roughly 9,000 feet and perform drill stem test(s) (DST) for gas in either or both 
Beluga or Sterling formtions, if feasible based on analysis of well logs, tide and weather 
conditions at that time. 

The KLU #2 well spudded on September 5, 2012. As of September 16, 2012, the 20-inch casing 
shoe was set at 1,905 feet and anticipated operations were to pick up bottom home assembly, test 
casing and drill ahead. Considering that the Department of Natural Resources, Division of Oil 
and Gas (Division) Plan of Operations requires the Spartan 151 jack-up rig to be mobilized off 
well site location by October 31, 2012, the requested amendment is being granted to allow the 
operator time to perform DST(s) that would adequately define reservoir limits of the Sterling 
or/and Beluga formations. 

I find that the request as proposed is advisable to protect the interest of all parties under 
11 AAC 83.303 and I approve the amendment to the POE to allow for the KLU #2 to be drilled 
to an approximate depth of 9,000 feet sufficient to penetrate top of Tyonek Formation and 
provide for the logging and drill stem testing of the Sterling and/or Beluga formations. The drill 
stem test(s) shall be designed to adequately define reservoir limits of the Sterling or/and Beluga 
fonnawons. Other than this amendment to accommodate drill stem testing in the KLU #2 well, 
all other stipulations and conditions of the Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration for 2012-
2015, Revised Exhibit G remain in full force and effect. 

"To responsibly develop Alaska's resources by making them available for maximum 

use ond benefit consistent with the public interest." 
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2012091 KLU POE Amendment Approval 
09/18/2012 

- :· Page·2 of2 · 

A person affected by this decision may appeal it, in accordance with 11 AAC 02. Any appeal 
must be received within 20 calendar days after the date of"issuance" of this decision, as defined 

I •· 

'· I 

~ --.,.,.....,-=. in..,J.l=A 8 C. 02 0'10 . ~c) and -~d~, and...ma¥,-b~ mai,l.oo,_0F-deli¥@r.00-te...t}amel-~-Wli¥ctla11F-h-,-------
-- -. ______ _ <;::Q1n.m.j~~.i.91-1~r, .O.NR.,. 5.5.0W, t ~_..Avenue,.S.uite .140.0,Anchorage,.Alaska .99501 ;.faxed _to. (9.07) _____ _ 

269-8918, or sent by electronic mail to dnr.appeals@alaska.gov. This decision takes effect 
immediately. An eligible person must first appeal this decision in accordance with 11 AAC 02 
before appealing this decision to Superior Court. A copy of 11 AAC 02 may be obtained from 

l"-

any regional information office of the Department of Natural Resources. 

If you have questions regarding this decision, please do not hesitate to contact Ms. Patricia Bettis 
at (907) 269-8451 or via e-mail at patricia.bettis@alaska.gov. 

Sincerely, 

------==-cc_~-~ 
W.C. Barron 
Director 

Attach: Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration for 2012-2014, Revised Exhibit G 

U.S. Postal Servicern 
CERTIFIED MAILr,, RECEIPT 
(Domestic Mail Only; No Insurance Coverage Provided) 
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rn Damon Kade1 President 
Furie Operating Alaska 
1029 w. 3rd Avenue, Ste 500 
Anchorage, AK 99501 
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KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT PLAN OF EXPLORATION FOR 2012-2015 

REVISED EXHIBIT G 

Four Exploration Hincks ti s shown in the following a1t,1chmc11ts : ( I J Kitchen I .igl11s Unil. Exhibit A, 
Kitchen Lights Un it Trnct!:- 'Lcascs: ,rnd (2) Kitch<.:n l.igh1s· -Unit. Exhibi1 B. Map \1/' Kl.U \Vith 
L.,ploratic)n 13lrn:ks 

Year 2012 

• On or before Nm·enibcr JO. 2012. Fmic (.els unit c1pcrator or any successor unit operator) shall 
drill tile KLL.J #land#~ exploration \\'ells . 

h i ilurc to timely drill these two well s ll'ill result in unit 1rn11inc1tion 011 December I. ~O I~
Failure to drill onl' l1f these ti\ o 11efls 11 ill result in an cxplorntil1n block, of Furic 's choosing. 
<.:<)ntrnct i11g fro111 the unit 011 December I, ~O l 2. 

\'car 2013 

• On or before November ~O. 201.3 . Furie slrnll drill two cxploratinn wells in twC1 nf'1he rcm;i ining 
three undrilkd c.,ploration blocks (ont· wdl per block). 

1-'nilurc 10 timely drill these two cxplorntion wells \\'ill result in contrnction of any undrilled 
cxplorMion bloch from the unit on .lam1cll")' I, 2014. 

• And, on or before December JI , 20 l J, the working interest owners shall sanction a Corsair bl0t·k 
clevdopmcnt project ,111d Purie sh.,fl submit a plan of development (POD) for llla1 project. 

Assuming Furic drills the two cxplorntion wells required 11bovc. failure to timely snnction a 
Corsair block development nnd sulm1il a POD will result in an esplc1ratio11 block . of Foric's 
ciw<1sing, contract ing 1'rci111 the unit on .lanual")' 1, 2014. 

-Or-

• Jr the unit's working in1crcst owners sanct ion a Corsair block dc\'clopment project and Furie 
submits ,t POD on m before Dec~mber 31. 2012, then on or before November 30. 2013 , Furic 
shall drill one exploration well in any or the three remaining undrillcd exploration blocks and 
complete, as defined under 20 AAC 25.990114), one dcvelopmt:nt well in the C0rsair bf0ck. 

Jf f-uric elects this latter altcniativc and fails to timely drill the one cxpl()rat ion \1,cll and complete 
<111e development well as required above. the failure will resu l1 in c011trnctio11 or any undrillcd 
exploration blocks from the unit 011 December l.2013 . 

Year 2014 

71334273, l O0i5051-00002 
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Kl .l' POI: 
J '()l) ·20l.2 

l'nge 2 ol'3 

• 1( Furic drills t1vo 1.:xpl11n11inn ll'cils in 201 J. then on or bcfon .. · November :10. 2014 h1ric ~h:ill 
- --=~- - -~=..,·c.::·i'f1TC'r{fn!rtf10!le'"l~Xpl(1J'(lll\).11 WcTJ Ill the rema111111g tifidm]ed c~i;plonitio1111]02f'and complete. ns 

... ... defhit·d u11dcr- 20 /\A(:' · 2.'i~99(l(l4).· nne de\'C"ltrpmc1rr wdl m1y,1;1iei'c -,,.·iihiii'llie -iiiiit ,fr .. (iil 

ccimpletc. as de lined undcr 20 /\AC' .25 990( 14). one development well and dri II and ccimpletc. as 
de tined t111dcr 20 !\ i\C 2.'i . 990( 14 ). one de, ch1pmc11t \\'Cl I anyll'hcrc ll'itllin the unit. 

l'ailure to ei111er limcly drill the cxplorati(1J1 well nnd ron1ple1t: the cle\'l:'l11pment well n.:,1uir1ed 
under (i) , al1c11·c. or complete one dc,·clopment ll'cil 111HI drill n11d COlllplctc a second dcvdopment 

\\'ell under (ii). ab<m:. ll'ill rcsull in contratlion nf ,111y remaining unc!rillcd explcirntion blocks 
f"n1111 the unit rn1 December I. 2014. 

-Or-

• J f' Furic dril I, nnc cxplnralion we! I and completes one clcn:lopmcnt \\'el I in !he C'orsiiir block in 
201 J . !hen l>ll lll' bcforc N,,i ·cmbcr 30 . 2014 Furic sllHII drill one exploralion ,;·t.:11 in an undrillcd 
cxplorMion block and clril I <111d c0111ple1e. a~ ck·!Jned under 20 AAC 25.99(1( I 4 ). nnc cie1·ek,p111cn1 
well 1111 ywhc rc 11i1hi11 iii<:' u11i1. 

If r-urii.: elect~ this latti.:r .i ltcrnnlil'C. then fail ure 10 timely drill the cxpl0ni1in11 ll'cll nm! drill and 
co111plc1c the dcl't:lop111c11t well will n.:~ull in t:\llltrnction or nny undrilled cxplc1ration bh1cks from 
the unit on Oet:crnber I. 2014 . 

) And 

• Regardless of wh ich altcnrnti,·c Furic ck-cts in 2014. on or before Dccc1nbcr 31 . 2014 . Furie ~lrnll 
commit tc1 drill dcl inention cir explorntinn wells in explorntion blocks outside the Corsair block or 
the working interest L1wncrs sh.ill sanction fl dL'Vclop111cn1 project in . and submit n POD for. 
blocks outside the Corsair block. 

h1ilure In commit to thi.:sc dclincMion or cxploniti\>n wells. or sanction clcvelopmcnt and submit n 

POD will rc:;ul t in contrnction of the bl,\cks outsidi;: !he Corsair block. 

• On or before .June I , 20 l 4 . Furic shal I post ,1 $2.500,000.00 Corsair block development bond in 
favor of the Slate of Al;iska, Depa11rnen1 of N111urnl Resources . 

• On or before December 31, 2014. Furic shall com111cnce sustained unit productitlll from the 
Corsair block. Failure to timely cnmmcncc sustained produc.:tion will rcsull i11 llwfciturc of the 
bond 1111d 1111 c:-;plorali<lll block of Furie 's choosing. contrncting frnlll the unit on January I. 2015. 

• Ir sustained r,roductio11 fi'\ll11 the Cors r1ir blcick is timely commenced , the bond will be released 011 

January 1, 2015. 

Year 2015 

• On or before November 30. 201.'i . Furic shall drill either (i) one exploralion well in nny 

remaining undrilkd exploration block, or (i i) if all explorntion blocks lrnvc betn drilled , a 

71334273.1 007.S0Sl-00002 
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dt~lincmion (ll" cxplont1i(111 wcfl 0111sidc the Corsair block and drill and compk1e. a~ defined lltHkr 

20 A.'\(· ~5. 990( 14 ). ('lll' <k'n:!npmcnl wdJ ;inywhen: \I i1hin 1hc lll1it. 

IJ' Furie cleL'ts 1dtcrnati\l: (i). ,i!Jo,·c. then fiiilurc ln 1i111ely drill 1he cxplon11io11 \\'ell will rcsu/1 in 
co111rnctio11 oJ' any undrilkd cxplnra1io11 hlock f'rom the unit 011 fkcembcr l. 20! 5: if /.'uric dccts 
altermllivc (iiJ. alwvc. !hen li1ilurc to timely drill the; ddinc.ilion or expltintli<'ll 11·cll and drill and 
complete the de\clop111L'J1I \\ell 11ill rc~;L,lt in <111 e:-.plMation hlod. of Furic·s c.:il(lllsing. 

cnutrncting fro111 the unit on Dccl'mhcr I. 2015. 

Genl:'ral Pro\'i~ion~ 

l . Furic ~Im/I drill nil t·xploni1i011 ll't:lfs w a depth s11flicien1 to pc11c1rn1e the Tynuek Fornia1io11 base. 
1 The Divisi<,11 will c,aluale dcl,1ys caused by d1·illi11g complicalinns 011 a ca~c-by-ca,c bn sis. 
J. Snnc:lioning rncnns npprornl hy 1l1c worbng i111erest owners tir /\uthori1.,1li011:; 1'<,r Expc11Jit11re 

under lhc terms of 1hi: Opcrnting Agrecme111 am! ~igned contracts /cir t:ngincl'ring ancJ 
ci1ns1ruclio11 . 

4 . If 1!1c unit is fu11hcr ntcmkd under 11 i\ :\C RJJJ6. Furic shall submit l)() days bel,1rc !he 

cxpirarion dale or 1hi!-: pl an <if cxplon11ion (POE) a ne\\' POE or POD !11.11 obligates Furic 10 
c<Jillinue drilling cxplorntio11 nr dcfincalion wells in no1, -produring •' xplorn1io11 block, . The POJ : 
nr POD must provide for unit c0111ract i1in of blocks in which Furic foi:,: 1c1 111cc1 i1s clrillillg 
oblig111icms. 

71334273 .l 0075051-00002 
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eJtY/1!~ 
January 24, 2013 

VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL 
VIA EMAIL: bill.bamm@alaska.gov 

W.C.Bamm 
Director, Division of Oil & Gas 
State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources 
550 W. 7th A venue, Suite 1100 
Anchorage,AK 99501-3560 

Re: Application to Amend KLU Plan of Exploration 

Dear Director Barron: 

fflsi@fEHWiim) 
JAN ~ 4 2013 

DIVISION OF 
•1tANDGAS 

Furie Operating Alaska, LLC ("Furie"), as operator of the Kitchen Lights Unit ("KLU"), hereby seeks 
approval of an amended Plan of Exploration ("POE") for the KLU. Based on the results of the past two 
exploration seasons and the urgent need for new gas suppJies in Southcentral Alaska, Furie proposes to 
continue responsible exploration of the unit while also accelerating development and production of 

natural gas to meet the pressing needs of Alaskans. 

In regard to future operations, Furie proposes to focus on developing the Corsair prospect through a new 
exploratory well to delineate the gas pay sands near KLU 1 well, testing the KLU I well in 2013 if time 
permits, conditions are safe and there is adequate well bore integrity, In addition, begin permitting for a 
3D seismic acquisition program ("3D Program"), and if time permits in 2013, begin acquiring that 3D 
data over KLU. This is a departure from the existing POE, which is in the near term focused primarily on 
exploratory drilling in undrilled exploration blocks. Furie is not at this time proposing to amend the 

configuration of the exploration blocks. DNR should approve the proposed POE modification for the 
reasons set forth herein. 

Discussion of Approval Criteria 

The review of an amendment to a plan of exploration is based on the criteria set forth in 11 AAC 83.303; 
EOC's proposed POE is a responsible explorati~n and development program that sets forth reasonable 
commitments for accelerated exploration and development of much needed gas whiJe temporarily 

delaying drilling in undrilled exploration bloclcs. The POE amendment addresses the urgent need for new 
gas supplies in Southcentral Alaska, gathers data necessary to effectively and efficiently deploy drilling 

-Fut1e Operating Aiaska, LLC 
1 oo Enterprise Avenue I League City, TX 77573 
OffiCEI: 281-957-98'! 2 I Fax: 281-957-9156 Page 1 
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resources, and reflects Furie's commitment to safe and responsible development in Alaska over the long 
tenn. 

· -The-proposed-POE-promotes-conservation ·of-all naturaJ-resources;-promotes-the-prevention of·eronu--m:ic 
and physical waste and provides for the protection of all parties in interest, including the State. In 
evaluating these factors, DNR will consider the criteria set forth in 11 AAC 83.303(b). As discussed 
below, the proposed POE is in the public interest and should be approved. 

1. The Environmental Costs and Benefits of Unitized Exploration or Development. 

The amendments to the POE do not pose any negative impact to the environment and are driven by a 
shared commitment by DNR and Furie to responsible oilfield practices. Furie will obtain all necessary 
and appropriate permits for the work commitments in the proposed POE. Amending the POE to include a 
3D Program in advance of certain exploratory drilling commitments provides data to ensure· cost efficient 
use of resources to target the most promising areas of potential natural resources . The 3D Program will 
also target shallow gas sands in the Corsair Exploration Block, which will provide data to enhance the 
natural gas development effort Furie plans in 2014, 

Further, the proposed POE amendments delineate the resource to facilitate formation of a participating 
area and production from the KLU. One of the anticipated benefits of unit operations, including 
exploration and development, is lesser environmental impacts than would likely occur if exploration and 
development were on a lease-by-lease basis. 

2. The Geological and Engineering Characteristics of the Potential Hydrocarbon AccuDiulation or 

Reservoir Proposed for Unltlza~on. 

A discussion of geological and engineering characteristics of the KLU can be found on pages 5-10 of the 
June 30, 2009 decision approving the Application for Expansion of the Kitchen Unit Area to Form the 
Kitchen Lights Unit. The proposed delineation well and 3D Program will provide further insights on the 
geological and engineering characteristics of the Corsair reservoir and other potential reservoirs within 
KLU. 

3. Prior Exploration.Acti'vities In the Proposed Unit Area. 

In 2011, Furie successfully brought a jack-up drilling rig to Cook Inlet and drilled its first well, KLU 1, 
consistent with the POE then in effect. 

In 2012, Furie re-entered the KLU 1 well and drilled to a depth of 15,298 feet. The well was logged and 
then plugged back to a depth of 13,108 feet, inside the 9-7/8" casing. The rig was mobilized to the KLU 
2 site and that weJI was drilled to 9,106 feet, logged and plugged back to 2,035 feet, inside the 13-3/8" 
casing. Furie then sidetracked the KLU 2 and began drilling KLU 2A, which was directionally driUed to 
a total vertical depth of 7,109 feet (total measured depth of 10,750 feet) . The KLU 2A well was logged 
and cased with 9-7/8" casing and a drill stem test ("DST") was perfonned; however, the results of the 
DST were inclusive do the lack of time for Furie to perform well intervention work and having to winter 

Furie Operating Naska, LLC 
100 Enterprise Avenue I League City, iX 77573 
Office: 261-957-9812 I Fax: 281-957-9156 Page2 
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stack the Spartan 151 due to diminishing weather in the Cook Jn1et. In addition, Furie drilled 
geotechnical bore boles at KLU 1 and KLU 2 well sites to evaluate soil conditions for a potential 
production platform. 

4. The Applicant's Plans f'or Exploration or Development of the Unit Area. 

Based on the results of Furie's prior exploration activities, Furie now needs to further delineate the 
reservoir and move toward development and production of gas. The proposed POE includes a delineation 
well and 3D Program to provide information valuable both for development and exploration. The 
proposed POE reflects Furie's desire to continue responsible exploration of the KLU with an eye toward 
accelerated development and production of much needed gas for Alaskans. The proposed POE is a 

responsible path toward exploration and development of the KLU. 

The proposed POE continues Furie's timely exploration, evaluation and development of the KLU and will 
result in production of oil and/or gas sooner than under the current POE. 

S. The Economic Costs and Benefits to the State and Other Factors. 

Approval of the proposed POE would benefit the State by providing urgently needed natural gas to 
Southcentral Alaska on an accelerated schedule while continuing to provide jobs associated with oi1 and 
gas exploration and development. With timely exploration and development comes economic activity 

and jobs. 

In addition, the state receives royalty revenues only from producing wells . By accelerating development, 
the proposed POE will increase state revenues sooner than the existing POE. 

Conclusion 

The proposed POE satisfies the criteria in 11 AAC 83.303 by promoting conservation of all natural 
resources, promoting the prevention of economic and physical waste and providing for the protection of 

all parties in interest, including the State. 

Amending the POE as proposed will further safe exploration in Cook Inlet with an eye toward accelerated 
gas development and production for the benefit of the people of Alaska at a time of great need . 

Furia Operating Alaska, IJ..C 
100 Enterprise Avenue I League City, TX 77573 
Office: 281-957-9812 I Fax: 281-957-9166 Paga3 
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Please contact me if you have any questions or would like additional information. 

cc: . Kyle Smith, DNR 
Temple Davison, DNR 
Jon Iversen, Stoel Rives, LLP 
Tony Nunes, Cogan & Partners, LLP 
Bruce Webb, Furie Operating Alaska; LLC 

- Bestregards; --
············- · ---r --.--···· 

~\(__-/ 
Damon Kade 
President 

Attached: KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT PLAN OF EXPLORATION FOR 2012-2015, REVISED EXHIBIT 
G SUMBITTED JANUARY 24, 2013 

Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 
100 Enterprise Avenue I League City, TX 77573 
Office: 281-957-9812 I Fax: 281-957-9156 Page+ 
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KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT PLAN OF EXPLORATION FOR 2012-2015 

REVISED EXHIBIT G SUMBITTED JANUARY 24. 2013 

Four Exploration Blocks as shown in the following attachments: (1) Kitchen Ligh1s Unit, Exhibit A, 
Kitchen Lights Unit Tracts/Leases; and (2) Kitchen Lights Unit, Exhibit B, Map of KLU With 
Exploration Blocks 

Year 2012 

• On or before November 30, 2012, Furie (as unit operator or any successor unit operator) shall 
drill the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) #1 and #2 exploration wells. 

Failure to timely drill these two wells will result in KLU tennination on December I, 2012. 
Failure to drill one of these two wells will result in an exploration block, of Furie's choosing, 

contracting from the KLU on December 1, 2012. 

Year 2013 

• On or before November 30, 2013, Furie shall: 
1. Drill, evaluate and, if warranted, test a new exploratory well in the KLU Corsair block, to 
delineate the KLU # 1 area gas pay sands, the exact location of which is contingent upon the 
approval of the AOGCC; and 
2. If there is sufficient time remaining in the drilling season, re-enter and test the KLU #] wbll. 

• In addition, on or before November 30, 2013, FurJe shal1 make all commercially reasonable 
efforts to obtain permits to perform a 30 seismic acquisition program targeting shallow gas zones 
within an area of past exploration wells in the Corsair block as well as deeper zones throughout 
KLU and, as necessary, beyond the boundaries of the KLU, and commence the seismic 
acquisition program if possible. 

• In addition, on or before December 31, 2013, the working interest owners shall sanction a Corsair 
block development project aoo Furie shall submit a plan of development (POD) to DNR for that 

project. 

Failure to timely meet these commitments will result in contraction of an undrilled exploration 
block, ofFurie's choosing, from the KLU on January 1, 2014. 

Year 2014 

• On or befure November 30, 2014 Furie shall drill one exploration well in an undrilled exploration 
block of its choosing; and 
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Provided that installation of a production platfonn pursuant to a plan of development is complete 
=~--=--~--tun1:fnrltrs reasonable sailsfActlar:prnrt1f:rlimcts:mtfqi>lu¢ dH1<no 1\iiffipte:fc" a dWelopiiieorweJI; - - · 

· - ·· ·· · - -Furie shall -complete, as -defined -under -.201\-AC-2 5; 990(14), a -development-well-in-the -Corsair - · 

block. 

• In addition, provided it has received the necessary pennits, Furie shall complete the 3D seismic 

acquisition program referred to above if the program was not completed in 2013. 

Failure to timely meet these commitments will result in contraction of an undrilled block, of 

Furie's choosing, from the KLU on December I, 2014. 

Year 2015 

• On or before November 30, 2015, Furie shall drill and complete, as defined under 20 AAC 

25.990(14), two further development wells in the Corsair block. 

Failure to timely drill and complete the two development wells will result in an exploration block, 

ofFurie's choosing, contracting from the KLU on December 1, 2015. 

• In addition, based upon the results of the 3D seismic acquisition and interpretation of that data 

and drilled exploration wells, which may be the basis for redefining or contracting portions of 

exploration blocks, on or before December 31, 2015, Furie and its working interest owners shall 

either (i) commit, pursuant to the JOA among Furie and such working interest owners, to drill 

delineation or exploration wells in one or more exploration blocks outside the Corsair block or 

(ii) Furie and the working interest owners shall sanction a development project in, and submit a 

POD to DNR for development of one or more blocks outside the Corsair block. 

Failure to meet Furie's obligations in either (i) or (ii) above in 2015 will result in contraction of 

all undrilled blocks outside the Corsair block on January 1, 2016. 

• On or before Jun~ l, 2015, Furie shall post a $2,500,000.00 Corsair block development bond in 

favor of the State of Alaska, Department of Natural Resources. 

• On or before December 31, 2015, Furie shall commence sustained unit production from the 

Corsair block. Failure to timely commence sustained production will result in forfeiture of the 

bond and an exploration block, of Furie's choosing, contracting from the KLU on January 1, 

2016. 

• If sustained production from the Corsair block is timely commenced, the bond will be released on 

January 1, 2016. 

General Provisions 

1. Furie shall drill all exploration wells to a depth sufficient to penetrate the Tyonek Fonnation top. 

2. The Division will evaluate delays caused by drilling complications on a case-by-case basis. 

EXHIBIT 19 - Page 6 of 8 
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3. Sanctioning means approval by the working interest owners of Authorizations for Expenditure 
under the terms of the Operating Agreement and signed contracts for engineering and 
construction. 

4. If the KLU is further extended under 11 AAC 83.336, Furie shall submit 90 days before the 
expiration date of this plan of exploration (POE) a new POE or POD that obligates Furie to 
continue drilling exploration or delineation wells in non-producing exploration blocks. The POE 

or POD may include redefinition or contraction of portions of blocks based upon the results of the 
3D seismic program and exploration wells. The POE or POD must provide for unit contraction of 
blocks in which Furie fails to meet its drilling obligations. 
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THE STATE 
01ALASKA 

GOVERNOR SEAN PARNELL 

February 22, 2013 

Damon Kade 
President 
Furie Operating Alaska 
I 00 Enterprise Avenue 
League City, TX 77573 

Department of Natural Resources 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

Division of Oil & Gas 
Anchorage Office 

550 W. 71h Avenue Suite 1100 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501-3560 

Main: 907 .269 .8800 
Fax: 907 .269.8939 

RETIJRN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Re: Application to Amend Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration 

Dear Mr. Kade: 

On January 24, 2013, Furie Operating Alaska, LLC (F~rie) submitted an application to amend the 
2012-2015 Kitchen Light Unit (KLU) Plan of Exploration (POE) to the Division for approval. See 
attached Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration for 2012-2015, Revised and Resubmitted Exhibit 
G. Furie proposed modifications to the KLU POE, as ai:nended September 18, 2012, including 
changes to the commitments and timing of wells to be drilled over the next three years. 
Additionally, Furie committed to completing a 3D seismic acquisition program encompassing the 
entire KLU by the end of 2015 with sustained production in the KLU by no later than December 31, 
2015. Failure to timely complete required worlc commitments. will result in contraction of undrillid 
exploration blocks, as set out in the proposed POE. 

The KLU is an 83,394 acre unit that is divided into four blocks: the Corsair, North, Southwest, and 
Central blocks. Furie's drilling activities to date have only occurred in the Corsair block. Furie has 
met its POE commitments for 2011 and 2012 by bringing a jack-up 1ig to Cook Inlet and meeting 
the well obligations for the past two drilling seasons by drilling and logging the KLU I, KLU 2, and 
KLU 2A wells. Furie did not submit a plan of development (POD) or sanction a Corsair 
development project by December 31, 2012. Therefore, the amended POE required Furie to drill 
two exploration wells in two of the remaining three undrilled blocks in 2013, with a final 
exploration well in the remaining undrilled block to be drilled in 2014 or 2015. The KLU working 
interest owners were also required to sanction a Corsair block development project and Furie shall 
submit a POD to DNR for the Corsair block by December 31, 2013. 

The proposed POE identifies the results of the past two drilling seasons as the reason for the 
proposed POE. The application states that continued drilling and evaluation within the Corsair 
block is needed to accelerate gas development and production in the KLU. The proposed POE also 
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reqllests additional time for drilling aH the undrilled bl~cksuntil 3 D seismic can be acguired. Furie 

.... . 

believes the proposed 3 D _seismic _ ~(jq~i.'.'it_t<?.~-~i1) __ ~~jver . i~jg_I!t_Qf! __ g~()_l()g_i~_a} -~-11:Q . ~1_1gineering ___ ....... 
characteristic of the KLU and result in increased drilling success. 

When considering POE amendments, the Division considers whether the amendment is necessary 

or advisable to protect the public interest. 11 AAC 83.303(a). The Division will approve a POE 

amendment upon a finding that it will (I) promote conservation of all natural resources, including 

all or part of an oil or gas pool, field, or like area; (2) promote the prevention of economic and 

physical waste; and (3) provide for the protection of all parties of interest including the state. Id. In 

evaluating conservation, prevention of waste, and the parties' interest, the Division considers (1) the 

environmental costs and benefits of unitized exploration or development; (2) the geological and 

engineering characteristics of the potential hydrocarbon accumulation or reservoir proposed for 

unitization; (3) prior exploration activities in the proposed unit area; (4) the applicant's plans for 

exploration or development of the unit area; (5) the economic costs and benefits to the state; and (6) 

any other relevant factors, including measures to mitigate impacts identified above, the 

commissioner determines necessary or advisable to protect the public interest. 11 AAC 83.303(b). 

The proposed POE forwards new commitments for 2013-2015. In 2013, Furie will drill a new well 

in the Corsair block to delineate KLU 'l gas pay sands, drill a well in an undrilled exploration block, 
and sanction a development project in the Corsair block in addition to submitting a POD. The 

amended POE would have required Furie to drill a well in two undrilled blocks. The 2014 

commitments include another well drilled in an undrilled block with a development well drilled in 

the Corsair block. Additionally, Furie proposes a seismic acquisition program and continued 

drilling of wells in undrilled blocks. The 3D seismic program will be initiated in 2014 and 

completed by the end of 2015. In 2015, the KLU will be on sustained production with two more 

Corsair wells drilled and completed. Failure by Furie to meet any of these commitments will result 

in contraction ofundrilled blocks from the KLU. 

The exploration and development activities proposed, based on the results of prior drilling 

activities, provide for more targeted drilling, the possibility of new prospects, and more economic 

and efficient development of gas and oil resources in the KLU. The public interest is protected in 
this proposed POE as it allows Furie to continue its effort to maximize the efficient recovery of oil 

and gas in the KLU while ensuring that exploration continues in previously undrilled areas of the 

unit. The proposed POE provides mechanisms for encouraging timely development and assessment 

of sfate resources tlu:ough contraction of undrilled blocks when commitments are not met. 

I find that the proposal is advisable to protect the interest under 11 AAC 83.303 and I approve the 

amendment to the POE in accordance with revised and resubmitted Exhibit G attached. 
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A person affected by this decision may appeal it, in accordance with 11 AAC 02. Any appeal must 
be received within 20 calendar days after the date of the issuance of this decision, as defined in 11 
AAC 02.040 (c) and (d), and may be mailed or delivered to Daniel S. Sullivan, Commissioner, 
DNR, 550 W. 7ili Avenue, Suite 1400, Anchorage, Alaska 99501; faxed to (907) 269-8918, or sent 
by electronic mail to dnr.appeals@alaska.gov. This decision takes effect immediately. An eligible 
person must first appeal this decision in accordance with 11 AAC 02 before appealing this decision 
to Superior Comi. A copy of 11 AAC 02 may be obtained i'om any regional information office of 
the Department of Natural Resources. 

If you have questions regarding this decision, please do not hesitate to contact Kyle Smith at (907) 

269-8807 or via email at kyle.smith@alaska.gov. 

Sincerely, 

W. C. Barron 
Director 

CC: DOL 

Attachment: Kitchen Lights Unit Plan of Exploration for 2012-2015 Revised Exhibit G 
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KITCHEN LIGHTS UNIT PLAN OF EXPLORATION FOR 2012-2015 

REVISED EXHIBIT G SUMBITTED JANUARY 241 2013, 
(Revised and resubmitted January 30, 2013) 

Four Exploration Blocks as shown in the following attachments: (1) Kitchen Lights Unit, Exhibit A, Kitchen 
Lights Unit Tracts/Leases; and (2) Kitchen Lights Unit, Exhibit B, Map ofKLU With Exploration Blocks 

Year 2012 

• On or before November 30, 2012, Furie (as unit operator or any successor unit operator) shall drill 
the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) #1 and #2 exploration wells. 

Failure to timely drill these two wells will result in KLU tennination on, December 1, 2012. Failure to 

drill one of these two wells will result in an exploration block, ofFurie's choosing, contracting from the 

KLU on December 1, 2012. 

Year 2013 

• On or before November 30, 2013, Furie shall: 

1. Drill, evaluate and, if supported by down hole data, test a new well in the KLU Corsair block, to 

delineate the KLU #1 area gas pay sands, the exact location of which is contingent upon the 

approval of the AOGCC; and 

2. Drill one exploration well in an undrilled exploration block of Furie's choosing. 

Failure to timely drill one, but not both, of these exploration wells will result in contraction of an 
undrilled exploration block, ofFurie's choosing, from the KLU on December 3 l, 2013. Failure to timely 

drill both of these exploration wells will result in contraction of all undrilled exploration blocks from the 

KLU on December 31, 2013. 

• In addition, on or before December 31, 2013, the working interest owners shall sanction a Corsair 

block development project and Furie shall submit a plan of development (POD) to DNR for that 

project. 

• Assuming Furie drills the two wells required in 1 and 2 above, failure to sanction a Corsair block 
development project and submit a plan of development will result in contraction of an undrilled 
exploration block by December 31,2013, of Furie's choosing, from the KLU on January 2, 2014. 
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• On or before November 30, 2014 Furie shall drill one exploration well in an undrilled exploration 
block of its choosing 

• Provided that installation of a production platfonn pursuant to a plan of development is complete, 
and ifthere is adequate time to safely complete a development well, Furie shall complete, as defined 
under 20 AAC 25 .990(14), a development well in the Corsair block. 

Failure to meet the obligations set forth above for 2014 will result in contraction of all undrilled 
exploration blocks from the KLU on December 3 I, 2014. 

• In addition, unless Furie can otherwise obtain 3D seismic data adequate for KLU exploration and 
development, Furie shall conduct a 3D seismic program targeting shallow gas zones within an area 
of past exploration wells in the Corsair block as well as deeper zones throughout KLU and, as 
necessary, beyond the boundaries of the KLU. 

Year 2015 

• On or before November 30, 2015, Furie shall drill and complete, as defined under 20 AAC 
25.990(14), two further development wells in the Corsair block. 

• In addition, unless Furie has otherwise obtained 3D seismic data adequate for KLU exploration and 
development, Furie shall complete the 3D seismic program referenced in the 2014 program above, or 
drill an exploration well in the remaining undrilled exploration block. 

• In addition, based upon the results of the 3D seismic acquisition and interpretation of that data and 
drilled exploration wells, which may be the basis for redefining or contracting portions of 
exploration blocks, on or before December 31, 20 IS, Furie and its working interest owners shall 
either (i) commit, pursuant to the JOA among Furie and such working interest owners, to drill one or 
more delineation or exploration wells in one or more exploration blocks outside the Corsair block or 

(ii) Furie and the working interest owners shall sanction a development project in, and submit a POD 
to DNR for development of one or more blocks outside the Corsair block. 

Failure to meet the obligations set forth above for 201 S will result in an exploration block, of Furie's 
choosing, contracting from the KLU on January 4, 2016. 

• On or before June 1, 2015, Furie shall post a $2,500,000.00 Corsair block development bond in 
favor of the State of Alaska, Department ofN atural Resources . 
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• On or before December 31, 2015, Furie shall commence sustained unit production from the Corsair 
block. 

Failure to timely commence sustained production will result in forfeiture of the bond and an exploration 
block, ofFurie's choosing, contracting from the KLU on January 4, 2016. 

• If sustained production from the Corsair block is timely commenced, the bond will be released on 
January 4, 2016. 

General Provisions 

1. Except as otherwise specifically provided herein, Furie shall drill all exploration wells to a depth 
sufficient to penetrate the Tyonek Fonnation top. 

2. The Division will evaluate delays caused by drilling complications on a case-by-case basis . 

3. Sanctioning means approval by the working interest owners of Authorizations for Expenditure under 
the tenns of the Operating Agreement and signed contracts for engineering and construction. 

4. If the KLU is further extended under 11 AAC 83 .336, Furie shall submit 90 days before the 
expiration date of this plan of exploration (POE) a new POE or POD that obligates Furie to continue 
drilling exploration or delineation wells in non-producing exploration blocks. The POE or POD may 
include redefinition or contraction of portions of blocks based upon the results of the 3D seismic 
program and exploration wells . The POE or POD must provide for unit contraction of blocks in 

which Furie fails to meet its drilling obligations. 
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THE STATE 

June 2, 2017 

Bruce Webb 

01ALASKA 
GOVERNOR BILL WALKER 

Sr. Vice President 
Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 
188 W. Northern Lights Blvd., Suite 620 
Anchorage, AK 99503 

Department of Natural Resources 
Division of Oil & Gas 

Anchorage Office 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

550 W. 7th Avenue, Suite I 100 
Anchorage, Alasko 99501-3560 

Main : 907.269.8800 
Fax: 907.269 .8939 

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Re: Kitchen Lights Unit-Amendment to 4th Plan of Development -Approved 

Dear Mr. Webb: 

The Department of Natural Resources, Division of Oil and Gas (Division) received Furie 
Operating Alaska, LLC's (Furie) proposed amendment to its 4th Plan of Development (POD 
Amendment) for the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU). The POD Amendment is dated May 29, 2017, 
but was emailed to the Division on May 30, 2017. 

In its 4th POD, approved by the Division on December 8, 2016, Furie committed to development 
activities in the Corsair block, with an alternative plan to explore in the North block. 
Specifically, Furie committed to: 

• Complete the KLU #Al well in the Corsair block by November 30, 2017. 
• Either (a) by November 30, 2017, drill and log a development well in the Corsair Block 

to the Sterling flow test zone reached by the KLU #3 well and presentDNR with a plan 
for completing the well; or (b) by December 30, 2017, drill and log the KLU #4 
exploration well in the North Block. 

The POD Amendment changes alternative (b), above, to state that by December 30, 2017, Furie 
with drill and log either KLU #4 or KLU #6-Deep Jurassic. The KLU #6-Deep Jurassic well is 
proposed for ADL 389198 in the Corsair Block. Furie previously labeled a prospective well in 
ADL 389924 as "KLU #6," but has renamed it KLU #13. 

When considering a POD, the Division considers the public interest, conservation of natural 
resources, prevention of economic and physical waste, protection of all interested parties, 
including the state, environmental cost and benefits, geological and engineering characteristics or 
reservoirs or potential hydrocarbon accumulations, prior exploration activities, plans for 
exploration or development, economic costs and benefits to the state, and any other relevant 
factors, including mitigation measures. 11 AAC 83.303(a), (b). The Division considered these 
factors in approving earlier PODs for the KLU and incorporates those findings by reference. · 
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In approving the 4th POD, the Division concluded that Furie's plans, even offered as 
alternatives, further the State and public interest in development of the resources. The POD 
Amendment adds an additional alternative. Furie continues to commit to drilling a well, but 
under the Amenaed POD, it wi!T 6e (l) a development well in the Corsair Block; (2) an · 

····-·explora1ory well 1n-rne·corsa1rBlock; or(3)an exploratory wen m the North Block. Each of ····---··· · ·· ··········· ········ 
these alternatives is an opportunity to further explore or develop the unit, which protects the 
State's economic interests in developing its resources. 

Considering the 11 AAC 83.303 criteria and Furie's work commitments, the Division finds that 
the 4th POD is in the public interest. The Division therefore approves the Amended POD. The 
4th POD, as amended, is for the period January 5, 2017 through January 4, 2018. Under 11 AAC 
83.343, the 5th POD is due October 6, 2017, 90 days before the 4th POD expires. This approval 
is only for a general plan of development. Specific field operations will require an approved Plan 
of Operations. 

An eligible person affected by this decision may appeal it, in accordance with 11 AAC 02. Any 
appeal must be received within 20 calendar days after the date of"issuance" of this decision, as 
defined in 11 AAC 02.040(c) and (d), and may be mailed or delivered to AndrewT. Mack, 
Acting Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources, 550 W. 7th Avenue, Suite 1400, 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501; faxed to l-907-269-8918; or sent by electronic mail to 
dnr.appeals@alaska.gov. This decision takes effect immediately. An eligible person must first 
appeal this decision in accordance with 11 AAC 02 before appealing this decision to Superior 
Court. A copy of 11 AAC 02 may be obtained from any regional information office of the 
Department of Natural Resources. 

If you have questions regarding this decision, contact Becky Kruse with the Division at 907-269-
8799 or via email to Becky.Kruse@Alaska.gov. 

Sincerely, 

Chantal Walsh 
Director 
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THE STATE 

01ALASKA 
GOVERNOR SEt\N PARNELL 

January 30, 2014 

Damon Kade, President 
Furie Operating Alaska, LLC 
1029 W. 3 ,-ct A venue, Suite 500 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

Re: Initial Plan of Development-Approval 

Dear Mr. Kade, 

Department of Natural Resources 

Division of Oil & Gas 
Anchorage Office 

550 W. 71h Avenue Suite 1100 
Anchorqge, Alaska 99.501-3560 

Main: 907.269.8800 
r-ax: 907 .269.8939 

CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

On December 21, 2013, Furie Operating Alaska, LLC (Furie) submitted the initial Plan of 
Development (POD) for the Kitchen Lights Unit (KLU) and a document to evidence sanctioning of 
the Corsair block development project. Division staff has met with Furie on multiple occasions to 
discuss Furie's plans to move the Corsair block towards development. The Division notified Furie 
via email that the POD application was complete on December 31, 2013. The 2012-2015 KLU 
Plan of Exploration required Furie to submit a POD and sanctioning document by December 31, 
2013. These documents are deemed suftici~nt to meet that 2013 POE requirement. 

The KLU is a 83,394 acre, offshore unit separated into four exploration blocks (Corsair, North, 
Central, and Southwest). Furie's exploration activities in the KLU have been set out in the 2012-
2015 KLU Plan of Exploration. Three exploration wells and a sidetrack well have been drilled in 
the Corsair block since Furie's drilling in the unit began in 2011. Furie plans to bring the Corsair 
block on production after drilling and testing the KLU #3 well. Exploration drilling also started in 
the North block of the KLU in 2013 with the KLU #4 well. The remaining two exploration blocks 
have not yet been drilled by Furie. 

The objective of the initial KLU POD is to produce natural gas from the Sterling and Beluga 
formations penetrated by the KLU #3 well. Furie proposes a project schedule for the initial POD 
which should be completed by the fourth quarter of 2014. In April 2014, installation of a monopod
style platform, which will be constructed off-site and barged to the KLU #3 well site, will begin. 
One of two proposed marine gathering lines will also be installed and completed in September 
2014. The gathering line will connect to the onshore production facility, which will include 
separation and dehydration capabilities, and projects to be completed by October 2014. Once 
installation of the facilities and pipelines are completed, the KLU #3 well will be completed and 
tied in to the platform with first production scheduled for late 2014. The long-tenn development 
plans for the KLU platfonn would include up to six development wells at the Corsair block. No 
development activities were proposed in the initial POD application for the other exploration 
blocks. Exploration activities for KLU will continue to be set forth in the 2012-2015 KLU POE 
which will be adjudicated separately. 

When considering a POD, the Division must consider whether the POD is necessary or advisable to 
protect the public interest. 11 AAC 83.303(a). The Division will approve a POD upon a finding that 
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it will (1) promote conservation of all natural resources, including aU or part of an oil or gas pool, ( ; . . 
field, or like area; (2) promote the prevention of economic and physical waste; and ( 3) provide for 

- - =--=:c------c=,, -theapreteetioo.ef:.at¼.~-of--inter-est=melt1tti-ng""1he=Statec--M-.~alt!Ming,aeonserv-ation;-pieev-ention= - ~~=-
_ of ..w..aste,.and.the pa11ies' interest, . theDivisionwilLconsider ( 1) . the env.ironmen tal-costs and benefits- -- ·~

of unitized exploration or development; (2) the geological and engineering characte1istics of the 
potential hydrocarbon accumulation or reservoir proposed for unitization; (3) prior exploration 
activities in the proposed unit area; (4) ·the applicant's plans for exploration or development of the 
unit area; (5) the economic costs and benefits to the state; and (6) any other relevant factors, 
including meac,ures to mitigate impacts identified above, the commissioner determines necessary or 
advisable to protect the public interest. 11 AAC 83.303(b). 

The initial KLU POD proposes to achieve first production in KLU by late 2014. Furie anticipates 
production at the rate of 15-18 million cubic feet of natural gas per day. The POD proposes new 
facilities and pipelines and includes the first platfonn installed in Cook Inlet since 2000. The use · 
of a platfonn to produce gas from the Corsair block allows gas resources, unreachable from 
onshore, to be produced more efficiently. The platform maximizes economic benefits to the state 
through royalty payments for produced gas. While environmental costs and conservation of the 
natural resources are a concern with newly-proposed oil and gas platfonns, many precautions are 
taken and extensive permitting and compliance work is conducted under separate approvals to 
promote conservation of all natural resources and mitigate potential impacts. The KLU platform 
and Furie's jack-up rig provide the state with an effective means to evaluate and produce more gas 
resources while promoting prevention of physical waste . . 

The Division has considered the 11 AAC 83.303(b) factors and (a) criteria and analyzed the 
development impacts. Based on the analysis of the 11 AAC 83 ,303(b) factors for the development 
work proposed here, the Division finds that the initial KLU POD protects the public interest, 
promotes conservation, prevents waste, and protects the pa11ies' interests. The initial KLU POD is 
approved for one year effective January 30, 2014. The 2nd KLU POD will be due to the Division 90 
days before the expiration of the initial POD on or before November 1, 2014. 

A person affected by this decision may appeal it, in accordance with 11 AAC 02. Any appeal must 
be received within 20 calendar days after the date of "issuance" of this decision, as defined in 11 
AAC 02.040 (c) and (d), and may be mailed or delivered to Joe Balash, Commissioner, DNR, 550 
W. i" Avenue, Suite 1400, Anchorage, Alaska 99501; faxed to 1-907-269-8918, or sent by 
electronic mail to dnr.appeals@alaska.gov. This decision takes effect immediately. An eligible 
person must first appeal this decision in accordance with 11 AAC 02 before appealing this decision 
to Superior Court. A copy of 11 AAC 02 may be obtained from any regional infonnation office of 
the Department of Natural Resources. 

If you have questions regarding this decision, please contact Kyle Smith with the Division at (907) 
269-8807 or via email at kyle.smith@alaska.gov. 

Sincerely, 
- ~ 

~CJ::> 
W.C. Barron 
Director 

cc : DOL 
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